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2ABSTRACT
The performance of conical diffusers with axial and 
swirling flew has been considered. As a necessary starting point 
the various criteria used for defining performance have been 
reviewed and have been extended to swirling flew cases. A new 
'AREA-PLOT' method, which unifies presentation of performance 
information, for plane and conical diffusers has been preposed.
An added attraction of this method is that it displays all three 
geometric variables of the diffusers.
As swirl modifies the boundary layer it was necessary to 
have seme knowledge of the growth of the boundary layer in the axial 
flew situation. This was achieved by extending the 'ROSS-FRASER' 
model as a closed form solution requiring only the initial boundary 
conditions. The predictions compare very well with published 
experimental results.
The swirling flow case has been considered both 
mathematically and experimentally, the latter being studied through 
flew visualisation and measurement. An extensive survey of available 
literature, on theoretical and experimental work, has been presented 
with particular emphasis on areas not covered by previous surveys.
The mathematical analysis was aimed at identifying the dominant 
parameters. The solution indicates the preferred coordinate system 
and the possibility of further extension. It has been shown that 
it is possible to represent the tangential velocity distribution 
in the diffuser by a family of exponential curves.
P
Further analysis indicated that the divergence of the solid-body 
rotation core was parallel to the wall of the diffuser.
Flew visualisation studies have identified breakdown 
and non-breakdewn areas in turbulent swirling pipe flow. The 
development of the various modes of breakdown have been recorded. 
Detailed flew measurement in the 10° diffuser indicates that 
swirl has a definite effect on eliminating separation tendencies. 
It was found that swirl modifies the wall static pressure drop in 
the inlet pipe immediately upstream of the diffuser.
PRINCIPAL NOMENCLATURE.
a Radius of crank of slider-crank mechanism 
A Constant; cross-sectional area of duct
AR Area ratio (= A^/A^)
B,C,k Constants
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Skin friction coefficient 
Pressure recovery coefficient 
Ideal pressure recovery coefficient 
Coefficient of performance 
Shape parameter 
General function
Exponent (function of |R0O ); General function 
Shape parameter ( = 0/0 )
Calibration factor associated with spherical probe 
Mixing length; length of link of slider-crank mechanism 
Slant length of diffuser 
Angular momentum
= l/a as applied to slider crank mechanism 
Static pressure 
Mean static pressure 
Mean axial kinetic energy
Mass flux through a region in the boundary layer
Mass flux through a cross-section
Radial co-ordinate
Radius of duct
Reynolds number
Wetted surface area of conical diffuser
5SR Non-dimensional wetted surface area 
t time
u Axial velocity
u Mean axial velocity
u Peak value of axial velocity profile
u Friction velocity (= J%jp )
v Tangential velocity
V Total velocity
W Radial velocity
y Distance measured radially from wall
Y Thickness of boundary layer
z Axial co-ordinate
Greek Symbols
fl Non-dimensional axial length (= z /Rq ); Angle of yaw
Radius ratio (= r/R or (r/krcf  as indicated); Angle of pitch 
y Functional characteristic (= u0 juc ); Angle between velocity 
vector and a given point on sphere 
y* Axial kinetic energy factor
y** Axial momentum factor
<3 Dihedral angle; Boundary layer displacement thickness 
€ Overall effectiveness; Eddy viscosity
C Velocity ratio (= u/uco )
7) Nondimens ional boundary layer co-ordinate
T) Overall energy efficiency
7)e Energy efficiency
0 Crank angle; Three dimensional momentum thickness
0^  Two dimensional momentum thickness
6Diffuser loss coefficient
r Circulation
p Core velocity ratio (= u j uc0 )
V Kinematic viscosity
P Density
T Shear stress
4> Cone angle of diffuser; Probe conical angle
* Swirl angle [ Tan '(v/u) ]
$ Projected maximum swirl angle [ Tan (Rco/u ) ]
CO Angular velocity
Q Circulation number (= R f/ü  )
Superscripts
* Swirl case1 Instantaneous fluctuating components;
[ ] Partial differential
Subscripts
c Conical diffuser; Value at inviscid core or at "solid-
body rotation" core 
CL Centreline
d Based on diameter
i General case
p Plane diffuser
w Value at wall
Q Based on nmentum thickness; Value obtained by extrapolating
laminar sub-layer profile to y = 6 
oo Inviscid flew outside boundary layer
o,l Inlet section
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In fluid mechanics, a duct in which the cross-sectional 
area increases in the direction of flow is termed a diffuser. In 
subsonic flews it decelerates the flow with an accompanying 
increase in static pressure. Which of these is the primary 
objective is dependent on the particular application; however each 
of these objectives needs to be achieved with the minimum of 
losses. Almost any basic contour may be used to achieve this 
expansion; the conical diffuser however has been used extensively 
owing to its simple geometry which makes it attractive in practical 
applications.
Despite the vast amount of research over the years, the 
basic characteristics of flew in a diffuser are still not clearly 
understood. Whilst it is desirable to employ an optimum diffuser 
where possible (i.e. one which yields the highest pressure 
recovery coefficient), in practice other design considerations 
preclude this and sometimes it is necessary to employ an other 
than optimum diffuser. This more immediate requirement of the 
design engineer has been satisfied by providing performance charts 
in which the pressure recovery coefficient, defined as
c p=  (P.-P.i/q,
is given as a function of the area ratio and expansion angle (or 
the axial length).
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In major industrial applications even a few percent 
improvement of efficiency represents a significant financial 
saving and therefore factors influencing diffuser performance are 
eagerly sought. Early researchers were of the view that performance 
was a function only of the gecmetry of the diffuser. However, 
recent work has shewn that the thickness of the inlet boundary 
layer and the level of inlet turbulence are also relèvent parameters. 
The adverse pressure gradient associated with flow in the diffuser 
thickens the boundary layer and can lead to separation. In 
separated flews the kinetic energy available for conversion to 
flew work is lost as internal energy.
Over the years various methods have been employed to 
prevent boundary layer separation. Of these, boundary layer 
suction in particular has received a great deal of attention.
This removal of Slew moving fluid from the boundary layer causes 
high velocity fluid fran the core region to replace it. The 
greater kinetic energy of this fluid enables it to overcome the 
effects of the pressure gradient thus preventing separation.
Ackeret (1958), Furruya, et. al. (1966) and several others have 
improved performance by this method. Moon (1958) reported that 
suction was effective only with thin entry boundary layer 
thickness and that suction was totally ineffective when this was 
excessively thick.
Several other isolated methods have been used iron time 
to time. Persh and Bailey (1954) increased wall roughness while 
Nicoll and Ramaprian (1970) used annular secondary injection;
both claim iirprovements. Improvements have also been claimed for 
wide angle diffusers by Yang (1965) who suspended an axisyirmetric 
aerofoil centrally inside the diffuser. The effect of screens on 
performance was investigated by Wintemitz and Ramsey (1957) and 
Moore and Kline (1958). Sprenger (1959), Senoo and Nishi (1974) 
and several others used vortex generators to improve diffuser 
performance. These were used only in specific applications and a 
vast amount of experimentation isrequired to determine the 
optimum configuration of vortex generators and to quantify the 
benefits.
According to Peters (1931), Andres (1909) was the first 
to suggest that swirl may be used as an efficient means of 
redistributing energy though the latter did not venture to 
investigate this any further. Peters himself carried out some 
preliminary work to investigate this view. As seen from Fig. (1.1), 
swirl in fact does improve performance. Later, work by Liepe (1960) 
and Van Dewoes tine (1969) further reinforced this view.
The current research programme arose from the view that 
it may be possible to improve the performance of the fluidic vortex 
amplifier by attaching a diffuser to its exit. The discharge from 
a switched vortex amplifier possesses a high degree of swirl and 
the aim is to generate a higher impedence in the chamber by diffusing 
the discharge. Following recent work on the performance of fluidic 
vortex amplifiers by Neve (1971) it was decided to conduct 
a comprehensive research programme to investigate the character of 
swirling flew in diffusers and in a pipe (diffuser with zero 
divergence angle), and also to contribute to the existing knowledge 
on performance without swirl.
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Flew in ducts covers a major portion of the subject of 
fluid mechanics. As Fig. (1.2) indicates, even when restricted 
to conical diffusers the subject is extremely wide. It is 
obviously inpossible to build one universal test apparatus to 
investigate the entire problem. Each individual project, within 
the main programme, should investigate a few of the parameters at 
a time thus providing the necessary information to put this subject 
on a similar footing to that of diffuser performance with axial 
flew. Cwing to the almost non-existent expertise in this field, 
laying a suitable foundation was seen as an absolute necessity.
Ihe present project was seen as one that would make a global 
assessment of the programme in addition to performing a steering 
function for future research in this field.
A  considerable degree of ambiguity still exists in the 
manner in which diffuser performance is evaluated. In Chapter Two 
the various criteria have been developed logically in an attempt 
to coordinate these. Parallel criteria have also been developed 
for evaluating performance of diffusers with swirling flow. A 
new 'AREA-PLOT' method unifying presentation of such information, 
in two and three dimensional flews, has also been developed.
The boundary layer growth in the conical diffuser, with axial flew, 
is considered analytically, in Chapter Three, by extending the work 
of previous investigators to obtain a closed form solution. The 
special numerical techniques developed are also included but the 
associated computer routines are reported in a separate publication.
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FLOW IN DUCTS
DIFFUSERS & PIPES
NOZZLES
(outside scope of present 
interest)
With axial flow
(exhaustively investigated 
already)
With swirling flew
Effect of fluid properties
Effect of geometry 
(Area ratio; length; angle of 
diffusion; entry and exit length)
Effect of various 
types of entry flow
Relating swirl and geometry 
to prevent breakdown.
Defining conical diffuser 
geometries and swirl combinations 
to obtain maximum efficiency.
Fig. 1.2 FLOW CHART DISPLAYING SCOPE FOR RESEARCH ASSOCIATED
WITH DIFFUSERS.
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The characteristics of swirling flow and the associated 
vortex breakdown phenomenon are introduced in Chapter Four. An 
extensive survey of relevant previous experimental work is 
presented. Included is a discussion on the role of swirling flow 
in jets, pipes, conical diffusers and annular diffusers. Ctoing 
to the scarcity of experimental data mathematical analysis of the 
swirling flew problem has been stunted. Most of the prediction 
methods proposed have attempted to predict the occurrence of vortex 
breakdown. Only a few have attempted to study decay of swirl.
These methods have been reviewed in Chapter Five. Furthermore the 
governing equations of motion have been solved to investigate the 
influence of dominant parameters in laminar swirling flow in 
conical diffusers.
During the design stages of the test apparatus and 
instrumentation, it was decided not to limit the scope of the 
apparatus to this project alone but to endeavour to make it 
sufficiently flexible to accommodate as much of the forseeable 
future programme as possible. Consequently convenience had to be 
sacrificed for greater latitude of experimentation. Design 
information is reported in detail in Chapter Six. As the five-hole 
pitot probe used for measurement was the subject of a more detailed 
analysis, it is discussed separately in Chapter Seven.
Chapter Eight describes the flew visualisation work 
conducted in water to observe the development of vortex breakdown. 
Ihe discussion throws light on the difficulties associated with 
such work. Experimental work associated with flew measurement in 
air is reported in Chapter Nine.
Diffuser performance information is also included with comparisons, 
where possible.
The work carried out is reviewed in Chapter Ten/ and the 
results are presented. Possible extensions in the various areas 
are also discussed.
CHAPTER TWO
ESTIMATION AND PRESENTATION OF DIFFUSER
PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
2.1 INTRODUCTION
As diffusers are concerned with obtaining as much static
pressure as possible iron the kinetic energy of the fluid their 
functional efficiency must be measured accordingly. Various 
definitions for such measurements have been proposed in an attempt 
to obtain a convenient method for presenting performance information. 
As a result a certain degree of ambiguity has been introduced. In 
an attempt to resolve this the various definitions used for 
measurement of performance are derived in a logical manner. The 
validity of same of the terms used will always remain arguable 
though this is of secondary Importance. The subsequent discussion 
will also concentrate on developing a suitable basis for presenting 
such information when the flew at entry to the diffuser possesses 
a swirl component of velocity. In addition an improved 'AREA-PLOT' 
method has been developed for presenting performance information.
2.2_______AXIAL FLOW AT ENTRY
efficiency' of a diffuser be defined as the ratio of the power 
transformed to the power supplied for transformation.
Patterson (1938) suggested that the 'overall energy
V ( 2.2.1)
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If the flew is axial at inlet and outlet sections 
then V = u and, as the uniform pressure is in addition 
transmitted through the boundary-layer, the above equation yields 
the 'energy efficiency'.
Using the kinetic energy (weighting) factor
y u*A =  f  udA
* K
this becomes
\  = (Pz-R} (2*2‘3)
where AR = AjA^  and q =» ptf/2 . If the velocity distribution 
is uniform at the initial and final sections then %*%!=■ I 
and equation (2.2.3) reduces to the 'coefficient of performance'
C p=  (pa-R)/qt(!-ARJ" (2.2.4)
In real flews in ducts the presence of the boundary layer 
causes a non-uniformity of velocity. As a consequence of its 
definition y^ will always be greater than unity and in the case 
of the paraboloid velocity distribution associated with fully 
developed laminar flows %  = 2. In the case of a thin inlet 
boundary layer may be assumed to be unity but such an assumption 
is invalidated at the exit of a diffuser where the adverse pressure 
gradient creates a very thick boundary-layer.
i/ TH-In a typical case using the 77 power law
u/u =■ (I — r/R )
yields = 1.06. Peters (1931) suggested the use of a better
approximation to test data given by
* m
u/u -  [I -  (r/R) ]
29
which for m = 2 yields %  = 1.045. Even though y ^  is
always greater than y ^  , in diffusers of practical interest 
-1 -2AR is less than unity and AR is very much less than unity. 
Applying this condition and the assumption that y ^ =  1 to 
equation (2.2.3) yields the 'pressure recovery coefficient'
cp= <2-2-5>
which has been used frequently as it obviates the need to 
evaluate velocity profile data at exit.
For flew in a diffuser, under uniform conditions, the 
Bernoulli equation with a loss term Ap is
p, + q* =
and in the ideal case this becomes
p, +  q, =  Pa+q*
Invoking this ideal condition into equation (2.2.5) leads to the 
'ideal pressure recovery coefficient'.
C p =  I -  AR 2 (2.2.6.)
Almost wholly, diffuser performance has been measured 
in one or more of the above forms (or a modification of the above 
forms). Sovran and Klcmp (1967) for example, suggested the use 
of the diffuser "overall effectiveness" defined as
€
Clearly this is identical with the coefficient of 
performance defined in equation (2.2.4). Cockrell and Markland 
(1963) proposed the use of the "diffuser loss coefficient".
\  =  I -  C p
Thus it is seen that all the forms are approximations 
of the "overall energy efficiency" given by equation (2.2.1).
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2.3______ A UNIFIED METHOD FOR CORRELATING PERFORMANCE DATA OF
PLANE AND CCNICAL DIFFUSERS.
2.3.1 ___ Introduction
Systematic studies were carried out at Stanford 
University with plane (two dimensional; Fig. (2.1)) diffusers 
in an attempt to extend the knowledge gained to conical diffuser 
flews. This attempt was greatly hindered by the lack of a suitable 
basis for correlating performance information from these two types.
A conical diffuser may be uniquely defined by any two of 
the three common geometric paramters; viz. area ratio, divergence 
angle and length to inlet diameter ratio. In industrial situations 
any one of these may be the constraining parameter. Quite often 
the performance itself is the constraining parameter when 
equipment dewnstream of the diffuser requires a prescribed input 
pressure. If performance charts are not readily available in 
the required form this would cause inconvenience.
2.3.2 Methods Already in Use
The method used by Patterson in his early review is 
shewn in Fig. (2.2a). A similar method was used by Cockrell and 
Markland, Fig. (2.2b). It is useful to note that in both cases 
the length parameter has been considered to be the least important. 
Recently at Stanford University contour plots were used, with plane 
walled diffusers, in which all three parameters were readily 
available. The simple geometric relationships of the plane 
diffuser have made this possible.
From Fig. (2.1)
-------------z --------
Conieoi D iffu ser
T2 R0
FIG. 2.1 DIFFUSER GEOMETRIES *-
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FIG. 2.2a DIFFUSER PERFORMANCE CURVES;
PATTERSON (1938)
FIG. 2.2b PATTERSON'S CURVES EXPRESSED AS 
LOSS COEFFICIENTS; COCKRELL &MARKLAND (1963)
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R = R0+ z Tan cj> (2.3.2.1)
For the plane walled diffuser the area ratio is
ARp = R / R0 — J0  (2 . 3 .2 .2 )
and substituting this into equation (2.3.2.1) yields
ARp=| +(z/F^ Tan <$> (2.3.2.3)
or In (ARp-1 ) = ln(z/Rj +ln(Tanc£) (2.3.2.4)
The use of logarithmic scales would result In the half 
angles appearing as a series of parallel straight lines. Furthermore, 
as the area ratio is always greater than unity, the region of greatest 
practical interest, which is the region of smaller area ratios, is
stretched out by the use of (AR ~ I) as the ordinate.
P
On the basis of the limited conical diffuser data 
available at the time, Kline, Abbot and Fox (1959) postulated that 
performance data for axisyirmetric flews could be correlated on the 
same basis as the data frem two dimensional flews.
For a conical diffuser the area ratio is2
A R C =  (R/Fy =  j8 (2.3.2.5)
and on substituting for R in equation (2.3.2.1) yields
AF\.= I+  2(z/k)Tan 4> +  [(z/Fy Tan<£]* (2.3.2.6)
This expression would be similar to that given by 
equation (2.3.2.3) provided the last term is negligible. Fig. (2.3) 
which has been drawn with and without the last term of equation 
(2.3.2.6) shews the importance of this term. It follows that while 
the contour plots provide an opportunity to present all three 
parameters for plane diffusers they do not permit a similar 
representation of conical diffuser information. This naturally 
precludes a proper comparison of information.
( A
R
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2.3.3 The 'AREA-PLOT* Method
A  new type of ‘AREA-PLOT' is suggested as a preferable 
alternative to the previously discussed contour plots. The 
ordinate is the flew area ratio and the abscissa is the ratio of 
wetted surface area to inlet flew area. The introduction of a 
new parameter, to add to the three already in existence, may at 
first sight seem an added complication. However it will be shewn 
that this permits the development of identical relationships for 
both forms of diffuser.
Plane Walled Diffuser
Referring to Fig. (2.1) the slant length is
L  = ( R “ F\j) / Sin 4> 
and L/RQ=  p-l)/Sin<^>
The wetted area per unit width of diffuser is S = 2L 
and the relevant wetted surface area ratio is defined as 
SRp =  8/ 2Rq=  1/3 — I )/Sin<#>
frcm which
In (ARp- 1 ) = In (SRp) + ln(Sinc#>) (2.3.3.1)
Conical Diffuser
Considering an element on the conical surface 
z =■ L. Cos 4> and dz =■ Cosc^.dL
The wetted area is
Sc= 2 ir^ R .d L
=  2fl/(Rrt+z.Tanc£) dz/Cos<£
*b °
integrating and substituting for Z fran equation (2.3.2.1) 
yields s c =.irRa (j8-!) /Sin (j>
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Also the flew area ratio is
A R c = ( R / R of =  j0*
The relevant wetted surface area ratio is defined as
SR C=  |/ irRo =  ( £ * -  I )/S\ncj>
from which
tn(AR-l) =  In (SFy 4- In (Sinc^ >) (2.3.3.2)
Equations (2.3.3.1) and (2.3.3.2) indicate that it is 
new possible to correlate plane walled and conical diffuser results. 
On these 'AREA-PLOTS', lines of constant nan-dimensional axial 
length for the conical diffuser (not applicable to plane walled 
diffuser) have been drawn as this is the case of greatest practical 
interest. In addition to this correlation facility all the 
parameters are new represented in these new plots. In view of the 
small angles considered in practice it is suggested that Sinc£ 
be replaced by cf> (radians); thus
I n ( A R - l ) -  In (SR) +  In(<£) (2.3.3.3)
The error, in the geometric relationship of (f) , AR 
and SR for a conical diffuser, in assuming Sin (f> =cj> is 
extremely small. The error in surface area, based on the true value 
for AR = 6, for a typical range of diffuser angles is as follows:
2 cf>° 10 20 30
e % 0.127 0.510 1.152
It should be observed that for the plane walled diffuser 
the expression obtained by the present method (equation (2.3.3.1)) 
and that used in the contour plots (equation (2.3.2.4)) are almost 
equal as in the range of greatest practical interest Tanc£«Sln<£ 
Hence for these, contour plots may be used as before with the 
abscissa read as S R p ( = L / R 0) instead of z / R 0
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Figs.(2.4 and 2.5) shew the flew regimes for a plane walled 
diffuser and a typical performance chart respectively. Figs.
(2.6. and 2.7) show a typical performance chart for conical diffusers 
in the earlier and later type of plot.
axial flew at entry the "pressure coefficient" defined by equation 
(2.2.5) may be used to estimate the error. It is arguable whether 
the performance of a diffuser should be measured in terms of the 
actual dynamic pressure used in the conversion process or in terms 
of that which is required at input irrespective of the dynamic 
pressure left at exit. The latter has been in carman use as it 
obviates the need to evaluate velocity profile details at the exit 
section.
For the swirling flew case the "overall energy efficiency" 
is as defined by equation (2.2.1)
, ^2 2. Zbut V  =  u + v
and p = pec+ pv^2
The angular momentum flux is
Considering the special case of solid-body rotation, v = rCO , 
this becomes
2.4 SWIRLING FLOW AT ENTRY
It was shewn that in the case of a conical diffuser with
(2.4.1)
Introducing the angular momentum (weighting) factor
M =)/ irp oo Gr 7 2 = 2 irpoú£ur5dr (2.4.2)
The flew work term in the numerator of equation (2.2.1)
is
F IG.2.4 FLOW REGIMES IN PLANE
DIFFUSERS
FOX &
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FIG.2.6 CONICAL DIFFUSER PERFOR. WITHOUT SWIRL .
MCDONALD & FOX (1966)
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which, for the solid-body rotation case reduces to
fpudA =■ CLP /p +-C0M /2•A (2.4.3)
The kinetic energy term in the denominator of 
equation (2.2.1) is
P/2 .¡V u dA = irpfo (u -I- v*) ur dr 
which, for the solid-body rotation case reduces to
P & j j V u d A  »  GLq^/p + 0 0 M / 2  (2.4.4)
Substituting the above expressions into equation (2.2.1)
yields
* Q - ^ - g J / p  + ( c q M e - o q M ) / 2  4 5)
°  -  (WM2 -W,Ml)/2
If the angular momentum is conserved then
CL(p- p )/p 4- -  I )/2
7)= -------- *»- ■-------------- LJ------ !---------------  (2.4.6)
Q.q(%( I ~ AR X l y j l p  ~  M^Woo, -  D/2
If only a very Jnild' swirl is inparted to the fluid 
at entry then it may be assumed that the pressure distribution 
is uniform across the section. Also if only the kinetic energy 
at inlet is used as a reference, as is usually the case, then the 
above equation reduces to the 'pressure recovery coefficient'
C p “ ( | - R ) / ( q , % , +  P M “ ,/2 Q )  (2.4.7)
This equation provides a very convenient basis for 
ccmparison of performance, provided only 'mild' swirl is used, 
as it does not require a detailed knowledge of the velocity 
profile at exit. The validity of the assumptions made in reducing
equation (2.4.5) to equation (2.4.7) will be verified, in chapter 
nine, using typical velocity profiles.
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2.5 CONCLUSIONS
It has been shewn that sane degree of ambiguity exists 
in the estimation of diffuser performance; this being more serious 
when swirl is present at inlet. An improved 1 AREA-PLOT' has been 
proposed for the presentation of performance information. Figs.
(2.4) and (2.5) shew the flew regimes and a typical performance 
chart, respectively, associated with plane diffusers. Fig. (2.6) 
shews a typical performance chart for a conical diffuser which 
has been redrawn on the new plot on Fig. (2.7). The advantage of 
the latter form is the appearance of the cone angles. Fig. (2.8) 
shews the flew regimes associated with conical diffusers; this has 
been redrawn on the new plot on Fig. (2.9). It is seen that if the 
flow regimes in Figs. (2.4) and (2.8) are caipared the trends are 
not easily apparent. If, hewever, Fig. (2.4) is corpared with Fig. 
(2.9) the trends are obvious thus further justifying the use of 
these plots. Comparison infaert, does indicate that the lines 
of first appreciable stall for plane and conical diffusers do not 
correspond to the same geometries. Further analysis is required 
to determine whether or not it is possible to correlate performance 
data for the two forms of diffuser. In concluding, it is worth 
noting that all the previous investigators [ Peters (1931), Liepe 
(1963) and Van Dewoestine (1969) ] emitted the exit velocity profile 
details in evaluating performance (for swirling flow cases) owing 
to the difficulty of measuring these. The use of angular momentum 
flux instead of tangential velocity, in the evaluation of performance 
with swirl, eliminates seme of the errors associated with 
experimental work. This will be discussed in Chapter nine.
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FIG.2.8 FLOW REGIMES IN CONICAL DIFFUSERS: AXIAL FLOW
MACDONALD & FOX (1966)
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CHAPTER THREE
BOUNDARY LAYER GROWTH IN A CONICAL DIFFUSER WITH AXIAL FLOW
3.1_______INTRODUCTION
The lack of success in the attempts to predict the 
flew in a conical diffuser could be attributed to the failure 
to solve the governing equations of motion. The Navier-Stokes' 
equations have been accepted universally as a basis for the 
theoretical analysis of fluid dynamic problems. These were 
first developed for laminar flow applications and later Osborne 
Reynolds extended these to turbulent flow cases. He replaced 
the laminar velocities and mean pressures by their instantaneous 
counterparts. The resulting equations, generally known as 
Reynolds * equations, had additional terms representing turbulent 
transport of momentum known as Reynolds' stresses. The original 
laminar equations, being non-linear, have been solved exactly 
only for a very few cases. Now with the addition of the 
turbulent stress terms such a solution is unimaginable.
Analytical approaches too have had only a limited degree 
of success. Where a diffuser is concerned one factor largely 
responsible has been the limited knowledge of the growth of the 
turbulent boundary- layer in the presence of an adverse pressure 
gradient.
This chapter deals with an analytical method for 
predicting boundary layer growth in a conical diffuser. A form
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of the model was developed Initially during an extensive 
programme of research an flow in diffusers at the Pennsylvania 
State University. This has been extended now to cbviate the 
need for information an the core-velocity along the length of 
the diffuser.
3.2_______METHOD OF TOE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY GROUP
A  programme of research was initiated in 1945 at the 
Pennsylvania State University in connection with the design of a 
high speed water-tunnel. Ross, who was associated with this 
programme, postulated a new physical approach to the turbulent 
boundary-layer problems. This, combined with empirical 
correlations,, provided a method for evaluating two-dimensicnal- 
turbulent boundary-layer parameters in the presence of an adverse 
pressure gradient.
Fraser extended this quite successfully to three 
dimensional flows. Within the range of validity of the method, 
the predicted values of boundary layer parameters compared very 
well with their experimental counterparts. Later Robertson and 
Fraser proposed a method for diffuser design using Fraser's 
model, based cn the occurrence of "separation" as the criterion 
for determining the geometry of the diffuser. They went further 
to suggest a method for predicting the performance coefficient.
The method involves using a set of graphs and equations 
to evaluate the boundary-layer parameters, proceeding downstream 
in a station-wise manner. It requires prior knowledge of the 
core velocity outside of the boundary- layer, and it was assumed
that this could be calculated frcm experimentally obtained 
static pressures at each station.
3.3______ FOSS'S TWO DIMENSIONAL MODEL
3.3.1 ___ Introduction
The method is based on a new approach to flow in the
boundary-layer. A three-zone division is considered based on 
the relative influence of viscosity an flaw in the boundary layer. 
He analysed a vast amount of experimental data frcm previous 
investigations to obtain correlations between the growth of flew 
parameters. As Ross (1956) has already discussed his method in 
detail only the basis of his work will be discussed here since 
it is the extensions made by Fraser (1958) into three 
dimensional flews that are of major interest.
3.3.2 ___The Turbulent Boundary Layer Profile
Prandtl' s mixing length theory for momentum transfer 
between various strata in a turbulent flow leads to the following 
relationship for the dominant Reynolds stress:
T  = -puV=pf!|du/dy|.du/dy (3.3.2.1)
Amongst others, an assumption of mixing length being 
proportional to distance from the wall then leads to the well 
known logarithmic velocity profile
u/iy= A logj uy/v) -I- B (3.3.2.2)
where A and B have been determined experimental ly to be 2.5 and 
5.6 respectively. Close to the wall the logarithmic term tends 
to an infinitely negative value, but in this region a laminar 
sub-layer is known to exist in practice and the concept of the
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mixing length tending to zero because of the solidity of the 
wall accords well with this fact. The three regions involved 
in this analysis (the laminar sub-layer, logarithmic region and 
a buffer zone) have known velocity profiles in a turbulent boundary 
layer up to a height of about 7) = 0.1. From 7) =0.25 to 
7) = 1, equation (3.3.2.2) becomes progressively less 
satisfactory, largely because the mixing length no longer retains 
its proportionality to y but attains a constant value of about
0.14Y. Resort is usually then made to the 1/n-pcwer law, where n 
depends an Reynolds nunber but is usually taken as 7, or to a
3
"wake" type profile, or to the - power law based on work by 
Darcy
, 3/a
( l - u / u j =  D .(I -  y/Y ) (3.3.2.3)
where D is a shape factor which depends on the past history of 
the flow.
It seems reasonable, therefore, to divide the boundary 
layer not into regions which depend on the mixing length being 
constant, proportional to y, or equal to zero but into regions 
which are either dependent on past history of the boundary layer 
and free-stream pressure gradient or influenced by the proximity 
of the wall and independent of pressure gradient. In any 
turbulent layer in an adverse pressure gradient, the profile from 
the wall to about 7) = 0.1 is known not to be sensitive to this 
pressure gradient whereas the profile from 7) = 0.25 to 7) = 1 
is. Ross has therefore suggested that the breakdown shown in 
Figure (3.1), which includes a blending region, dependent to 
sane extent on pressure gradient and wherein the other two
4-9
velocity profiles are made compatible. This latter condition 
may often require an inflection, so the equation for this region 
would need to be at least a cubic.
Ross states that for the outer turbulent region 
(equation 3.3.2.3) an accurate idea of impending boundary layer 
separation is given by the condition D = 1.3 + 0.1. This is 
clearly equivalent to the shape factor Hi« 6 I Q ) for the -y - pcwer 
lav profile tending to a separation value of about 3.5.
The substitution of a constant mixing length into 
Prandtl's model leads to
D =[2/3][Y/l]7t/Pui (3.3.2.4)
and multiplication of both sides by Uo/u<joo leads, after 
rearrangement, to ,  -i/a
[Y/D](uoayuJ=[3l/2] [rjpul) (3.3.2.4)
The term an the left-hand side is a function only of 
distance downstream fran the initial condition (suffix 0) and not 
of local wall conditions; experimental results by Schubauer and 
Klebanoff (1950) have confirmed this.
3.3.3_____Growth of Flow Parameters
The use of the vcn Karman integral momentum equation
d0/dz = ( 2 + H  ).[0/pu*]{dp/dz]+Cf/2 (3.3.3.1)
in turbulent flows with adverse pressure gradients has already 
resulted in poor approximations. It was originally derived for 
use with laminar boundary- layers and has been applied quite 
extensively to turbulent flows with seme degree of success. 
However, it needs to be modified before it can be applied 
successfully to turbulent flow.
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In view of the difficulty in solving such an equation 
Ross preposed an empirical relationship for the growth of 
momentum thickness,
2+G
9JQ = (uc/uj (3.3.3.2)
where G is a parameter dependent only an the inlet momentum 
thickness Reynolds' nunber, Fig. (3.2) shows the variation of 
(2 + G) with Pq  which may be represented by
(24G ) =0.0143(In \Rgf  -  04667 In IR,+7.554 (3.3.3.3)
Furthermore an the basis of the Prandtl momentum- 
transfer theory and dimensional analysis, Ross showed the outer 
velocity profile parameter D to be governed by, 
tY/0D][uc/uJ=  [(A (vz)/0J +  vyeoD j [§/0] (3.3.3.41
where A is a constant evaluated in the zero-pressure gradient 
region ahead of the region of relatively strong pressure gradients. 
Ross went on to show that
A -O .0 2 5  ( 1 +  12C fo) (3.3.3.5)
If the initial velocity profile is knewn A may be
calculated by determining . By obtaining Y/0D, D could
o
be read off Figure (3.3) which is an experimental curve provided 
by Ross from several sets of data. Now the problem is one of 
solving a series of algebraic equations with the aid of seme 
experimental curves.
As pointed out by Ross himself, the most serious 
limitation of the method is that, in its algebraic form, it is 
applicable only for about fifty inlet boundary layers thicknesses.
3.4______ FRASER'S THREE DIMENSIONAL M3DEL
3.4.1 Introduction
While the above work did not adequately predict real
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flew situations in three dimensions it offered scope for 
extension into such flews. Fraser made a very useful contribution 
when he extended Ross's two-dimensional model to three- 
dimensional flows. There is no justification in discussing this 
in great detail as it has already been the subject of several 
publications, (Fraser (1956, 1958)). However, in leading onto 
the discussion of the present extensions to this method, it is 
necessary briefly to outline the method with special emphasis cn 
the advantages, limiting factors and the drawbacks.
3.4.2_____ Modifications to Ross's Equations
The growth of the momentum thickness in three 
dimensional flow is,
0R/0oRo =  (u / u c) (3.4.2.1)
furthermore the variation of the shape parameter D is governed by 
[Y R / D ][u / u e] =  A z "+  Y0FVDo (3.4.2.2)
A, which is a function of the initial shear stress, is given by 
the empirical relationship
A  =  (T c ’f -  0 . 0 3 8 )  (3.4.2.3)*o
which provides a reasonable approximation.
A function characteristic y , related to the inner 
velocity profile, and the outer law velocity profile shape 
parameter D are related by the empirical relationship
y = 0 . 9 ( | - 0 . 6 8 D )  (3.4.2.4)
and it has been shown that the shear stress coefficient now 
becomes
C f =  2 y / [0 . 7 + - 5 lo g j y iR , ) f  (3.4.2.5)
For a solution to be possible one final equation is required, relat-
ing YIQ and D. Rcbertsan and Fraser (1960) showed that 
they were related by
Y/0D=[2O/D] [0/R]+ I.8/D+ 3.6/D+.675 D* (3.4.2.6)
The shear stress coefficient at inlet may be
evaluated using the relationship
Cj=-2/[6.2+52 logJIRjf (3.4.2.7)
3.4.3 Method of solution
Ihe initial values required for ccnmencement of the
procedure are Y . © and U . It is also assumed that the o' o co
core velocity, outside the boundary-layer, could be computed 
from a knowledge of the experimental pressure distribution.
The above equations and graphs are sufficient to evaluate the 
flow parameters.
In a typical problem, e.g. a diffuser, a marching 
technique would have to be adopted. Suitably spaced stations 
should be considered. The starting values applicable to any 
particular station are obtained from the previous station. 
3.4.4._____Limitations and Conclusions
This method is only applicable to flows where a 
potential core exists. As Fraser points out, when the flow 
approaches a fully-developed state various forces and second 
order effects that are neglected in the present analysis might 
become important.
Practical application of the method is limited by 
the necessity of determining the initial values of D, Y and © 
by experimental methods. It was pointed out by Ross and by 
Fraser that a minimum of 15 to 20 points are required on a
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profile for the proper determination of D and Y.
For any theoretical model starting values must be 
provided; the only difference in this case is that evaluating 
these is cunfoerscme. This however is not a major disadvantage. 
One aspect of the method that does not make it very attractive 
is the need to calculate the core velocity (from the pressure 
distribution) for each station.
The main aim of the work of the Pennsylvania State 
Group was to predict the performance of diffusers with a wide 
variety of geometries and inlet conditions. Development of a 
method to predict the growth of boundary-layers in an adverse 
pressure gradient was a necessary contribution towards their 
main goal.
The performance coefficient of a diffuser is defined 
as the ratio of the static pressure gain across the diffuser to 
the inlet dynamic pressure (sometimes the change in dynamic 
pressure is regarded as the reference value). It follows that 
if the pressure distribution has to be measured, in order to 
proceed with the above model to evaluate the boundary-layer 
parameters and hence compute the performance coefficient, one 
might as well compute the performance coefficient without 
recourse to the above model. It must be emphasised, lest the 
author’s ocranents are misconstrued, that the model itself is 
very attractive in the analysis of boundary-layer properties 
though not so, in its present form, for predicting the 
performance coefficient.
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Thus, the logical extension to the Pennsylvania 
State work would be the development of a method which does 
not require measured values of static pressure as a pre­
requisite.
3.5______ EXTENSIONS TO THE 'FRASER-MODEL*
3.5.1____ Basis of Extension
The present research prograrrme has extended the 
invaluable work of the Pennsylvania State Group, thus making 
it possible to evaluate boundary-layer parameters without 
recourse to pressure measurement at each station.
The extension involves the introduction of the 
equation of continuity to the model. However this requires a 
detailed knowledge of the velocity distribution. Additional 
equations have been introduced to identify completely the 
velocity profile. This enables the determination of all the 
required flow parameters. Another feature is that the initial 
value of D can be evaluated in a very straight-forward manner 
by recourse to a subroutine in the main programme.
At the time of the Pennsylvania State programme, 
computers were not in wide use and graphical techniques were 
the order of the day. As Boss himself pointed out, it was 
necessary to develop a method that was easily handled without 
having to resort to solving differential equations. But with 
the present wide use of computers there is no reason why the 
entire process should not be programmed in a manner suitable for 
the computer. A special programme was developed to handle the 
the voluminous amount of numerical work required.
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As will be seen fran the ensuing sub-sections, it would not have 
been possible to develop this method without the aid of the 
computer. The task of developing the programme was by no means 
easy and special numerical techniques had to be developed to 
speed up the process.
3.5.2_____Velocity Profiles
The shear stress coefficient is
C f = x/ [p u e7 2 ]
and the friction velocity is
U « =  J W
from which
U#/Uc= JcJ2 =  f* . (3.5.2.1)
The following relationships are available for the inner (t^ ) and 
outer (u4) regions for ( 2 0 v / u J <  y^O.I Y
ua/u^= c .[1 -h C^ tr» (y u^/v) ] (3.5.2.2)
and f o r . 2 5 Y ^ y ^ Y
u/uc =  1 —  D  (I — y/Y) (3.5.2.3)
But yq*/v =• [y/Y] [YIQ] [u^/uj [Qujv]
=  I) IR»t.tY/0]
—  7) Ac (3.5.2.4)
where A c= IR^fJ YIQ)
Also u2/u^= [u£/ujluc/i^ l =  u2/ucf* (3.5.2.5)
Using equations (3.5.2.2., .4, .5) we have 
ua/uc =  f*Cv[|-hC+ln(7iAc)] (3.5.2.6)
Very close to the wall in the laminar sub-layer the 
inadmissibility of the mixing-length theory makes equation 
(3.5.2.6) inapplicable. Furthermore the use of a logarithmic
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term precludes its use at the wall where 7) = O  • This is 
overcome by the introduction of a profile governed by a quadratic 
from the wall to approximately y u / V = 20; 
thus
u,/uc=  axT] +- Qzlf (3.5.2.7)
valid up to 7] - 2 0 W  u^Y
The blending region may be suitably expressed using a 
cubic equation with four unknowns, thus for 0.1^7) < 0 . 2 5
u,/uc=  bc4 b,7)4 bj)*+ b37)J (3.5.2.8)
We now have a set of equations governing the entire velocity 
profile, viz.
20/Ac . ut/uc = a 7) + ajf~
2 0/Ac«S 7) a 0.1 . u /uc = Vc, [ I + c^tog {7) Ac) ]
( 3 5 2 9 )
0.1 <  7) < 0 .2 5 ; u/uc = b0+b,7) + b / 4 b7)5
0 .2 5 ^ 7) <  1.0 ; u/uc = I -  D (I - T ) F
At any cannon point between successive segments 
continuity is satisfied in ordinate and gradient only. For greater 
accuracy continuity in curvature could have been included though 
this would have led to more complex equations for the polynomials.
Differentiating the above equations (3.5.2.9) w.r.t. 7) ,
yields
(u,/ut)'= a, 4- 2azT)
(Ug/Uj = I^ CyC^ / T]
(u3/uc)' =  b,4 - 2 ^7)4 3  b /
( u > c)'= 3 D  (I -7)f/2
(3.5.2.10)
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Solving for a^, aj at ]) = 20/Ac using equations (3.5.2.9) 
and (3.5.2.10) yields
I 2 0 /A.
I 4 0 / A,
a ,
a.
tjPjt I 4  (20)] Ac/ 2 0
1&C+AJ20
(3.5.2.11)
Similarly solving for bQ , k^, b2, b3 at 7) = 0.1 and 7) =0.25 
yields
1 0.1 0.01 0.001 V f^ C([ 1 +CJ ji(Ac/I 0)]
0  1 0.2 0 0 3 I 0 f ^ c 4
1 .25 .0625 0.0156 b3
Vi .
1 -  3 D/8
0  1 0.5 0.1875
___
i 3 D/4
(3.5.2.12)
At this stage a detailed knowledge of the velocity profiles 
is available.
3.5.3_____Mass Flux and Core Velocity
Fran Figure (3.4) R = r  + y and r/Y - R / Y  -7) 
for flew within the boundary-layer
or
r ta.
2irpJ ur dr 
a f ^—2irp Y ui Cu/uJ [r/Y] d (r/Y)
—2irp Y u / [u/uj [(R/Y) -7)] d[(R/Y) -7) ] 
. */Y' \  ^
q<= 2irp Y uy [u AJj [(R/Y) -7) ] d7) (3.5.3.1)
Considering each segment of tke profile separately,
(a) Wall region
^20/Ac
q. =  2irpYujiafl +  a 7)*) [(R/Y) - 7) ] d7]
HD
2i7pYuc[400/Aj[(a/2)(R/Y)+20(ajR/Y) - a ()/3Ac -
(b) Inner region
(3.5.3.2)
-lOOajAJ
q. * 2jrpY u / f£ [H -C ln ( r )A ) ] [ (R / Y ) - i) ]  di)
- 27rpY2u f f t[7) ((R/Y) -  7]) ( I -C C j .n (7 )A c)) -  7) /AJ
0.1
20/ ^ (3.5.3.3)
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(c) Blending region
q =  2irp\uJ[ b„+ b,7) + bjf~ + bjf ] [(R/Y) - 7) ] d7)3 “o.l 3
=27rpYuc [(R/Y)bo7] + Q 5 ((R /Y )b >- b 0)7)2' + -----------
=-27TpYuc^ E((R/Y)hi;r-r h.) 7)V i  £** (3.5.3.4)
where h.= b. and h = h = 0X V-2 l &
(d) Outer region
q=2irpYuJjL?- D  (I — 77) ] [ ( R / Y ) - 7) ] d 7)
=2?rpYujO.75 (R/Y) +(9J3[{R/Y) - 13/28 )/80)-15/32]‘0° s(3.5.3.5)
(e) In the potential core outside the boundary-layer
=  7Tpuc(R-Y)Z
thus qs=  2trpYUc[((R/Y)-|f/2] (3.5.3.6)
In general, mass flux through a region in a particular
section is
q.=7rpYucA.
and mass flux through the section is
• Us 2 X-S
Ci = .Eq.=7rpYuEA-.
X r  £\>l U
where A i=q./rrpYuc 
Ihe average velocity is
U7rpR*= Lj.pJr27rr(u^/uc)dr
= 2irpYujtuJuc)[(R/Y) -7) ]d7)
U/u =■ (Y/R? EA-W A-a I >■
or
Let
then
l =  U/u,
l = ll
At inlet equation (3.5.3.7) becomes
(3.5.3.7)
(3.5.3.8)
(3.5.3.9)
(3.5.3.10)
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Fran equations (3.5.3.7) and (3.5.3.10), the core velocity is
¡1 = l Q o/d][(Yt/RJ/(j6Y/R)] (3.5.3.11)
3.5.4 ___ The Axisynmetric Momentum Thickness
The suitability of the functions used to define the 
velocity profile in the boundary-layer may be verified by 
comparing the momentum thickness obtained by integrating the profile 
with that obtained from equation (3.4.2.1). It should be noted 
that this equation is defined in terms of three dimensional 
momentum thicknesses and that these differ from the two dimensional 
thicknesses when the boundary-layer is appreciably thick as at the 
exit of the diffuser. The axisynmetric momentum thickness may be 
derived from the velocity profiles as follows.
Consider an axisymmetric duct of radius R, Figure (3.4). 
The deficit of momentum is
irp[R - (R - 0) ]U =  /2irpru(U- u)dr 
But R = r + y
Hence - 0 * + 2 R 0  =  2jT(u /D) [I “ (u/D}](R-y )dy 
Introducing f (7)) = (u/U)[l- (u/U)]and 7)= y/R and simplifying 
yields
(0/RJ- 2j0(0/Rj +20 (Y /F^f (7))[l -  7) (Y/F$3]d7) = O  
or (0/F^f“ 2j0(0/Rj +  2j6(Y/Fy F(t)) =  O (3.5.4.1)
If (0/R) is small then the above equation approximates to
(0yRj= (Y/R)f (7)) (3.5.4.2)
and if (0/R) is large then
(0/F$ = [l±(l -2(Y/FyF(7))/i0)] (3.5.4.3)
3.5.5 ____ Computation of Boundary-Layer Parameters
A.________Computational Procedure
The following information is required as starting values.
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1. Geometric details of the diffuser
i.e. Throat radius; Area ratio; Cone angle.
2. Inlet velocity profile.
3. Kinematic viscosity of fluid.
4. No. of stations.
Velocity profiles are divided into segments on the 
previously outlined basis.
Entry secticn
la. The momentum thickness Reynolds nurrber is IRe= u.0/v 
and hence evaluate G using equation (3.3.3.3.)
2a. The shear stress coefficient at inlet is calculated 
vising (3.4.2.7)
3a. The constant A which is a function of the shear stress 
coefficient is given by equation (3.4.2.8)
4a. Bairstow's process (Appendix A) is used to solve equation
(3.4.2.6) .to obtain the outer velocity profile parameter D. 
5a. Matrix equations (3.5.2.11) and (3.5.2.12) are solved to 
obtain the constants associated with the velocity profile.
6a. Equations (3.5.3.7) and (3.5.3.8) yield the flew rate through 
the secticn under consideration.
All the required information at the entry section has new 
been calculated and the "downstream march" can be commenced.
Consider the section immediately adjacent to the entry 
section.
lb. Assume a starting value for fi , the core velocity ratio.
In this case it is assumed, merely for starting computation, 
that the core extends to the wall of the diffuser.
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2b. The monentum thickness is calculated using the non-dimensional 
form of equation (3.4.2.1) which is
9 1 R = (0/R (3.5.5.1)
3b. Y/RD is evaluated using the non-dimensional form of 
equation (3.4.2.2.) which is
Y/RD = lAOZ+  YjPpj/J-iP*' (3.5.5.2)
4b. Repeat step 4a.
5b. Calculate the function characteristic y using equation 
(3.4.2.4)
6b. Cbtain using equation (3.4.2.5)
7b. Repeat step 5a.
8b. Repeat step 6a.
9b. Use equation (3.5.3.11) to evaluate the new value of /I
lCb. Using this new value of /I repeat steps 2b - 9b until a 
satisfactory value of ¡1 is obtained.
Qi satisfactory completion of the current section the 
calculated value of ¡1 is used as the starting value for the 
next section.
It has been attempted to outline the procedure in as 
simple a manner as possible. However within this main iterative 
procedure are sane very complex numerical operations/ including 
a sub-iterative procedure. The modified 'AITKEN - DELTA' process which 
was used in the programme is reported in appendix (3/A).
B.________ Solution of Quartic Equation
The solution of equation (3.4.2.6)
0.675 D V  3.6/D + l.8/D2+ 2O0/RD -  Y/0D
proved to be difficult.
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It should be noted that at the entry section Y and 0 are 
both known and only D needs evaluating, whence equation (3.4.2.6) 
becomes
0.675d V [3.6+20(0/R)- (Y/R)/(0/FfflD +  1.8*0 (3.5.5.3)
y
However at any other section it is ^  that is known; 
then the quartic equation takes the form, 
l(Y/RD)/(0/R)]cf— [3.6+20(0/R)D —  0.675 D*- 1.8=0 (3.5.5.4)
Bairstow's process (Appendix 3/B) is preferred because 
it does not require a starting value like seme other iterative 
processes. The quartic equation yields four roots which may be 
real or complex, positive or negative. Observation studies of 
this particular problem indicated that for the possible range of 
coefficients, the smallest positive real root was that which was 
required. This was extracted by first discarding the complex 
roots and then discarding the negative real roots. The remaining 
positive roots were set in an ascending order and the first one 
was accepted.
If this value of D is not acceptable or no positive 
root is present then a smaller value of fl given by 
M  *M,+ (jU -/l.)\/2* 4.-H ' < 1 \M 1 <
is used and the procedure repeated.
Further information on the procedure is given in 
appendix (3/C) and in an earlier report (Wirasinghe (1974)).
3.5.6_____Discussion and Comparison
As an example of the good agreement between the 
predictions given by the method detailed in this chapter and experimental 
results from a 10-deg. diffuser tested by Fraser (1958), Figure (3.5) 
shews a velocity profile taken at the downstream station Z/RQ = 4.548.
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FIG.3.3 CURVE FOR DET
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The major disagreement between line and points occurs in the 
blending region but otherwise there is adequate justification for 
the way Boss split the boundary layer into three distinct regions.
The variation of shape parameter D with downstream 
distance can be seen in Fig. (3.6), passing frcm its zero pressure 
gradient value of about 0.3 to its near-separation value of about 
1.3. The importance of the third equation in equations (3.5.2.9) 
is cbvious, the blending region exhibiting the most marked 
differences between the various profiles.
Figure (3.7) shows the changes in various boundary layer 
parameters with axial position in the diffuser and agreement 
between prediction by the present method and Fraser's experimental 
points is once again seen to be very close. Fraser's 
prediction for the variation of D, using pressure tappings to give 
the core velocity u .  is superimposed in Figure (3.73) and sane 
improvement is noticed fran using the present method. At the 
downstream end of the diffuser it will be seen that the present 
prediction continues to rise while Fraser's levels off at D = 1.2. 
This indicates the difficulty in applying these methods where D 
is approaching its separation value and where the boundary layer 
now occupies about 65% of the cross-secticnal area. There is a 
severe lack of knowledge of flow behaviour where boundary layers 
frcm opposite walls are about to merge on a diffuser axis and 
the present model could well be invalidated by the appearance of 
second-order effects in this region.
The core velocity degradation is shewn in Figure (3.7e) 
where agreement between prediction and experiment is always within
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2%, as shewn in Table 3/H. Most of the points are within 1% of 
the predicted value so agreement is presumably complete within 
experimental accuracy. Figure (3.7f) shows, in dimensionless 
form, the static pressure recovery in the diffuser, this being 
calculated fran the velocity in the in viscid core region. The 
lowest section of the curve in this figure is shown dotted 
because an experimental curve would dip slightly below the origin, 
whereas the present method does not allow for the mildly 
favourable pressure gradient in the inlet pipe.
All the above comments provide seme justification for 
extending the Ross model for a turbulent boundary layer into the 
field of conical diffuser flows with the proviso that the diffuser 
must not be a long one or that the inlet section boundary layer is 
not thicker than ©/Rq  = 0.04 (Wirasinghe (1974)). These 
limitations are essentially a result of replacing the von Karman 
momentum integral equation by an algebraic one, this approximation 
being valid over only a limited range. Now that a closed-form 
solution has been obtained, efforts must be directed towards 
extending the method to deal with relatively thicker inlet 
boundary layers. Attention should be focussed on extending the 
range of validity of the empirical formulae used in the model. In 
the case of equation (3.4.2.1) experimental results given by 
Cockrell (1964) have shown that a single numerical value of the 
exponent can be used only when the diffuser is not too long or 
when the boundary-layer at the entry section is not too thick.
In the case of the thin boundary-layer associated with an entry
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length of 1.5 pipe diameters, the exponent is constant only up 
to a value of 0R/©oRo of 20 for a 10-deg. diffuser and of about 
50 for a 4-deg. one.
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FIG.3.6 VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN B’DARY-LAYER
F IG.3.7 COMPARISON WITH DATA FROM FRASER ¡1958)
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FIG.3.7 COMPARISON WITH DATA FROM FRASER (ISSO)
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FIG.3.7 COMPARISON WITH DATA FROM FRASER (1958)
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FIG.3.8 THE TWO MODES OF CONVERGENCE
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FLOW DIAGRAM
FIG.3.9 SIMPLIFIED FLOW CHART-MASTER'SLID'
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CHAPTER FOUR
SWIRLING FLOWS; INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY
4.1_______INTRODUCTION
For a very long time, researchers in various disciplines 
have been working quite independently with applications involving 
swirling flows. As a result of the natural interaction between the 
sciences several problems, carman to most applications, have been 
highlighted. In the late fifties the problem seemed to be the lack 
of understanding of the structure of the vortex core and the nature 
and the cause of the rather abrupt breakdown of this core.
Several of the applications with which vortex flows are 
associated are listed below.
1. HEAT EXCHANGERS
2. THE VORTEX DROP
3. AS A BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL AGENT
4. VORTICES IN LAMIENAR/TURBULENT TRANSITION
5. THE RANQUE-HILSCH TUBE
6. CYCLONE SEPARATORS, BIO-CHEMIST'S CENTRIFUGE
7. VORTEX SHEDDING FROM AIRCRAFT WINGS
8. LIQUID FUEL BURNERS; GAS TURBINE COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
9. THE SWIRL ATOMIZER; AGRICULTURAL SPRAYING MACHINES
10. METEOROLOGICAL DISTURBANCES: TORNADOES; DUST WHIRLS;
EARTH'S ROTATIONAL EFFECT ON OCEANOGRAPHY, WHIRLPOOLS
11. PUMPS, TURBINES, TURBOJET/AFIERBURNER COMBINATIONS
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12. VORTEX AMPLIFIERS
13. JET PUMPS
In the early sixties this subject was attacked frcm every 
conceivable angle. Several authors have reviewed the work lightly 
in the form of introductions to their own reports. Two very 
comprehensive reviews have been provided by Gartshore (1962) and 
Hall (1966). Both reviewers have focussed their attention mainly 
on the mathematical models and their solutions. Whilst there is no 
justification,for duplicating their work, it is felt that a brief 
summary should provide a sound introduction, whilst contributing 
towards building a complete picture of the earlier work. However, 
emphasis will be placed upon work which has fallen outside the 
framework of the earlier reviews.
Of the applications mentioned above sane require the use 
of a diffuser which may be treated as a special case of a pipe. Ihus 
previous work associated with swirling flow in pipes warrants a survey 
and discussion. While in most of the applications swirling flows are 
an inherent feature, in some cases attempts have been made to improve 
the efficiency by introducing swirl into the system. In the latter 
case, however, caution must be exercised in defining efficiency, as 
the extra energy introduced to produce swirl must be taken into 
consideration in any efficiency definition.
In the case of the conical diffuser, which is the subject 
of this research programme, suggestions have been made to indicate 
that the present form of diffuser might not be the ideal in the 
presence of swirling flows. Furthermore there exists a view that
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the pressure conversion increases with increasing radii, for a 
given diffuser.
The discussion which follows is an atterrpt to present 
relevant information from previous work in an informative manner, 
and it is hoped that this will form a useful foundation for the 
work to follow. Unless otherwise stated, 'swirl angle' is defined 
as the tangent of the ratio of tangential velocity to axial 
velocity.
4.2_______THE VORTEX BREAKDOWN PHENOMENON
In the early fifties Nuttall (1953) observed an 
instability and a reversal of flow associated with swirling pipe 
flew. Later in the same decade Peckham and Atkinson (1967) 
observed a similar phenomenon above aircraft wings at high 
positive incidences. It was thought that the very same phenomenon 
may have been responsible for the breakdown in both cases.
TWo major areas of research, associated with Vortex 
breakdown, have emerged since, one being the phenomenon observed 
above aircraft wings and the other that associated with flow in 
ducts. Even though this investigation is concerned with the flow 
in a bounded field, the former phenomenon needs a brief mention, 
at least, in view of its direct association with the latter.
Above wings, vortex formation manifests itself as two 
shear-layers which separate from the leading edge and curl upwards 
and inboard and eventually roll up into a core of high velocity. 
Under certain circumstances the axial velocity in the core, which 
is several times the free stream velocity, can be brought to rest
while the entire core expands behind a stagnation point. This 
latter behaviour, which has the effect of causing loss of lift 
and altering the pitching moment is referred to as vortex break­
down. Jones (1960) proposed that the two cores have opposite 
rotation and also that due to the vastly differing boundary 
conditions instability in swirling pipe flew was not analogous to 
that above wings.
The early sixties saw several investigators studying the 
vortex breakdown phenomenon. Harvey (1962) triggered breakdown in 
a tube. In the light of his very successful experiments he made 
three very important conclusions.
(i) Breakdown appears to be an intermediate stage between two 
basic types of flow; those that do and those that do not 
exhibit reversal of flow.
(ii) Transition from one state to the other was orderly and 
under stead/ conditions very nearly axisymmetric.
(iii) Changes from one state to the other were reversible.
This type of breakdown is generally referred to as 
axisymmetric breakdown and the above conclusions were to be of great 
importance in subsequent work.
Larrboume and Bryer (1961) investigated breakdown above 
wings very comprehensively. Lanboume (1965) later provided a 
detailed description of the types of breakdown. Fig. (4.1a) shows 
the axi symmetric breakdown as observed by Harvey. When a critical 
swirl number is reached the filament AS swells up to form the 
bubble BSB with S as the stagnation point. Under certain conditions
FIG.4.1
THE TWO FORMS OF VORTEX BREAKDOWN
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a second bubble or even a third bubble may form further downstream 
of the first bubble. Fig. (4.1b) shows the spiral form of 
breakdown in which the particle S is deflected away frcm the axis, 
and rotates in an opposite sense to the primary vortex. Laitboume 
and Bryer proposed that the spiral form be regarded as arising from 
instability of the axisymmetric form. Ludwieg (1964) and Jones (1964), 
however suggest that initially in time the phenomenon manifests 
itself as a spiralling of the axial filament and that the 
axisyirmetric form is a later development under steady conditions.
Fig. (4.2) is unique in that it shows both forms of breakdown 
occurring simultaneously.
Sane of the mathematical models proposed, to provide an 
explanation to the above observations are discussed in Chapter Five.
4.3______ SURVEY OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK.
4.3.1____ Swirling Flow in Pipes
Nutt all (1953) and Talbot (1954) made comprehensive 
investigations of the decay of vortex motion in the laminar range. 
Instability was observed by the latter using a dye filament and a 
stable region was defined for combinations of Reynolds and swirl 
numbers; Fig. (4.3). He related his experimental work to a 
linearised theory which found good agreement with its prediction.
It was suggested that swirl was composed of harmonics and that 
further downstream the higher harmonics died faster than the first. 
Menis (1960) investigated the decay of swirl in a pipe with air as 
the fluid. In calculating the radial pressure gradient, the axial 
velocity was assumed to be constant, and the former was obtained by
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FIG.4.3 SWIRL INSTABILITY IN LAMINAR PIPE FLOW
FROM TALBOT (1954)
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solving the approximate momentum equation
[l/p].0p/<H = v*/r
Unfortunately information has been provided only at the 
two extreme stations and hence it is not possible to assess the 
decay pattern.
Nissan and B res an (1961) also experimented with swirling 
pipe flew. Their explanation of flow reversal was as follows;
Where swirl is intense the pressure is low at the centre­
line and high near the wall. Downstream, where viscous dissipation 
has weakened the swirl, pressure is relatively higher at the 
centre-line and lower at the wall. Thus decay of rotation gives 
rise to pressure gradients which, if of sufficient magnitude drive 
secondary back-flows on the axis.
All of the investigators who have been associated with work 
an swirling flows in pipes until now, while having observed flow 
reversal, have actually missed the breakdown phenomenon which is 
believed to be the onset of flow reversal. The first major 
contribution to swirling flow in pipes was made by Harvey (1962).
He was the first to attempt to trigger a breakdown in a ti±>e. His 
conclusions, more relevant to vortex breakdown, were discussed in 
the previous section.
Gore and Ranz (1964) studied backflows in rotating fluids 
associated with free jets and ducts. Rigid bod/ type rotation was 
imparted to the fluid using a rotating perforated plate. Rotating 
water in a short trbe they observed that when the swirl was increased 
beyond unity, the region near the axis started to oscillate and when 
increased beyond a critical value the flow reversed on the axis.
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Kirkpatrick (1964), using Harvey's apparatus investigated 
the pressure gradients associated with breakdown. Pressure and yaw 
measurements were done using a 0.5 mm pitot prcbe and with the aid of 
this he went as close as 0.1" to the vortex axis without disturbing 
it. He notes that viscous flow plays an important part at low 
Reynolds numbers and shews that there is loss of total pressure at 
the centre. He found that when a breakdown was present there were 
axial pressure gradients fore and aft of it; positive upstream and 
negative downstream. However, when the breakdown was eliminated by 
reducing the swirl, the pressure gradients were found to disappear.
An analysis of the flow regimes associated with swirling 
flows, with a view to studying flow in ccrrbustion chambers in gas- 
turbines, was made by Youssef (1966). Hie main aim was to attempt 
to relate the diameter of the flow reversal zone to the flow 
characteristics. Hie test section was a 12V i.d. x 32' long pipe. 
Angular momentum was imparted to the fluid by forcing it through a 
swirler with adjustable vanes. Flow measurement was with the aid 
of a standard five-hole spherical pressure probe. Measurements 
were taken as far as 30' downstream of the swirler.
It is claimed, without any further reference, that as 
the head of the prcbe may not be a true sphere and also as the holes 
may not be in exact symmetry, an experimental technique, not 
sensitive to the above inaccuracies, has been developed for calibration 
of this prcbe. His explanation of flew reversal is similar to that 
of same of the previous investigators. Hie development of the 
pressure gradient is as a result of the decay of the tangential 
velocity owing to wall fricticn. At any cross-section, the 
difference between the maximum static pressure and the minimum
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static pressure (at the centre) depends on the rate of flew of 
angular momentum through the cross-section; i.e. this pressure 
difference decreases as the rate of flow of angular momentum 
decreases. Thus resulting from the wall friction, the value of the 
static pressure at the outer radius of the rotating flow decreases 
in the axial direction, while at the centre, its value increases.
Thus the axial pressure gradient at the wall and at the axis have 
opposite directions which leads to recirculation in the core.
King, Rothfus and Kermode (1969) investigated swirling 
flew in a 2" diameter tvbe. Velocity and pressure profiles have 
been provided. In the light of the information available an order 
of magnitude analysis was carried out cn the turbulent Navier- 
Stokes' equations. Yet these simplified equations still remain 
indeterminate.
4.3.2_____Stirling Flow in Conical Diffusers
Andres (1909), according to Peters (1934), was the first 
to suggest that with swirling inflow there is a marked improvement 
in diffuser performance. However, he did not venture to investigate 
this further. Peters provided same very interesting experimental 
data for the swirling inflow case with rigid body type of rotation.
Patterson (1938) quotes Vdllers (1933), as saying that 
for a free vortex an improvement in efficiency is realised only when 
the rotation is small and that the present design of diffuser is 
not efficient when the rotation is large since it does not transform 
the rotational kinetic energy.
Liepe (1960) studied diffuser performance in the 
presence of swirl for a complete range of core angles extending 
to a flat plate diffuser. He defined "diffuser efficiency" as
7) = converted pressure energy Ainetic energy difference*D
((y R,)X(pg/q,).(uyQ,).d(r/R )2 — ^([;/q|).(u/u|).d[r/R)z
J\VJU)%JO).<UrlFtf -  (UjRfjivJQfyQ).<SMRf
However, in presenting experimental information he 
neglects the exit terms iron the above equation introducing an 
"under efficiency", defined as
7) = recovered pressure energy/inlet kinetic energy
7)u=yiF>/q)(u/u) d(r/R)2/ fajofiv/Q) d(r/R)&
In an universally accepted sense the numerator is the 
inlet pressure energy and not the recovered pressure energy. Fig. 
(4.4a) shows the performance based on the latter definition. Hie 
curves correspond to solid-body type swirl where the swirl angle is 
directly proportional to the radius (F) and to a form of swirl where 
the swirl angle is constant (C). Whilst later work cannot be 
compared with these results, in their present form, they display the 
trends of improvements. It is seen that the most significant 
improvement is with diffusers normally stalled in pure axial flow.
Figure (4.4b) is a map of flow regimes, provided by 
Liepe (1963), based on wall separation. It is of limited use in 
that he does not make any reference to vortex breakdown which is 
known to exist.
So (1967) investigated the vortex phenomenon in a 6° cone 
angle conical diffuser. On the basis of his experiments he suggests 
that there are five regimes of flow characterised by two types of
1.0
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breakdown phenomena.
These are as follows:
Regime 1, flow is a laminar one-celled vortex 
Regime 2, represents the transition of a one-celled vortex from 
laminar to turbulent flow and is characterised by the 
formation of a bubble along the axis.
Regime 3, flow is a turbulent one-celled vortex.
Regime 4, the other transitional phenomenon characterised by the 
breakdown of a one-celled vortex to a two-celled vortex. 
Regime 5, flow is a turbulent two-celled vortex.
These experiments were based on an exponential type of 
vortex distribution produced by guide vanes. It is important 
that every effort be made to discuss the effect of swirl on 
performance and flow regimes, in isolation, since it is well known 
that this parameter is the dominant one, e.g. the effect of swirl 
nunber with low Reynolds nuntoer flows and also that with high 
Reynolds nunber flows. So however, has not differentiated between 
effects of Reynolds numbers and swirl numbers. According to him, 
if either the flow rate or the blade angle or both are large, then 
the flow is one possessing strong swirl. The above flow regimes 
are for weak, medium and strong swirl in So's sense. In view of 
this his conclusions must be interpreted with seme caution.
Sarpkaya (1971) performed seme very impressive 
experiments an swirling flows in a conical diffuser. He used a 
38 mm. throat diameter diffuser with a very small (3° total angle) 
diffusing angle and furthermore flew was in the laminar range. 
Guide vanes were used to generate swirl. Three types of breakdown
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have been observed, viz., double helical, spiral and axisymmetric.
In the spiral breakdown, the rotation of the vortex core 
was of the same sense as the upstream fluid; contrary to the 
observations of Larrboume and Bryer. The type and shape of the 
forms depend an the ccrrbinatian of the Reynolds and circulation 
numbers. The axisyrrmetric breakdown evolves either from a double 
helical, or from a spiral or fran an axisymmetric swelling of the 
core. The mode of evolution depends on the particular combination 
of Reynolds and Circulation numbers. In conclusion he proposes 
that the vortex breakdown phenomenon is governed by two basic and 
conceptually different mechanisms. Instability manifests itself 
more emphatically at low Reynolds numbers and high circulation 
numbers. The finite-transition-type of behaviour of the axisymmetric 
breakdown is brought out more clearly in an unsteady swirling flow; 
such as one created by perturbation of circulation.
In addition to their work an pipes and free jets with 
swirling flow Gore and Ranz investigated the flaw in a diffuser.
They summarise their conclusions as follows:
(i) Axial backflow results frcm axial pressure gradients 
created when a rotating fluid moves through an increasing cross- 
section. When the critical swirl number is exceeded, a pattern of 
reverse flaw replaces these pressure gradients.
(ii) Backflows could be stopped at a stagnation point on the 
axis by controlling the distribution of axial velocities and 
pressure at sane cross-section upstream.
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The first of these conclusions must be interpreted with 
caution as it tends to limit flow reversal to expanding cross- 
sections. It is known that not only does flow reversal occur in 
diverging and constant cross-section but it does so even in 
converging cross-sections. This has been shown by Binnie, et al 
(1957) working with nozzles. He showed that at low swirl the flaw 
was unstable and when the swirl was high enough to establish an air 
core, the flow stabilised. The reversal of flow does not replace 
the pressure gradients. As shown by Kirkpatrick (1964) pressure 
gradients are very much a part of flow reversal and are present 
even after reversal. It is however, true that it is the pressure 
gradients that cause flow reversal.
Diffuser research as a whole owes a lot to the school of 
research at Purdue University in Lafayette. A very comprehensive 
investigation of the effects of swirling inlet flow on pressure 
recovery in conical diffusers was conducted by McDonald, Fox and 
van Dewoes tine (1971). No less than twenty-four diffusers with 
various included angles up to a maximum of 32° were used. The 
maximum area ratio was 8.27 and the maximum length was 10.65 throat 
diameters. The swirl generator consisted of a 6" i.d. and 15" 
long honeyocnfo driver on its outer periphery. The generator was 
driven at three fixed speeds of 160, 236 and 410 rev/hin giving 
swirl angles of 9°, 13° and 22° respectively, swirl angle being 
defined as the ratio of tangential velocity to axial velocity.
A nozzle was introduced at the outlet from the generator to 
accelerate the flow.
Performance maps have been provided to cover the range
of diffusers investigated. It is noted that for cases where there 
was no wall separation, the presence of swirl did not improve the 
performance. However, if wall separation was present in the absence 
of swirl then the introduction of swirl did cause an improvement.
If swirl is increased in magnitude so as to give rise to vortex 
breakdown, then the performance is seen to deteriorate.
It should be noted that in contrast to most other work in 
this field solid bod/ type rotation has been employed. In referring 
to previous work, van Dewoes tine makes a very noteworthy comment 
regarding the work carried out by Peters. The flow system employed 
by Peters consisted of a fixed swirl generator, then a variable 
entry length, followed by the diffuser under test. Ihe maximum 
swirl was obtained with the shortest entry length. However, the 
shortest entry length also produced the thinnest inlet boundary- 
layer. Thus it is difficult to determine if the increase in 
performance reported by Peters was due to increased swirl or to 
decreased inlet boundary layer.
Fig. (4.5a) shows a performance plot for the 9° swirl 
angle. The optimum line G - 0  drawn through points of infinite 
gradient is a measure of the shortest diffuser length required, 
for a given ratio, to obtain the best performance. The physical 
diffuser dimensions required, for a specific swirl strength, to 
cbtain a given performance (in this case 0.70) is shown in Fig. 
(4.5b). Finally Fig. (4.5c) is a comparison of lines of optimum 
performance.
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• FIG.4.5 EFFECT OF SWIRL ON (a)DIFFUSER PERFORMANCE
(b) CONTOURS OF CONSTANT C*= 0.70
(c) LINE OF OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE
FROM VAN DEWOESTINE (1969) ‘ \D O
To determine the actual performance, Fig. (4.5a) (or any other 
similar plot) may be superimposed on Fig. (4.5c). It does seem 
at first sight that as the lines are extended towards the upper 
right quadrant (i.e. larger physical dimensions and higher swirl) 
performance tends to increase. However, it is well known that 
the triggering of vortex breakdown results in a reduction in 
performance.
4.3.3. Swirling Flow in Annular Diffusers
A limited amount of work has been done on the investigation 
of the effects of swirl on the performance of annular diffusers. It 
was believed at one time that with the use of an annular diffuser it 
may be possible to eliminate the breakdown in the central core region. 
Srinath (1968), using an annular diffuser with equal cane angles, 
has shown that a small amount of swirl does improve the performance. 
For the case under consideration, the optimum swirl angle was found 
to be equal to the diffuser cone angle.
In his experiments Hoadley (1970) measured pressures 
and velocities at a single Reynolds nunber ( <'-’ 10 ) for three inlet 
swirl conditions. He had a converging section fitted to the exit of 
his diffuser which tends to inhibit separation and in fact promotes 
reattachment for already separated flows. For zero swirl 
occurrence of separation on the outer casing was observed while for 
higher inlet swirl separation was cn the hub. For the largest inlet 
swirl the region of separation at the hub extends nearly to the 
diffuser exit.
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Flow visualisation has shown that though swirl removes 
stall from the outer wall, even a small amount of swirl tends to 
cause stall at the inner wall. At high swirl however, severe 
backflow results at the inner wall analogous to vortex breakdown.
As in the case when swirl is absent, the presence of a downstream 
tail-piece improves the performance. It is interesting to note 
that owing to the small width of the annulus, viscous forces tend 
to dominate, irrespective of the type of inlet vortex.
4.3.4_____Swirling Free-Jets
Gore and Ranz (1964) studied swirling free jets as well. 
They found that, for a rigid bocy type vortex, a toroidal vortex 
was observed in the free jet. A balloon of the size of the backflcw 
region was found to came to rest in this region and they claim that 
a considerable force was required to dislodge it.
Chigier and Chervinsky (1967), carried out a series of 
experiments in axisymmetric free turbulent jets with degrees of 
swirl covering weak, moderate and strong ranges, including the case 
of the onset of flow reversal. Mean velocity and pressure profiles 
are shewn to be effectively similar up to four diameters downstream 
for weak and moderate swirl. For the case of strong swirl, a 
vortex is generated in the region close to the orifice resulting in 
a displacement of the maximum velocity a*ay frcm the axis. Beyond 
ten diameters, the influence of the vortex motion becomes small and 
similarity profiles are described in terms of Gaussian error curves 
and third-order polynomials. For strong swirly jet width and rate 
of entrainment are almost twice those for the non-swirling jet.
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Good agreement is found between experimental results for decay of 
profiles and the values predicted by an approximate theory based 
on the integration of the Reynolds equation of motion. The 
tangential inflow and the axial inflow are varied independently to 
obtain the desired swirl.
The swirl parameter is defined as
S = Angular Momentum/(R x Axial Momentum)
= %G/(1 - hG2)
where G = v / u at orifice
^ R • /\ 2
Axial momentum = 2iTDl r(u2- V2/2)dr =Q,u(l -G/4) 
Angular momentum = 2 itpj ruvdr = Q.v R/2
4.4 CONCLUSIONS
The above discussion was meant to be informative rather 
than exhaustive in relation to the present project. A much more 
comprehensive survey is reported in Wirasinghe (1972).
In the early sixties it was thought that the spiral form 
developed as a consequence of the perturbation of the axisyitmetric 
form. Later it was suggested that the spiral form manifests itself 
first and later transforms into the axisyitmetric form under stead/ 
conditions. In addition to these two forms a double helical form, 
associated with laminar flow in a diffuser, was also observed. In 
one experiment the sense of rotation of the core was observed as 
being the same as, and in another as being opposite to, the rotation 
of the main flow.
The instability theory was also questioned when it was 
shown that not only was the phenomenon repeatable but that it was
reversible too.
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Flcw reversal was readily associated with pressure 
gradients. At an upstream section the pressure is lower at the 
centre and higher near the wall. Downstream where viscous 
dissipation has weakened the swirl, pressure is relatively higher 
at the centre-line and lower at the wall. Thus decay of rotation 
gives rise to pressure gradients which, if of sufficient magnitude, 
drive secondary back-flows on the axis. However, this proposition 
too, as a complete explanation, is questionable as it has been shown 
that flow reversal exists with converging ducts as well.
It is seen that in conical diffusers, while the presence 
of swirl eliminates wall separation to improve performance,flow 
reversal at the centre is detrimental to performance. In annular 
diffusers separation at the hub has a similar effect.
The above discussion clearly indicates the care needed 
and the difficulties associated with swirling flow experiments. 
Various views, ably supported by visual observation and photographs, 
have been proposed to explain the phenomenon of vortex breakdown. 
Confusion still exists as to its cause, its form and the conditions 
under which it prevails.
CHAPTER FIVE
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF SWIRLING FLOW
5.1_______INTRODUCTION
Within the area of interest, where axial and radial 
decay of swirling flew are considered, the work of previous 
researchers may be divided into three broad groups. Each group 
employs a different physical configuration and consequently has 
differing boundary conditions.
These groups are,
1. Swirling Jets; Unbounded flew-field where excess 
pressures and velocities tend to zero as radius tends 
to infinity.
2. Swirling Flow in Diffusers; (The pipe being considered 
as the special case of a diffuser with zero divergence 
angle). The existence of a wall boundary layer 
associated with the potential core causes additional 
carplications.
3. Swirling Flew in Annular Duc±s; If the annulus is 
small compared with the diameter of the duct the entire 
flew may be considered as being composed of the 
boundary-layer.
The flew in the above groups may be one of three types: 
Subcritical, critical or supercritical.
The flew is said to be 'critical' when breakdown occurs. 
It must be emphasised that criticality occurs within a band and, 
as will be seen from the ensuing discussion, is influenced by 
various parameters.
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The 'magnetic' appeal of critical flew with its breakdown 
phenomenon and associated bubble formation has attracted many 
applied mathematicians. Various theories were proposed to explain 
the phenomenon in the light of the scant experimental evidence 
available. Researchers are almost wholly dependent on experimental 
information to formulate, solve and verify their mathematical 
models. Interest in swirling flews still being at its infancy, 
there is a scarcity of experimental information, and in this respect 
diffuser studies suffer most. As far as the author is aware only 
Liepe (1963), So (1967) and Van Dewoestine (1969) have provided 
information on vortex decay in a conical diffuser.
Mathematical models have been formulated and solved to 
investigate various types of flow situations. Most of these have 
used numerical or series type solutions. Quite often there is no 
other alternative but to employ such techniques though they do not 
offer any intermediate information nor display the relevance of the 
various parameters. Hence wherever possible attempts must be made 
to obtain an explicit solution.
In this chapter relevant mathematical models proposed to 
analyse sane of the above combinations are discussed. The governing 
equations of motion arc solved in an attempt to investigate the 
influence of dominant parameters.
5.2_______SURVEY OF PREDICTION METHODS
Most of the prediction methods proposed have attempted 
to predict the occurrence of vortex breakdown. Only a few have 
attempted to study decay of swirl, in its own right, in the absence 
of breakdown.
The problem of the laminar swirling jet was attacked 
by Loitsianski (1953). It is interesting to note that it was 
around this time that the breakdown phenomenon was first observed 
though it seems that he was not aware of it. The Navier-Stokes' 
equations were solved in conjunction with two integral equations, 
i.e. for angular momentum
2irp/vurdr = L0
Jo
and for axial momentum
r00
2177 ( p + pu)  rdr = K
°
The independent variable 7) - r/z/JT was introduced. 
With a view to obtaining the asymptotic expansions of velocities
and pressures} the stream-function was sought in the new variable 
in the form
t/t - 1> ( az + a 0+ a/z + a j z  4 - ---------- )
The tangential velocity and pressure were written as,
v = bjz 4- bjz 4-------------
and
p/p = c,/z 4- c2/z* H--------------------
where a, b, c are all unknown functions of 7) .
The solution technique is standard but tends to be 
laborious. At one stage appeal is made to experimental data to 
evaluate a constant associated with the tangential velocity 
profile. Loitsianski evaluated only the first two terms of the 
expansion; however additional terms were required to obtain any 
meaningful results. Later Falkovich (1967) and then Falkovich and 
Korobko (1969) (obtained the next two terms of the expansion.
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The expressions obtained are awkward to handle. For example, the 
axial velocity is given by
u = 2(3/p* I/z -  j9o/2.(l-3q/4)/pa.l/z* + [y/6a2(5-9q/4 )/p +
* +q/8 U - 2 q  - 3q2/l6)/p+].l/z5 -h [“ ¿6y/Bcfp^(5-5 q - 3q2/l6) -
~ j03a/|92p5(5-73q/4+I27q7|6 -H3q)|6 - I2p3ln(p)) +
+■ ^0/2p*(1 " !9q/4 4-12 pin (p)) 1. I/Z*
where p —  I +  Q7) and fl,j0/y,O are related to
the constants L ,K and M  o' o o
Falkovich points out that while at least the first four
terms are required to obtain any realistic profiles, at least
«
another two terms are required to investigate the breakdown region. 
The time lapse, a total of about sixteen years, between the 
formulation of the problem and the obtaining of any useful results, 
and the form of the expressions obtained reflect the mammoth task 
involved.
Squire (1960) considered an in viscid flew model and 
supposed that the cylindrical vortex has superposed on it a steady 
disturbance of small amplitude. He shewed that very long waves 
may be present when the critical swirl angle is exceeded. The 
equation of motion for an axisymmetric flow has been reduced to
DV =  -  K (dK/dV) +  (r7p) (dg/dY)
The total pressure and the circulation K/2'JT 
remain constant along any stream tube. The above equation has 
been solved for three types of tangential velocity distributions and 
the critical swirl angle obtained in each case. The three
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distributions were the ideal forced and free vortex carbination, 
the Fankine vortex and a hyperbolic vortex specially constructed 
to obtain an explicit solution. The critical swirl angles for
These predictions of Squire have been the basis for 
design of most experimental apparatus for the investigation of 
the vortex breakdown phenomenon.
Benjamin (1962, 1965) proposed that the vortex breakdown 
phenomenon is a finite transition between two conjugate flews 
analogous to the "hydraulic jump" phenomenon in open channel flew. 
Two states of flew are defined, based on N =  ^  where C 
is the speed of longitudinal waves relative to u.
If N >  1 flew is said to be supercritical and if N <■ 1 
it is said to be subcritical. The existence of these two types 
is shown most elegantly with the aid of variational calculus.
The conservation of stagnation pressure and circulation is shewn. 
The flew force S (or momentum flux) is defined as the sum of total 
axial momentum and pressure force, and supercritical flew 
possesses a higher S->
superposition of an infinitesimal axisymmetric standing wave on 
a cylindrical vortex causes a reduction of flew force by an amount 
which is the wave resistance. Benjamin's theory is supported by 
Harvey's experimental work.
the cases were 50.2°, 45° and 49.3° respectively.
It is shewn from a perturbation analysis that the
Bossel (1968) using a highly simplified model considered
equations of continuity, centrifugal balance and conservation of 
axial and angular momentum.
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He shewed that if the initial axial velocity disturbance in the 
core of a vortex is decelerating, thenfurther deceleration and 
eventual stagnation will result if the maximum swirl parameter 
v/u is greater than 2 ! (i.e.llr = 54.8).*7*
Lavan, et. al. (1969) developed a linearised analytical 
solution valid for small Fe^ and swirl number, and extended this 
to a wider range of Fe^ and swirl nunbers by numerically solving 
the angular momentum and velocity transport equations. The 
combinations of Pe^ and swirl numbers for incipient flew reversal 
are predicted. Cases of decay and growth of vortex are considered 
and in both cases "no-slip" conditions have been applied. Decaying 
swirl changes the axial velocity profile from a parabolic curve to 
one with zero velocity on the axis; when the swirl vanishes, the 
parabolic profile is returned. Decay of swirl is accompanied by an 
increase of pressure along the axis and a decrease along the wall. 
The stagnation point moves upstream with increasing Pe^. Flew 
reversal was also displayed with increasing swirl numbers. The 
opposite of the above pressure effect is associated with growing 
swirl. Further calculations show that flew reversal is present at 
the wall for higher swirl numbers. Solid body type rotation has 
been considered in both cases and in the former it is achieved in 
only three diameters on the axis downstream.
Chow (1969) studied swirling flow in tubes of non-uniform 
cross-sections. He solved the governing equations derived by Long 
(1953), so as to study this behaviour. It has been shewn that in 
contrast with the explanation of Nissan and Bresan, secondary flews 
are possible in an inviscid swirling flew.
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Bossel (1969) this time reduced the Navier-Stok.es 
equations, for the whole flew field, into three different 
approximate systems, in four distinct regions of vortex flew 
having large swirl. His interpretations of the solutions of the 
equations may be surrmarised as follows
(a) Swirl is the primary variable and breakdown will not 
occur at low swirl.
(b) An adverse pressure gradient can precipitate a vortex 
breakdown, which would otherwise not have occurred.
(c) The phenomenon is basically inviscid and Re^ number 
effects are almost non-existent.
(d) Influence of downstream disturbances is pronounced. 
Upstream decay of disturbances decreases with increasing 
swirl.
(e) Rotation inside the bubble may be reversed.
He concludes that vortex breakdown is fully explainable and 
describable by supercritical solutions to the inviscid equations, 
to which the Navier-Stokes equations approximate in the breakdown 
region, and that neither the finite transition theory of Benjamin 
nor the hydrodynamic instability theory of Jones and later Ludweig 
(1964) appears to be justified.
Sarpkaya (1971) points out that Bossel's predicted swirl 
velocities are not comparable with those of either Harvey or his 
own at the corresponding points. Also in mos t of the observations 
made so far, the bubble is not closed canpletely, while those 
predicted by Bossel's theory are closed.
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Furthermore, the shape of Bossel's bubble remains the same, 
though the size is variable.
Pedley (1969) investigated the instability of viscous 
flew in a rapidly rotating pipe. It is interesting to note that 
for large swirl his flew is unstable if Fe^ 82.9. He explains 
his surprising result by saying that contrary to the wide-spread 
belief that rotation always has a stabilising effect, in his case 
it has a destabilising effect. The form of instability found is 
that of spiral disturbances with a rotation opposite in sense to 
the bulk flew. His statement and the one made by Bossel are both 
supported by the observations of Larrbourne and Bryer.
Wygnanski (1970) obtained a similarity solution for the 
complete Naviei^Stokes equations describing the flew of an 
incompressible laminar swirling jet. The solution shews the effeeb 
of swirl on the velocity components and is valid at all swirl angles. 
This non-perturbation type solution shews that the incompressible 
swirling jet depends on the linear and angular momentum and the wall 
boundary conditions. This is so because the radial pressure 
gradient when integrated over the surface contributes to the linear 
momentum of the jet. William and Hori (1970) studied the formation 
of hydraulic jumps in Meteorology and Oceanography. They show that 
in rotating systems, jump cases and non-jump cases are separated by 
the critical case for which the Froude number is equal to the 
square of the Bossby number multiplied by a constant.
Further to his previous work Bossel (1971) presents yet 
another proposition for vortex computation, this time by a method 
of weighted residuals using exponentials.
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The method approximates the axial velocity and circulation 
profiles to a series of exponentials. Initially, uniform axial 
flew leading edge and trailing edge vortices are considered.
They confirm the existence of two particular critical swirl 
parameter values: i.e. SQ , which separates vortex flow which decays 
smoothly frem vortex flows which eventually break down and S^, 
the first singularity of the quasi-cylindrical system at which 
point physical vortex breakdown is thought to occur.
So (1967) analysed the decay of a vortex on the basis of 
a very simple model. An axisyirmetric case with negligible radial 
velocity and boundary layer effects, and constant viscosity has 
been examined. To be consistent with his experimental results he 
expressed the velocity profiles as follows: 
for o < r < rc
v =  Fa u =■ u F; +  uj I ~ F- )
for rc < r < R
v =  k/r u —  u Fj 
where ^(z,r) =  ( I —  Cos(irr/i^))/2
F (^z, r ) =  k/rc. S in (tf/2. r/r& )
F^ (z,r ) »  Cos [tf/2- (r-rJ/(R -rj]
The model contains four unknowns, namely, u,utirfc and p 
and the choice of equations are continuity, axial momentum, 
angular momentum and moment of axial momentum. By substituting 
the expressions into the equations a set of four simultaneous 
linear differential equations have been obtained, which have been 
solved using the Runge-Kutta technique of integration. Agreement was 
found to be unsatisfactory.
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The lack of sufficient knowledge of the structure of turbulent flow 
is offered by him as an explanation for the discrepancy. In the 
present author's view, another possible reason for the failure is 
So's assumption that at any one station the peaks of axial and 
tangential velocities occur at the same radius.
The mathamatical model used by Gore and Ranz (1964) 
considers an axisyirmetric swirling jet having a conical boundary 
with a constant pressure distribution on the boundary. The visual 
assumptions are applied once again and viscosity is neglected. 
Agreement is not satisfactory as a result of the severe approximations 
made.
Chigier and Chervinski (1967) performed an order of 
magnitude analysis on the turbulent Navier-Stokes1 equations 
applicable to a swirling jet. They succeeded in getting rid of all 
the perturbation terms finishing up with two equations which admit 
the conservation of axial momentum and angular momentum. Fran this 
stage they too resorted to experimental decay constants to solve 
the equations.
The equations governing laminar viscous swirling flew 
in an annular diffuser were solved numerically by Crane and 
Burley (1974). Their solution is influenced by the boundary 
condition at exit of the diffuser. This condition clearly depends 
on whether the flew exhausts into an infinite still medium, into a 
cylindrical tail pipe or into any other fluid handling system. 
Radially directed flew at the exit of the diffuser is considered? 
the nearest physical analogy to this being claimed to be that of 
'free slip' guide vanes at the exit.
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The above discussion indicates the complete absence 
of an analytical solution of the governing equations of swirling 
flew in a diffuser even for laminar flow. In the sections that 
follow the governing equations of laminar swirling flow in a 
conical diffuser are solved explicitly in an attempt to investigate 
the influence of the geometry of the diffuser.
5.3_______SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR LAMINAR SWIRLING
FLOW IN A CONICAL DIFFUSER
5.3.1 Governing Equations
The Navier-Stokes' equations of motion for an 
incompressible fluid with constant viscosity may be written as 
DV/Dt = -V.P/p +  V V.V +  F (5.3.1.1) 
and the continuity equation is
V.V =  O  (5.3.1.2)
The following assumptions are made:-
1. Steady flew with no body forces
2. Axisymmetric flow
3. Influence of boundary-layer is negligible.
Furthermore the various parameters are rendered non-dimensional as 
follows:-
(a) length parameters are divided by throat radius; e.g.
I = r/RT
(b) velocities are divided by the bulk mean velocity at 
throat; e.g. y =• v/uT
(c) £> = p/pu* and ^ =  V /Rtut
The modified forms of equations (5.3.1.1) and (5.3.1.2) are
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w[v]r +• y[y]..+- wv/r= V | [v]r+- [y],- y/j* j
w [w]r 4- u [w] - v/r =  -  [p]r-b v [ [wJr/j - w/x j ( 5.3.I.3) 
w[ulr  4 u[ylr  = -[pL +  | [u]yr +  [y]J
and
[ r w y r  ■+• [y]z=  o  (5.3 .1 .4)
5.3.2_____The Swirl Distribution
The fundamental vortex is of either free or forced 
type depending on the mode of generation. The existence of the 
singularity in the model of a free vortex precludes its occurrence 
in practice while a very good forced vortex may be produced.
itWhichever type of vortex is generated in a ductAdecays to a form 
composed of both types, generally referred to as a 'Rankine' vortex.
The mathematical representation of this has been derived 
from a heat conduction analogy (Prandtl). The exponential form of 
solution for the heat conduction on a flat plate from a hot body 
brought into contact for a moment is known. If, in the fluid 
analogy, the element of rotation is CO then its distribution 
at time t is
CO =  A/t. exp(-f/4Vt)
Invoking Stokes' theorem, which states that the 
circulation around a circle of radius r is equal to double the 
surface integral of the element inside the circle, yields
— 8iTV A[l —  exp(-r/4l>t)]
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and the tangential velocity is
v = r/2rrr = B/r.[l -exp(-r*/4in)] (5.3.2.1)
The decay factor exp ( — r?/4X>t )] is a constant
as long as r*/ 4l)t remains constant. If at a given time 
a particular radius, say the core radius (i.e. the radius 
corresponding to peak tangential velocity) is considered, then
exp (- r2/4Ut) =  exp(k) 
or r2/4Ut =  . l/k
Substituting into equation (5.3.2.1) yields
v =  B/r.[|-exp(-(r/rcf/k)] (5.3.2.2)
5.3.3_____Decay of Swirl Intensity
In the fluid analogy where the flew is continuous, 
time in equation (5.3.2.1) is replaced by the axial distance.
To investigate the properties of the linearly decaying vortex, 
equation (5.3.2.2) is represented as
v = C l/27rr[l “ e x p (-C / ) l (5.3.3.1)
Only the experimental data of So (1967) and Sarpkaya 
(1971) were available to the present author to establish the 
suitability of the exponential function for the entire flow. 
Sarpkaya who worked In the laminar flew has not provided sufficient 
profiles to determine the constants in equation (5.3.3.1). Hcwever 
if Sarpkaya's tangential velocity profiles are compared with those 
of Sols, who worked in the turbulent range, it is seen that the 
decay pattern in both cases is similar except that the latter 
worked with a higher swirl ratio. Hence it was decided to use 
So's data for the analysis in spite of the fact that they were 
associated with turbulent flews.
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The method of analysis and the curve fitting procedure are 
discussed in appendix (5/A). The suitability of this function 
for the diffuser and even for a pipe is borne out by Figs. (5.1) 
and (5.2). In addition to these, various other parameters were 
evaluated (table 5/1) and the conservation of angular momentum 
and mass flux are seen from Fig. (5.3).
It was shewn in the sections that C2 may be related to 
the core radius. New it remains to investigate the behaviour of 
the core radius itself. It is seen from Fig. (5.4) that the 
divergence of the core is identical with the divergence of the 
diffuser. The variation of the constant C^, as seen iron Fig. (5.5) 
is within 10% of its mean. The inaccuracy incurred by assuming 
to be independent of axial distance seems quite small compared with 
the major simplifications that follow in the solution of the 
governing equations. The constant C2 associated with the exponent 
shews a much wider variation with axial distance. As seen from 
Fig. (5.5) Cj may be related to the core radius as
C z —  I /( k r j 2 (5.3.3.2)
with
rc = cj)Z 4-k* (5.3.3.3)
where (f> is in radians and = 0.893
k2 = 0.260
Thus
t ^ C l 2irzX\ -  exp( -  ( r/k.cj) ] (5.3.3.4)
Furthermore conservation of angular momentum and mass flux are 
displayed in Fig. (5.3) within the accuracy of the data, the 
method of fit and numerical integration.
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Thus
and
5.3.4
a. yrdr =  O
Method of Solution
(5.3.3.5)
(5.3.3.6)
In this section the 'seat' notation denoting the 
dimensionless forms will be omitted for convenience. Furthermore 
some of the more detailed mathematical work has been shifted to
appendix (5/B)
Equation (5.3.3.4) may be written as
v =  ( I - G) C,/2irr (5.3.4.1)
2
where G  =  ex p(-j3) and j0-=(r/kti;)
and also equation (5.3.1.3a) as
p(r,z)w +  q(r,z)u =  r,z) (5.3.4.2)
where p(r,z) =  v/r 4- [vlr 
q (r,z) •= [u]x
= [v]r+  [v]/r +  (v]rt- v/r2-
Substituting for V from equation (5.3.4.1) into the above 
functions yields
p =  CfiGfrrr* 
q =  -  Cftt>$Ghr rz
- i/f =  —  2 C,kc^8G |j0 -  [(3k^-2)/2k^)]j/-7rr3 
Eliminating u from equations (5.3.1.4) and (5.3.4.2) gives
[w]r+-L (r,z) [w]t =  M(r,z) 4- N(r,z)w (5.3.4.3)
L(r,z) *= \/k(j>^ z N(r,z) =  -2/r
M(r,z) =  2kcjf>j3V (3.j8 “ k3)/rz
where
Equation (5.3.4.3) is a quasi-linear partial differential 
equation of the first order for which the solution is obtained by 
solving the Lagrangian equation
dr = dz _  ______ dw_______ „ (5.3.4.4)
I L(r,z) M(r,z) + w.N(r,z)
and obtaining the characteristics.
The characteristic C H is given by
dr =  dz / L(r;z)
But L(r,z)
IM
=  l/kc£/3 •= kj>z +k}/rcf>
Thus
dr _  <£dz i r 
r <p z + k 2 Hi
from vhich
C H = Q5.tn{j9) (5.3.4.5)
To obtain C H 8 -, consider
dr =■ dw/[M(r;z) +wN(r,z)l (5.3.4.6)
fron which ß must be eliminated using equation (5.3.4.5)
Substituting for j8 from equation (5.3.4.6) yields 
M = 2k^ >l>. exp(2Ch() [3.exp(2CH() -k j / r a 
which vhen substituted into (5.3.4.6) and rearranged yields 
[w]r +■ 2w/r = 2k*<£vexp(2C^)[3exp(2C^) — k3)/rz 
vhich is a linear differential equation of the first order and 
can be solved by using the integrating factor
I.F =  / e x p ( -  2/r ,dr) =  r a 
Thus the solution is
r*w •= /M (r,z)r.dr -+- c Hz
which an integrating and with (In j9 ) replacing 2 is
w = 2k*4>VP (3j0 ” k3)/r +  CH/ra (5.3.4.7)
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The boundary condition w = 0 at r = 0 yields
Also [w]r -  2l&fy8 (9/3 - kj/r21
Substituting for w and [w]r in equation (5.3.1.4)
yields
[u]z=  —  4k*c^Uj6 (6j3-kj/r*
which gives
U = ~ 4 k ~6 rl dz _ kJ dzk, [cfizfkzf  k,(^z+kj) +  C+(r)
u - 4 k^D/iU2j8-  k3)/r + C j r )  (5.3.4.8)
As z — oo the diffuser exit area tends to °° and hence
u —  O , CJr) — O
Expressions for all three velocity components are new 
available and reverting back to the non-dimensional notations, 
these are
u = 4k(f)Vp*( 2jS "  k) /r (5.3.4.9a)
w=2k^l) j3 (30 -kJ/j (5.3.4.9b)
v = C,[l -  exp(-j8)]/2irr (5.3.4.9c)
where
U/KCef
ks= (3k#>a-2)/2k5#>‘ 
re = 4> z +  k*
with kx = 0.893, k2 = 0.260 
and cf> being in radians.
5.3.5_____The Static Pressure Distribution
The static pressure distribution may be calculated 
using equation (5.3.1.3b). It is seen from inspection that all 
terms containing \v and U are of magnitude V 
negligible compared with v*/r
and are
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Thus the above equation reduces to
[p]r= *7r (5.3.5.1)
On substituting for y it will be observed that the 
resulting equation is not integrable in its present form.
Using the series expansion of the exponent, equation 
(5.3.5.1) becomes
[pL= [ l - 2 IM ÍW ) 7 n !  4-2  (-lF(2ar2)7n!]C,/4irr3
Since at n =■ o the first term in each series is unity this
becomes
oo tv. n ttk-a) «
[p]r= CoI(-l)aj: (2 — 2)/n 1 (5.3.5.2)
Also since at n = I the term (2*~ 2) is zero the summation may
be corrmenced from n =2 . Integrating equation (5.3.5.2) yields
p(r,z) — Cs(z) 4- C0U - ^ t Í 2 ~  2)/(2n -2  )n!
(5.3.5.3)
using the boundary condition at X =  o
p (o,z) =p(z) =  C 5(z)
In the extreme case about seventy terms need to be 
evaluated before the effect of the later terms may be neglected.
In this respect n! should not be evaluated separately as the 
magnitude of the nurrbers generated exceed the capacity of the 
computer. This can be overcome by evaluating cf/n! for a given 
n . Fig. (5.6) shows the calculated static pressure distribution.
5.3.6_____Discussion of Solution
The validity of the above method cannot be checked 
immediately as there are no experimental data on laminar swirling 
flews available to the author.
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FIG. 5.6 COMPUTED STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
IN DIFFUSER
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The validity of the method of solution is confirmed by 
substituting equations (5.3.4.9) into equation (5.3.1.3a). The 
uniqueness of the solution is established by appealing to the 
uniqueness theorem which follows from Green's theorem, which 
states:
"If a function can be found which satisfies the partial 
differential equation and satisfies all the boundary conditions 
and does not contain any more arbitrary constants then the function 
is the only possible solution".
In his analysis of the laminar swirling jet Falkovich 
used the series expansion of the exponential function used in the 
present model. The author had hoped that the use of a turbulent 
velocity profile might obviate the need for the turbulent stress 
terms in the governing equations. The disagreement between the 
present laminar results and So's turbulent axial velocity profiles 
indicate this not to be the case.
5.4_______CONCLUSIONS
A semi-empirical solution of the Navier^Stokes' equations 
applied to laminar swirling flew in a diffuser has been obtained. 
Resort was made to experimental results for obtaining the two 
constants which appear in the solution. Unfortunately, the only 
experimental profiles which were detailed enough for calculating the 
constants involved were for turbulent flew. However their form was 
very similar to seme laminar-flcw profiles, for tangential velocity 
components, given by Sarpkaya.
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Hie solution for axial velocity y (equation (5.3.4.9) 
gives a nearly uniform profile right up to the point where the 
boundary layer (which has been ignored) would be present in 
practice. This is because, in the bracketed term (2 j0 - k^), 
the constant k^ so dominates the term 2j0 , which is radius- 
dependent, that a plotted u profile appears as a horizontal line. 
The present method fails to predict the centre-line dip in u 
profile which normally accompanies swirling flew. This is a result 
of an adverse pressure gradient situation which shows in Fig. (5.6). 
At stations near the diffuser entry, static pressure on the axis 
is very low compared with that at the wall whereas at stations near 
the exit, the pressure is more uniform. In extreme cases of swirl, 
this adverse pressure gradient is severe enough to give reversed 
flow and vortex breakdown.
If the present model were extended to turbulent flow by 
replacing D in equations (5.3.4.9 ) with € , the kinematic eddy 
viscosity suggested by Boussinesq, (Fig. (5.7)), a centre-line 
dip would appear in the y plot because various researchers have 
shewn that the ratio c/v decreases from a maximum value at the 
half-radius position to an indeterminate lew value on the axis.
The profiles obtained have been integrated to give mass 
flux in the axial direction and angular momentum at each station 
and these results have been plotted in Figs. (5.8) and (5.9). The 
last three stations give remarkably uniform answers and each point 
in the two figures has, therefore, been plotted as a percentage 
error frem the average value of the last three. Satisfaction of 
continuity and constancy of angular momentum is clearly not as
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FIG. 5.9 THEORETICAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
good for the first two stations as were the experimental results 
of So (Fig. (5.3)) which were used for finding the values of 
constants involved in the solutions. This almost certainly 
indicates that the v distribution in the vortex present in So's 
diffuser had not settled down to exponential form at these initial 
downstream stations. However, at subsequent stations the 
exponential form seems to be much more representative of the 
existing flew situation and satisfaction of the above two criteria 
is at least as good with the present method as with the 
experimental results.
The form of characteristic CH( in equation (5.3.4.5) 
suggests that seme advantage would be gained from using as a 
coordinate. This would be equivalent to working in conical 
coordinates since is radius-dependent. It will be recalled 
that Loitsyanski used a radius-dependent variable also (r/z/jj1) 
and further work here may well prove valuable. It was shewn that 
the vortex core divergence follows the diffuser wall. This needs 
further verification before it can be extended to other cases.
It is likely that the present method for solving the 
Navier-Stbkes equations for a conical diffuser can be extended to 
turbulent flews provided sufficient information is available 
regarding the distribution of Reynolds stresses throughout the 
diffuser. The problems of accounting for boundary layers and 
vortex breakdown are more intractable but need to be given serious
attention in the future.
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chapter SIX
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
6.1______ DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
6.1.1, Basic Requirements
As discussed earlier swirling flow phenomena have very wide 
application and this project was seen as one that would lay the 
foundation of a major research programme in this field at this 
establishment. Thus it was necessary to design the test apparatus 
to satisfy a more general requirement as opposed to the requirement 
of the present project.
Ihe basic question of which medium was to be used for 
studies was influenced by several factors. If flew visualisation was 
to be the major interest then water would be preferred. Hcwever, if 
measurement was of primary interest, then air would be preferable as 
liquids tend to be sluggish in response. Use of water would however 
create sealing and corrosion problems which in this case were seen 
as serious. Air would have been the obvious choice but for the need 
to study the performance of diffusers with non-newtonian liquids.
Thus it was necessary to design a test-rig which could handle liquids 
as well as air.
6.1.2_____Scale and Flexibility of Test-Rig
A small scale test section is ideal fran a photographic 
point of view. In addition lighting problems are minimised when the 
subject of interest is confined to a small area. In his photographic 
studies Sarpkaya (1971) worked with a diffuser having a throAt 
diameter of 50.8 rrm.
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If it is intended to insert a {probe into the flcw-field then a much 
larger scale is necessary to minimise local interference to flow.
It is recommended (B.S. 848) that the probe diameter be no more than 
1/40 th of the duct diameter. In the light of the above considerations 
a compromise was arrived at giving a 90 mm. throat diameter and a 
180 mm exit diameter.
The degree of flexibility will no doubt add to the 
complexity of the design. As a consequence of physical limitations 
flexibility is restricted to the foilwing facilities.
1. The possibility of using air or water.
2. Diffusers with an area ratio of 4, throat diameter 90 irm. 
and cone angles varying from 0° - 30°, or pipes could be 
investigated.
3. Swirling and non-swirling studies could be conducted.
4. Flow visualisation and photographic studies are made 
possible by using a perspex test-section.
5. This also enables the use of a laser - velocimeter.
6. Provision has been made for the use of the five-hole 
spherical pitot-probe.
7. A  probe traverse mechanism was designed to conduct detailed 
flow measurement.
8. Standard design features permit the use of a DISA anemometer 
in place of the pitot-probe.
9. Various types of swirl generators may be employed; (Rotating 
honeycomb, Rotating vanes, Fixed vanes or a Fluidic Vortex 
Amplifier).
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10. A wide range of Reynolds numbers and Rossby numbers are 
available.
11. For use with air a separate fan and a bell-mouth entry 
section is available.
12. The feed-back control system incorporated permits 
continuous increase or decrease of speed.
6.2______ TEST-RIG
6.2.1____ General Arrangement
A. Layout and Fabrication
The test-rig was built as a recirculating system in view of 
the necessity to recover liquids other than water. A two-tier 
(Fig. (6.1)) system was adopted as a space saving measure. The top- 
tier, which is oorrmon to both air and water applications, is the 
test-area. The entire test area was mounted on rails which provided 
a horizontal reference. In addition each diffuser was dowelled at the 
throat to ensure smooth entry. This when used with a thick 'pump' 
grease eliminates the need for a gasket which may disturb the flew 
at entry. Figs. (6.2, 6.3) shew the entire arrangement quite clearly. 
The metallic section handling water, which is the lewer tier, was 
first fabricated and then galvanised to prevent rusting before being 
re-assembled. All other metallic areas including the reservoir were 
painted on the inside with anti-corrosive paint.
B. Use with Water
In this mode the two tiers are connected by a T-piece with 
one limb blanked off. At the discharge end a flexible hose was 
connected to the T-piece. The further end of the hose discharges 
into a narrow discharge tank which in turn feeds a reservoir-cum- 
settling tank.
ALL DIMENSIONS' ARE IN METRES
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The settling tank was fitted with baffles to break up trapped air 
and steady the flew at intake. Ideally a large reservoir is 
necessary to steady the vicious discharge from the main-line and 
the by-pass but the lack of space precludes such an arrangement.
However a very calm state was obtained in the reservoir with the 
present arrangement and it occupied much less space.
Care must be exercised in judging the amount of water 
required in the reservoir. With its large intake the pump could 
empty the reservoir before the discharged water could get from the 
discharge tank into the reservoir settling area, through the baffles. 
The system is prone to overflow if too much water is held in the 
tank, primarily for the same reasons. It is suggested that half of 
the tank be filled up initially, with the throttle and the by-pass 
valves open. New the pump should be started with the throttle 
valve just 'cracked' open and the discharge and by-pass valves 
fully open. Ihe throttle valve may now be gradually opened to obtain 
the desired flow rate while filling the tank as and when required.
The maximum static pressure in the system is laid dewn by the perspex 
test-sections and should be less than 5 x 10^ N/M^.
PUMP UNIT; GWYNNES CENTRIFUGAL PUMP : (FIG. (6.4)).
CRCMPTCN-PARKINSCN MOTOR 
3 Phase, 6 BHP, 1450 rpm.
C. Use with M r
This mode uses only the top-tier, with the upstream T-piece 
replaced by a bobbin with bell-mouth entry fitted to the up-stream > 
end. At the discharge end, the hose is replaced by a settling chamber. 
The discharge to atmosphere is via an orifice-plate. The flew-rate 
is controlled with the aid of a butterfly valve.
FIG. 6.4 GWYNNES CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
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FAN UNIT: SECOMACK MODEL 152
SERVICE ELECTRIC CO. MOTOR.
3 Phase, 1.25 HP, 2850 rpm
6.2.2_____Swirl Generation
A. Types of Swirl Generators
Swirl may be generated by one of three fundamental methods.
1. Tangential inlet: A  single jet (Fluidic Vortex Amplifier) 
or a series of jets discharging tangentially, in 
conjunction with an axial flew to provide swirl.
2. Fixed guide vanes: Fluid is fed radially through the 
vanes and enters the test section axially.
3. Rotating guides: The fluid enters the generator with 
zero swirl velocity and is carried round by the generator 
which imparts swirl to the fluid.
As far as the performance of the diffuser is concerned, 
the type of generator only affects the type of inlet swirl. Fixed 
guide vanes have been used by Harvey (1962) and Sarpkaya (1971). 
Liepe (1961) used fixed vanes to produce a constant swirl angle in 
addition to working with solid body rotation.
Tangential inlet is at present being used at the 
University of Southampton. A rotating honeycomb was used by Van 
Dewoestine (1969) though only with air. It was decided to use a 
rotating honeycomb in this project with a control system to obtain 
fine control of rotational speed.
B. Feasibility Study of an 'Isolated' Swirl Generator 
Preliminary studies were conducted to investigate the
possibility of designing a novel swirl generator. This was to 
take the form of a honeycomb inserted in the rotor of the motor.
Specialists were consulted and same exploratory calculations made.
It was decided that an induction motor would be required in view 
of the stringent speed holding characteristics imposed by 
experimental requirements. Calculations indicated that it would 
be possible to acccnncdate such a device provided leakage of 
water could be prevented. It was unfortunate that heavy sealing had 
to be considered if leakage were not to be risked, which increased 
the pcwer requirements significantly. At a conservative estimate 
the static friction associated with such sealing is ‘about 5 N-M. /A-,,.
While the actual temperature rise in the water would be 
small, in a recirculating system this would soon assume significant 
proportions adding another variable parameter to an already 
difficult problem. While the use of such a device in the present 
arrangement is precluded by temperature considerations, this could 
be used if a purely air application is envisaged.
C. 'Honeycomb1 Swirl Generator and Drive Unit
The basic unit consists of a honeycomb, (2" long x V  
cell diameter) mounted on the same centre-line as the test-section, 
driven by an external motor via a tooth belt drive. The rotating 
unit of the swirl generator is placed between two stationary pipes 
and fluid flows through the entire system. Fig. (6.5) shews the 
main features of the generator. With the unit rotating at over 
2000 rpm. sealing does become a major problem. This was resolved 
by using GACO 'knife-edge'type' spiro-seals with special pressure 
plates. Owing to the presence of the bearings even a small leak 
cannot be tolerated. The excess pressure imposed by the pressure 
plates will no doubt reduce the life of the seals, and would require 
changing.
Access for dismantling
Driven pulley
Housing for bearing and Honeycomb
Housing for honeycomb
FIG. 6.5 EXPLODED VIEW OF SWIRL GENERATOR
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In addition to this it is necessary to be able to have access to 
the honeycomb for cleaning or replacing. The above considerations 
and the need to have an external drive necessitated the vise of a 
'split-system' design particularly since it is not desirable to 
remove the bearings and the seals too often. Figs. (6.6, 6.7) 
show the details and the assembly of the swirl generator. The 
assembly may be dismantled by loosening the socket screws which 
are accessible through the special openings on the casing.
Ihe drive was provided by a direct current shunt motor. 
Hcwever the speed holding characteristics of such a motor under 
load are not very good. Furthermore the very fine speed control, 
during variation, dictated by experimental requirements precluded 
the vise of the conventional manner in which this is achieved, i.e. 
by controlling the field resistance. In view of these a feed-back 
control system was provided thus improving speed holding to better 
than 1% at 1000 rpm and also increasing the speed of the motor*.
Such a high degree of control would be of no use if there were to be 
slip during transmission and furthermore excessive loads (belt 
tension) on a split-system design could deform the assembly. This 
discourages the use of friction drives and favours engaging drives 
which do not require heavy tensioning. This requirement was 
satisfied by employing a toothed-belt. As with any design work 
standard products were used wherever possible. However in the 
case of the driven pulley a special pulley had to be manufactured. 
The details of this pulley are shewn in Fig. (6.7).
The centre distance between the drive motor and the 
driven generator is governed by the type of pulleys used. In this 
case two drives are available; one to step dewn (drive A) and the
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other to step-up (drive B) the speed. It should be pointed out 
here that for each drive there is a high range and a low range 
available frcm the control systems. The drives A and B vere 
selected such that the difference between the centre distances 
were kept to a minimum.
The details of the components used are as follows: 
DRIVE MOTOR: THOMPSON HOUSTON D.C. SHUNT MOTOR 
220 V; 5 HP; 1000 R.P.M.
MOTOR SHAFT: 1.375" DIA.
KEXWAY: 0.375" x 0.125"
TRANSMISSION: ALL FENNER PRODUCTS
DRIVE A
DRIVE PULLEY 
DRIVEN PULLEY 
BELT
TAPER-LOCK BUSH 019E0106(1310) 
CENTRE-LINE DISTANCE 671 xim
DRIVE B
(STEP DOWN) (STEP UP)
20 H 100; 20T 96 H 100; 96T
48T; SPECIAL
700 H 900 H
019MD106(2517) 
679 mm
SEALS: GACO 'SPIROSEAL' DPSM 100 12012
INCLINED TABLE: Inclination 20° to horizontal.
Limits of centre distance - 655 mm to 715 inn. 
6.2.3. 'Universal1 coupling for Probe Carrier
If the radial distribution of velocities and pressure are 
to be measured then the probe must be mounted on a reference face. 
Unlike in a circular pipe, In a diffuser the radius at each section 
is different frcm the next which makes it necessary to traverse the 
probe over varying radii within the diffuser.
Furthermore, owing to the limitations of the spherical probe 
and the peculiarity of the flow system it is necessary to be able 
to rotate the probe about the centre sensing hole on the spherical 
cap.
These requirements warranted the design of a 'universal' 
coupling to facilitate measurement. The coupling is shown on Fig. 
(6.8). In the interests of economy the brass adaptor is made 
interchangable so that only the diffuser in use at any one time 
needs to be provided with these. However owing to the varying angle 
and radii associated with the diffusers, individual plugs had to 
be manufactured and contoured to suit. The dimensions were so 
arranged that a standard 'DISA' type anemometer could be used in 
place of the pitot prcbe with only a slight modification. The 
unit was sealed as it had to be used with liquids. The locking 
collar and the section above the interface (Fig. (6.8)) is 
normally attached to the probe carrier.
6.2.4. Probe Traversing Mechanism
A. General Requirements
The need to traverse the prcbe linearly and also effect 
rotation at any point was discussed earlier. Furthermore even 
with pure axial flew in diffusers a high degree of fluctuation of 
velocities have been observed and with swirl this problem will no 
doubt be further magnified. Thus it is necessary to obtain long 
time-mean observations of velocities and pressure. The (diverging) 
wall of a conical diffuser, unlike that of a pipe, does not permit 
it to be used as a reference datum. Thus the axis of the diffuser 
is regarded as the datum.
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FIG.6.S 'UNIVERSALI COUPLING FOR PROBE-CARRIER
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Furthermore the required radial traverse increases with axial 
distance along the diffuser.
In view of the dearth of experimental data associated 
with swirling flews a vast amount of measuring needs to be carried 
out in the future. An efficient and convenient measurement 
technique would ease this problem considerably. Time expended on 
developing an automatic or even a semi-automatic system would be 
gained certainly in the long term programme.
B. Design Features
The design of the equipment may be considered in two stages.
(i) Mechanical design which includes the linear and rotational
motion.
(ii) Electro-mechanical control of operations and recording of
Information.
i n _  Mechanical Design
A slider-crank mechanism was employed to execute the 
linear motion.
14-3
Considering the above sketch,
l _ a 
sing sin g
and
r = (\ + a) - (a Cos Q + 1 CosG)
Substituting fbr Cos G and simplifying yields
r/a = (n + 1) - CosQ - (n2 - sin20)^ (6.2.4.1)
where n = l ,/a and 0 ^  r/a ^ 2 as O i  Q^it
The maximum traverse at any section is r = R = 2a but 
there are two maxima (R^ and R£) which govern the dimensions t and 
a. Each time the crank radius is altered then the length of the arm 
l will also change and to estimate the traversa from equation (6.2.4.1) 
the new value of n will have to be measured. This is hcwever 
inconvenient as it is difficult to estimate the pivots of the arms.
If however (1 - a) is kept constant then only a knowledge of the 
crank radius is required and equation (6.2.4.1) becomes
r/a = 2 + p/a - Cos0 - [ ( p/a + l)2 - sin20] ^  (6.2.4.2)
where p = (t - a) = constant.
Fig. (6.9) shows the divisions used for increments of the 
traverse. The adjustment of the crank radius is against the fixed 
scale. The difficulty of measuring the length of the arm was 
over cane by employing an indirect method.
A plot of equation (6.2.4.1) for two typical values of n 
is shewn on Fig. (6.10). It is seen that the maximum sensitivity 
of the curves to n is displayed between approximately 75° and 110°.
If for convenience 9 = 90° is chosen as a suitable value for 
calculating the length of the arm, then equation (6.2.4.1) becomes
FIG.6.9 ANGULAR DIVISIONS USED FOR STEPPING MOTION
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r/a = n + 1 - (n2 - I)3* 
which on simplifying yields
n = 0.5 [ 1 + (r/a - 1)2 ] / (r/a - 1) (6.2.4.3.)
The length of the arm may be obtained by obtaining a 
mean value of n from several values of r/a at 0 = 90°. Fig. (6.11) 
shews the complete traversing mechanism. The slots on the radius 
wheel have been arranged to obtain approximately equal increments 
of linear traverse. Rotation is effected by a 'Honeywell' (type 
362479-2) servo-motor via.a worm-wheel. The direction of rotation 
is governed by the difference in the voltage supplied.
If the system shown in Fig. (6.11) is dismantled then 
reassembling is likely to cause difficulty owing to the "tight" 
design limits. To obtain the full range the assembly procedure 
outlined in Appendix (6/A) must be followed. Owing to physical 
restrictions it was not possible to measure very near the wall.
Since the axis of the diffuser, and not the inside wall, is the 
reference datum an "operating" radius ( aop ) for the crank must 
be calculated as follows.
Referring to Fig. (6.8)
aop= [R - eQ ] / 2 (6.2.4.4.)
The R values for the ducts used in this project are provided 
in Fig. (6.12a). Allowing for the backlash of the instrument it 
was possible to measure the traverse to within 0.5 mm. It should be 
noted that this figure is more than satisfactory when the limits 
of manufacture of the perspex tubing and the diameter of the probe 
head are taken into consideration.
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FIG.6.Ila. PROBE TRAVERSING MECHANISM
USED IN EXPERIMENTS
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The traverse at any section of the duct is given by
r/aop= n +-I - cos 9 - (n2- sin2Q )/2+  eD (6.2.4.5)
For the present assembly the following details apply
p =  l- a =152.24 mm. e0= 4 . 5 0 m m .
Now that the operating radius has been determined it is 
set on the traverse mechanism as follows:
Set the crank to 180° (i.e. retract probe completely) 
and lock the- system with the 'traverse-lock' (Fig. (6.11)). Loosen 
the crank at A and adjust the radius using the screw C, against the 
built in scale. New clamp the 'arm' to the crank and release slider 
P; the mechanism is ready for operation.
C. Electro-Mechanical Control and Recording System
The function of this is to index and rotate the probe and 
record mean observations from all five sensing holes automatically. 
However at present only automatic indexing has been provided. The 
mechanical equipment necessary for rotation has been incorporated 
in the design. The drive for the servo-motor and the equipment 
necessary for recording on paper tape are also available. The relay 
circuit on Fig. (6.13) is limited to indexing only but this can 
easily be extended to accommodate the rest of the system. The 
pulses at given time intervals necessary to camence and terminate 
recording can be generated lasing standard circuitry. The method 
of operation is described in Appendix (7/B).
If the system stalls it can easily be released by 
manually retracting the plunger. The peripheral distance between 
seme of the slots being small the manually provided pulse tended 
to be too long resulting in skipping a slot.
240 volt a.c.
f
FIG.6,13 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL CONTROL SYSTEM FOR TRAVERSE MECHANISM
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This was overcome by modifying the circuit such that the pulse was 
cut-out automatically from within the circuit. The cams are all 
independently adjustable and the adjustable torsion spring 
controls the load on the plunger. The circuit was optimised 
while in operation as it is dependent on the movement on the 
plunger and the delays of the switches and relays.
6.3______ INSTRUMENTATICN AND CALIBRATION
The pitot-prcbe will be discussed separately in the next 
chapter in view of the extensive nature of the work carried out.
6.3.1 Measurement of Mean Flcw-Pates and Turbulence
A. Water Flow-Pate
Flow-rate of water was measured using an orifice plate 
with D and D/2 tappings. The orifice plate was designed in 
accordance with the reocrrmendations made in B.S. 1042, Pt.l; 1964 
with a pipe diameter of 76.2 mm. which resulted in an orifice 
diameter of 38.81 mm. Mercury (for high flow-rates) and Carbon 
Tetrabramoethane ‘ (for low flow-rates) were vised as mancmetric 
fluids. Flow control was achieved with the aid of a throttle valve 
and a by-pass valve.
Calibration was carried out using a weighting tank into 
which water was discharged for a given time. 400 lb of water was 
measured at times between 150 and 25 secs. The weight was 
measurable to within 2 lb and the pressure difference could be read 
to within 0.5 irm. The two calibration curves are shown in Figs. 
(6.15, 6.16) and can be represented by
(m lb/secf= 0.959 x i h (cms carbon tet.) (6.3.1.1.)
(m Ib/secf = 6.925 x A h  (cms itercury) (6.3.1.2)
the gradients being arrived at using regressional analysis.
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FIG. 6.I5 ORIFICE PLATE CALIB. CURVE -W ATER
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FIG.6.I6 ORIFICE PLATE CALIB. CURVE-W ATER
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B. Air Flew-Rate
Air flow rate was measured using an orifice in conjunction 
with a butterfly-valve. This was calibrated with the aid of an 
anemometer. The anemometer itself was calibrated in a separate 
research project and is reported in Perera (1975). The calibration 
curve is sham on Fig. (6.14). This also provided an ideal 
opportunity for checking the five-hole pitot probe. Flew rates 
calculated from velocity profiles thus obtained are also indicated 
in the figure.
C. Turbulence
Hie mean turbulence level and the calibration of the orifice 
plate, for air flew measurement, were achieved using a sub-miniature 
hot-wire probe. The following 'DISA' system was employed;
Anemometer 55 M 10
Linéariser 55 D 10
Auxiliary Unit 55 D 25
R.M.S. Unit 55 D 35
DVM JM 1860
6.3.2______Speed control of Swirl Generator Drive Motor
A. Characteristics of Motor
Hie d.c. shunt motor used was already available and had 
to be adapted to suit this application. In a direct current 
machine
E oc (f) n  where E - induced e.m.f.
4> - flux change 
N - rotational speed.
If pewer loss in the armature is neglected then
V = E where V - voltage supplied to armature
and the reactive torque is given by
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T pc <f> IA where 1^ - armature current.
It is seen from above that the speed of the motor may be 
varied by varying either the armature voltage or the voltage supplied 
to the field. However the range available by the latter mode of 
control is very limited while the former would provide the entire 
range from zero to full speed.
The block diagram associated with the mode of speed control 
is shewn in Fig. (6.17). The armature voltage is varied with the 
aid of a thyristor which is triggered using an auxilliary firing 
circuit. At low speeds, under load, the speed is likely to fluctuate 
and to compensate for this a tachogenerator, coupled to the motor 
shaft, is used to obtain feed-back.
B. Control Circuitry
Speed control is achieved using a Thyristor (SCR - Silicon 
Controlled Rectifier). As the name implies this is a conventional 
rectifier with the added feature that its 'firing position' could 
be controlled. It is fired by supplying a pulse to its gate. At 
this point it camnences conducting and does so until the current 
drops to zero, at which point it effectively switches off. Fig.
(6.18) shews the effect of firing on an a.c. input.
The pulse required to trigger the SCR is obtained as
follows.
The a.c. mains voltage is rectified to obtain the required 
d.c. voltage. The 18 volt 'zener diode' chops off voltages in 
excess of 18 volts giving the "spiked" waveform shown on Fig. (6.19a).
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FIG.6.I7 CONTROL SYSTEM FOR SPEED VARIATION
FIG.6.I3 EFFECT OF THYRISTOR ON A.C. INPUT
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The capacitor C^, which is charged via the resistor R^, is discharged 
using the spiked waveform to obtain the "saw toothed" waveform 
shewn on Fig. (6.19b). The saw-tooth (which is superimposed on a 
constant d.c. voltage) is used to fire a Schmitt—trigger. The 
resulting output which is a square wave (Fig. (6.19c)) is 
differentiated, using a R - C differentiator circuit to obtain 
pulses (Fig. (6.19d)). The diode eliminates the negative pulses. 
Firing of the SCR is via a pulse transformer. The circuit diagram 
is shewn on Fig. (6.20) and the actual layout is shewn in Fig. (6.21).
The Schmitt-trigger fires at a certain input voltage 
determined by R ^  / R jj/ R^. The input to the Schmitt-trigger 
consists of the saw-toothed voltage described above superimposed 
on a d.c. voltage, the d.c. level, VL . This d.c. level is the 
resultant of a d.c. control voltage Vc and the feed-back voltage 
Vf iron the tachogenerator applied in opposition to each other.
The 'range of speed' is governed by the magnitude of the controlled 
voltage which can be altered, using the pre-set potentiometer, to 
give any desired range. The manner in which speed control is 
achieved is shown on Fig. (6.22).
The system is initially set to the desired speed range, 
by setting To obtain the desired speed the feed-back voltage 
Vg is set using the potentiometer RP^. New the level is - V^.
(Note: is constant for a given speed range). Also = k VT
where VT is the voltage developed by the tachogenerator and k is the 
fraction of this obtained from the potentioneter.
If the speed of the motor increases, then and hence 
increases and correspondingly decreases.
(c)
FIG.6.19 METHOD OF OBTAINING
( b )
PULSES
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FIG. 6.21. LAYOUT OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT
FIG. 6.22 METHOD OF SPEED CONTROL VIA FEED-BACK
When the level decreases the effective voltage supplied to the 
armature decreases and the effect is to slew down the motor 
countering the increase. Ihe converse is true in the case of a 
decrease in speed. The direction of rotation of the motor may be 
altered by reversing the field connections. The presence of the 
bridge rectifier ensures that the control system is independent of 
the sense of rotation of the motor.
C. Measurement of Swirl - Calibration
The tachogenerator has a linear characteristic over a wide 
range giving 27 volts/1000 rpm. The output could be measured 
satisfactorily using a standard moving coil voltmeter. This was 
simultaneously checked against a digital voltmeter. The speed of 
the motor was measured using stroboscope. The speed could be held 
within 1% at 1000 r.p.m. This was seen as a very useful function 
in view of the need to control and reproduce inlet swirl accurately. 
Fig. (6.23) shews the calibration curve.
D. Application
As the system is highly non-liner the control is also 
non-linear. Two controls (fine and coarse) have been provided.
The speed should be kept below that corresponding to 37 volts of 
tachogenerator feed-back voltage. As the system is not isolated 
it would be damaged if earthed. From the characteristics discussed 
earlier it will be seen that if the armature is supplied without 
supplying the field first the motor would reach speeds beyond its 
design limitations.
i e s
FIG. 6.23 CALIB CURVE ¡SWIRL GENERATOR DRIVE MOTOR
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'PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES'
1. DO NOT EARTH CONTROL SYSTEM.
2. DO NOT SUPPLY ARMATURE WITHOUT FIRST SUPPLYING FIELD.
3. DO NOT INCREASE THE SPEED OF THE MOTOR TOO RAPIDLY.
4. WHEN USING WATER ALWAYS KEEP THE BY-PASS VALVE FULLY 
OPEN. INTRODUCE WATER GRADUALLY THROUGH THE CONTROL 
VALVE.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
THE SPHERICAL PITOT PROBE FOR MEASUREMENT IN SWIRLING FLOWS
7.1_______INTRODUCTION
A variety of instruments are available for determining 
separately the static pressure and the complete velocity vector 
at a point in a fluid stream. However, only the pitot-static 
prcbe, or any other form of it, is capable of determining both 
these parameters simultaneously. Of the instruments used for 
velocity measurement sane are relatively straightforward whilst 
others may be quite sophisticated.
Of the three most corrmon types of instrument, the 
Pitotmeter is undoubtedly the simplest in construction and in: 
use. Current-meters and Laser Velocimeters require sophisticated 
electronics particularly for signal processing. Hie choice of a 
particular instrument will no doubt depend on the nature of the 
application, information required and economic considerations. In 
the light of the above, each type is capable of offering a 
profitable alternative. The Laser Velocimeter is capable of 
yielding the necessary velocity information in a fluid stream 
including stream turbulence. Apart from the relatively high initial 
cost it has an inherent disadvantage in that it cannot be used in 
opaque ducts. The Hot-wire or Hot-film anemometer suffers from 
contamination problems, extreme fragility and is very costly to 
replace. The pitotmeter has the advantage of being relatively 
cheap to manufacture and is very robust.
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Another distinct advantage is that it is the only instrument 
that may be used in a hostile atmosphere. However, it falls 
short of the other two in its capabilities.
This chapter deals with the use of a pitotmeter in flow 
fields where the velocity vector is in yaw and in pitch 
s imul taneous ly.
7.2_______PITOT PRCBES IN GENERAL USE
Pitot prcbes used for the determination of the corplete 
velocity vector and the static pressure simultaneously at a point 
in a three dimensional flow field (i.e. one in which the velocity 
vector may be in yaw and in pitch simultaneously) are extensions 
of the more basic form. Thus factors influencing the deviation of 
readings frcm the ideal for the basic form are in general 
applicable to the extended forms. Effects from several factors 
contribute to these deviations. These are:
a. Reynolds nuirber
b . Turbulence
c. Pressure gradient
d. Hole geometry
e. Local interference
f. Compressibility (where applicable)
These factors affect readings to varying degrees depending 
cn the type or shape of prcbe in use. In view of the various 
carbinatians of effects possible it has been difficult to account 
for all of them in any particular situation. However, attempts 
have been made to isolate and analyse the effect due to each factor 
separately.
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One of the very early review reports cn the pitot tube 
was by Folsom (1956). More recently Bryer and Pankhurst (1971) 
provided a very comprehensive guide to the manufacture and use of 
pressure prcbes.
7.3_______PRCBES IN YftW AND PITCH MEASUREMENT
Flow measurements in these situations have been carried 
out using two types of pressure prcbes; the "spherical or hemi­
spherical five-hole prcbe" and the "chamfered five-tube prcbe".
The former has been more popular in view of the greater understand­
ing of the flow past a sphere in a fluid stream.
7.3.1_____Flow Past a Sphere
The theoretical pressure distribution on the surface of 
a sphere may be evaluated by considering a three-dimensional 
doublet in uniform flow, for which
p = p +  [pi//2] [I -  (9/4)Siny ] (7.3.1.1)oo 00
and u / u ^  -[3/2] Siny (7.3.1.2)
where y  , shown in Fig. (7.1), is angle between the velocity vector 
and the point on the sphere under consideration. When y - 41° 49', 
U = ; the pressure at that point corresponds to the free-
stream static pressure.
However, in viscous flew situations there is a slight 
shift of this optimum theoretical value. Flachsbart (1927) has 
provided velocity profiles and Tcmotika (1935) showed that for
O i
0 <  y  <  90 the formers curve could be represented by
u / u ^  M-5 "  0.36402y V  0.024668 y 4)y (7.3.1.3)
where y  is in radians. The optimum value for this case occurs 
when y  = 44 0 391
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FIG.7.I THE FIVE-HOLE SPHERICAL
PITO T PROBE
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The critical Reynolds number for a sphere is IRec= (U£K1d/v)c 
and lies approximately between 1.2 x 10<IRK3.0 x 10 . Apart 
from the three usual parameters it is also dependent on such 
factors as surface roughness, free-stream turbulence and vibrations. 
The size of the spindle has little effect cn pressure and velocity 
below the critical Reynolds number since the presence of the 
spindle streamlines the sphere and reduces drag.
7.3.2_____Presentation of Calibration Curves
A. Carpet-Plot Methods
Lee and Ash (1956) presented carpet-plots to determine 
yaw and pitch on the basis of equation (7.3.1.1). Combining the 
equations for pressure at each of the five holes the following
calibration factors were obtained.
Xf£,<3) = (k,-k4)/(K8-k3) =(f)-|3)/(po-|3)
= 2Sin(2y).Sin(<3).Sin(2c£)/K
Y {<p,6) =  (k - k j/ t k - k , )  =(pi -|3.)/(|3-^)
= 2Sin(2y)Cos(<3) Sin(2c£)/K
where K = 2  Sin iy)fcoi[p) -Sin (¿) Sin*(<£)] -t- Sin(2y)Sin(<3)Sin(2<£) 
and k = 1 - (u /u j2‘= I - (9/4) Sin (y)
Cnly one octant need be considered in view of symmetry.
The magnitude of the velocity vector and the static pressure may 
be determined from
{D-(D= [pi#2](k0-kj (7.3.2.1)
pg = po - [puz/2] tl - (9/4) S inf)/) (7.3.2.2)
The method is very cumbersome to use as constant 
reference to the flow map is required.
Care has to be exercised in using the correct forms of X, Y 
depending on in which octant the velocity vector lay, in order to 
avoid the occurrence of a zero in the denominator. Lewis (1965) 
investigated the behaviour of a five hole hemispherical probe 
employing yaw and pitch factors similar to those already discussed. 
Similar efforts were made by Nowack (1968) and Dau, et al. (1968).
Chamferred five-tube probes were used by Schaib, Sharp 
and Basset (1964) with 70° and 90° apex angles. It was possible 
to measure satisfactorily pure yaw up to about - 15°. Further 
increase to - 25° resulted in angular errors of the order of 4% 
or more. Carpet plots presented were not very different from 
those of the previous investigators. Since the probes used were 
of a different type the shapes of the contours were different and
as was pointed out by the authors " --- the plots exhibited
considerable irregularity in the contour spacing”. Once again the 
inconvenience associated with carpet plots in application is 
highlighted.
B. Other Methods
Having recognised the recurring difficulties associated 
with interpreting calibration curves presented in the form of 
carpet-plots^ investigators sought alternative methods for 
presentation of calibration curves. The main difficulty was that 
when a vector was in yaw and pitch simultaneously it was 
necessary to calibrate it simultaneously as well.
Hale and Norrie (1967) defined an angle factor and a 
velocity factor,
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and Kv = (p3-f))/[pu2/2]
respectively, for which the theoretical functions are
= Sin(0).Tan(2j9)/[l -Cos(20N 
^  Kv = [9/4] Sin(0) Sin (20)
The deviations frcm these ideal functions were accounted 
for on the basis of a perturbation analysis. The same factors 
are applicable whether in yaw or in pitch up to about - 15° without 
any significant errors. However, beyond this value the error in 
angle measurement could be as high as 10%.
Wright (1970) translated the yaw/pitch (fl,0) system to 
the conical/dihedral ((¡>,6) system (Fig. (7.1)) and defined a 
conical angle factor which was only a very weak function of the 
dihedral angle. This permitted the evaluation of the conical 
angle explicitly. From this point onwards the rest of the 
parameters could be evaluated without much difficulty. The 
relevant factors are as follows.
Conical angle factor,
(7.3.2.3)
Dihedral angle factor,
Ki -  Tan[(f^-u.)/{pl-f>)] (7.3.2.4)
Velocity factor,
K v = [[pu2/2l/ff(po- ? ff]'a (7.3.2.5)
Pressure factor, -
K„ =  2(p0-p ,, )/ p u ' (7.3.2.6)
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(7.3.2.7)
Corresponding to Fig. (7.1), the relationships 
betweeny, (/) and ($ (derived in Appendix 7/A) are as follows.
Cos yQ = Cos (/>
Cos = Cose/)Cos 9 + Sinc/>.Sin0 .Cos (5
Cos y2 = Cos(/)Cos 0 - Sinc^ ).Sin0 .Sin (5
Cos = Cos(/)Cos0 - Sin</).Sin0 .Cos (5
Cos y4 = Cos(/?Cos0 + Sine/).Sin0 .Sin(5
Also the relationship between the angles in the spherical 
and cartesian coordinate system (derived in Appendix 7/B) is 
tan^  (/) = tan^  G + tan^  Q
2 (7.3.2.8)
tan d = tan j0/tan G
Introducing equation (7.3.2.7) into equation (7.3.1.1) 
and using the resulting equations in equations (7.3.2.3, 4, 5, 6) 
it is possible to obtain the theoretical calibration curves. These 
theoretical curves provide a useful guide towards calibration. 
However, as could be seen from Wright's work, individual calibration 
curves are required in practice. Wrights curves are quite 
satisfactory except for the velocity factor which behaves eratically.
C. Further Investigation of Wright-'s Work
The hydrodynamic relationship on which Wright' s method 
was based assumes a perfectly manufactured sphere with its sensing 
holes exactly positioned and hole size approaching zero, placed 
in an in viscid flow-fie Id. The varying degree to which these 
criteria are satisfied and the effects of the factors discussed 
earlier warrant calibration of each probe in situ.
Prive communication with Wright and wit ton (National 
Coal Board) and Lowes (International Flame Research Foundation)
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all of whan have worked extensively in this field, reinforced 
the view that individual calibration was necessary. Furthermore 
Wright expressed the view that in the light of the little 
experience gained with this method of analysis it would be useful 
to investigate this further. Calibration curves presented by him 
were obtained with the probe in a jet-stream with the stem in the 
wake of the sphere; however in applications associated with ducted 
flew situations, stem effects may well prove critical.
7.3.3_____Coordinate System
Owing to inherent practical difficulties associated with 
probe orientation and the theoretical relationship for the pressure 
distribution on a- sphere, it is convenient to use two separate 
coordinate systems. When measuring in the duct (probe through side- 
wall) freedom of movement exists in the yaw direction only, hence 
cartesian coordinates are used. The pressure distribution on the 
sphere however, is conveniently expressed in terms of spherical 
coordinates.
In the conventional cartesian coordinate system, angles 
are measured relative to the axes in accordance with the cork­
screw rule. However, in flow studies it is customary to refer to 
yaw and pitch with respect to longitudinal axis of the duct; thus 
there exists an obvious dichotomy. In resolving this it was 
decided to adhere to the latter. The sign of the conical angle 
is affected only when flow reversal occurs. The dihedral angle 
assumes the same sign as the pitch angle and is greater or less 
than 1T/2 depending on whether the yaw angle is positive or 
negative respectively.
Shis convention is shown on Fig. (7.1). It is worth noting that 
during calibration the velocity vector moves in a direction 
opposite in sense to the movement of the probe. She above 
convention is necessary only when calibrating, as in application 
the relevant octant is obtained by considering the relative 
magnitudes of the pressures sensed by the four side tappings.
7.4______ CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT
7.4.1____ Design Considerations
Pressure probes for this type of application take one of 
two standard forms; i.e. right angled or cranked. Rotation of the 
probe must be effected with the centre sensing hole on the sphere 
as the centre of rotation. If the cranked form is used rotation 
is about the stem, the centre line of which passes through the 
centre-hole on the sphere. This type has the advantage that local 
interference is minimised, but the larger the crank the greater is 
the restriction to measurement near the wall. If the duct is small 
then measurements may be made at the opposite wall, but if the duct 
is large (e.g. exit end of a diffuser), then this requires an 
intolerably long stem which will be subject to vibration in addition 
to increased interference. If the right-angled form is used (Fig. 
(7.1)) the stem should rotate on a circle whose centre-line passes 
through the centre-hole. Whilst this form does not suffer from the 
spatial restrictions imposed by the other, it requires a relatively 
long foot to avoid local interference. This being much less than 
that required in the cranked form to avoid "kinking" of the inner 
tubing during bending.
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If the foot is unduly long then the radius of rotation becomes 
intolerable giving rise to sealing problems and unacceptably large 
measuring ports.
In the light of the above considerations, since it was 
necessary to measure near the wall, employing a right-angled probe 
was mandatory and a compromise of the various problems had to be 
accepted.
Wright's theoretical considerations indicated that the 
optimum probe conical angle was approximately 40°. Furthermore he 
found that a slight deviation from this was not detrimental to the 
calibration curves. However it was decided to increase this to 
45° which, being almost equal to the critical angle (44° 39'), would 
yield the static pressure. In addition, from a manufacturing 
standpoint, drilling a nunfoer of very small holes on a spherical 
top is by no means a simple task and the use of a 45° angle instead 
of a 40° angle alleviates aligning problems. The stem dimensions 
were arranged so that a standard DISA type anemometer may be used 
in place of the pitot-prcbe.
7.4.2 Probes Used and Calibration Tunnel
TWo probes, one with a spherical head and the other with 
a hemi-spherical head were constructed. This was to verify 
Wright's proposition that latter had an overall advantage over the 
former. The method of manufacture was as follows; a solid form of 
the prcbe head was made first. A female-jig was made in two pieces 
as on Fig. (7.2). The back plate was dcwelled to allow location 
in any quadrant. The centre hole and one side hole was drilled on 
the block and an the back plate.
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FIG.7.2 DRILL-JIG FOR HEMI-SPH'CAL PROBE H'D
FIG.7.2aTHE HEMI-SPHERICAL PROBE
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The prcbe-head was inserted in the block, then the backplate 
pushed into place and the probe head clamped to the latter. The 
holes were drilled in turn rotating the backplate on each 
occasion. The most difficult part during construction was fixing 
of the head to the stem. The foot (part containing the head) had 
to be attached at right angles to the stem and the centre-hole and 
the two pitch sensing holes had to be lined up with the stem.
The manufacturing precision was checked as follows.
(Only details of the hemispherical prcbe are reported as the 
spherical probe was rejected following early calibration).
(a) Using a shadowgraph!c enlarger with a magnification 
of 100 the probe contour was plotted. The profile 
error was estimated to be within 1.6% of radius.
(b) The 'SIP UNIVERSAL1 (a multipurpose measuring 
instrument) used with the Goniometer Head to measure 
the angles between the four side holes shewed the 
error to be less than 1.5°.
(c) The relevant prcbe dimensions are as follows:
Radius of hemi-sphere - 2.5 irm.
Eccentricity of prcbe - 6.7 mm.
Hypodermic tubing - 0.8 ntn o.d. x 0.1 nm wall
Diameter of sensing hole - 0.33 run; each hole occupying 
7.5° of spherical cap.
Calibration had to be carried out in situ. To do this a 
special calibration tunnel with facilities for yaw and pitch 
measurements were designed.Fig.(7.3) shews the details of this along 
with the prcbe.
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Pressure measurements were carried out using a 'Furness 
Control MDC type' micramancmeter. This uses a differential 
capacitance transducer with a highly stable bridge network and is 
capable of measuring pressure differences down to - 0.0001 irm. wg.
The accuracy in any range is within 1% of full scale deflection. 
Fluctuating readings were integrated in the time domain vising a 
'Solartron JM 1776' computing voltmeter. At any instance the 
voltmeter displays the time mean of the input»
7.5_______CALIBRATION AND ANALYSIS
The range investigated was restricted by design 
limitations to - 30° in yaw and in pitch. Using 5° intervals this 
gives a total of 169 points of measurement and at each point 
readings of the five sensing holes were obtained. This was repeated 
for three not very different Reynolds nunbers, not to investigate 
the effects of Reynolds nuirber but, to obtain separate samples of 
the same population assuming that this parameter has no significance. 
Thus the calibration curves are the result of mare than 2500 
pressure readings. Initially each measuring point required about 
10 minutes to obtain a steady value owing to fluctuations in 
readings. This unacceptably long procedure was later reduced by 
over half by using the computing voltmeter to obtain an 
approximate mean value and smoothing the results subsequently.
Even with these improvements calibration consumed about 100 man­
hours.
The raw probe characteristic curves are shown on Fig.
(7.4). Close examination (e.g. Fig. 7.4a)) will reveal that the
kx
(p
0-pr)
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surface defined by the curves is uneven. The standard least 
squares method for obtaining the best fit is not suitable in this 
case as simultaneous smoothing in two planes (pitch and yaw) is 
required. Such a technique (viseful in many applications) which 
is capable of identifying and replacing unacceptable "rogue1 
points was developed and is reported in Appendix (I/O .
The suitability of the method of analysis proposed by 
Wright was investigated. As seen from Fig. (7.5) the conical 
angle factor (K^) was satisfactory. However it was not possible 
to obtain a suitable curve for the dihedral angle factor (K £).
The various attempts made to see if the effect of the stem could 
be eliminated proved unsuccessful and as a result Wright's method 
had to be abandoned. Further close investigation would be required 
to correct this ncn-linear effect of the stem. If the swirl angles 
are less than about 30° it is possible to use the method of Hale 
and Norrie. This provided an estimate of the radial velocity which, 
was negligible. It was much simpler to yaw the probe to obtain a 
null reading on the two side holes. Balance could be achieved and 
the angle read (off a scale) to better than one degree in steady 
flow conditions. Fig. (7.6) shows the suitability of the 
characteristics to obtain this balance. The suitability of this 
method for static pressure measurement was verified and the results 
are seen clearly from Fig. (7.7). The centre sensing hole is 
insensitive to about 3° when aligned in the flow direction. Thus 
velocity measurements are free from errors due to small 
misalignments and the neglecting of the radial velocity.
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FIG.7.5 CALIB. CURVE FOR HEMI-SPHERICAL PROBE
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7.6 CONCLUSIONS
The analysis carried out indicated that it is not 
possible to use the method proposed by Wright, owing to stem 
effects, without further analysis. In the present investigation 
the swirl angle is measured by obtaining a null-reading of two 
diagonally opposite sensing holes. Ihe static pressure is 
obtained directly from the side sensing holes.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
FLOW VISUALISATION STUDIES IN WATER
8.1_______INTRODUCTION
• The main purpose in building the test-section in perspex 
was to observe the occurrence of the classical vortex breakdown 
phenomenon and the events leading up to and following it. Recording 
techniques such as measurement, photography, etc., lend themselves 
quite well to postmortem analysis and comparison of results. Before 
any recording technique could be profitably employed it is 
necessary to obtain a reasonable assessment of the situation through 
observation. However the major disadvantage associated with 
observation studies is that it can only provide an instantaneous 
assessment of the behaviour and neither after-study nor close 
scrutiny is possible and furthermore It is subject to human error. 
The essential details of a survey of techniques of flow visualisation 
is included for ccmpletness.
A comprehensive review of the work associated with vortex 
breakdcwn was provided in Chapter 4. As the purpose behind each 
programme was different so were the experimentation and the governing 
boundary conditions. Hence it is not possible bo make a direct 
comparison between any of them. Of these only Harvey (1962) and 
Sarpkaya (1971, 1971a) studied breakdcwn in a bounded flew field.
It is worth recalling that Harvey experimented with air and used 
Titanium Tetrachloride to study the breakdown in a tube .
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Sarpkaya, however, vising a diffuser, conducted his studies with 
water or more appropriately in water as his entire test apparatus 
was immersed in water. Both investigators used guidevanes to 
generate 'exponential' type vortex and confined their experiments 
to laminar flew. Stability in a 'rigid body' type vortex was studied 
by Talbot (1954). He too confined his work to the laminar range and 
used a rotating pipe section to produce swirl. Talbot did point out 
that his rotating section was too short to produce a proper 'rigid 
body' type vortex.
As far as the author is aware, the present project is the 
only one to attempt to investigate and photograph the breakdown 
phenomenon in turbulent flew.
To gain a broader understanding of the phenomenon it was 
necessary to investigate initially the development of vortex 
breakdown in a pipe (i.e. a diffuser with zero divergence angle) 
and then extend the investigation to study the effect of an adverse 
pressure gradient on this. CWing to several difficulties, discussed 
in the ensuing sections, it was only possible to observe and 
photograph the events in a pipe. Observation of the phenomenon 
inside the diffuser was unsuccessful. In the main, deductions were 
made purely from observations and wherever possible photographs are 
provided to supplement the discussions.
8.2.______FLOW VISUALISATION AND TRACER AGENTS
Most cases of flow visualisation, other than those 
associated with imaging techniques, essentially consist of the 
introduction of a tracer agent into the flew field and observation 
of the resulting behaviour of the agent.
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Over the years a wide variety of techniques have been 
developed and used for flew visualisation studies. The techniques 
used may be classified under two groups: viz., Static Methods and 
Kinetic Methods, within which several sub-groups exist.
The static method basically consists of treating of the 
boundary of the flew field with an agent which is sensitive to the 
flew and studying the effects of the flow on it. This sensitivity 
may either be a reaction between the agent and the fluid or even 
etching of the treated surface by fluid friction. They are rather 
limited in their usefulness in that they are only capable of 
yielding information in the boundary layer region. In general they 
are a useful supplement to kinetic methods. As pointed out by 
Clayton and Massey (1967) in their review, static methods are only 
suitable for systems in which at least reasonably steady flow 
conditions prevail.
Kinetic methods (tracer-agents that move with the fluid) 
however may yield a wealth of information, depending on the degree 
of sophistication of the technique employed. In the present research 
progranme only kinetic methods were considered. Tracer-agents may 
be gaseous, liquid, or even solid. The necessary features of a good 
tgracer-agent are
1. It must be immiscible in the main fluid.
2. It must not alter the properties of the main fluid.
3. It must not cause any resistance to flew.
4. If not recoverable it must be of relatively low cost. 
Obviously it is impossible to obtain an agent satisfying every 
condition; the degree of tolerance exercised in the choice of a
particular agent depends entirely on the application at hand. The 
first of the requirements stated may be over-looked provided the main 
fluid is not used in a ring-main or if observations are made in short 
intervals, between which the polluted fluid is discharged and the 
system replenished with fresh fluid.
When the main fluid is water, hydrogen bubbles or air 
bubbles may be used successfully. In the present study the natural 
lav pressure regions at the centre of the vortex attracted any 
entrained air towards the axis. This was very convenient as it 
eliminated the unnecessary complication of setting 15? an apparatus 
to generate hydrogen bubbles. In addition to the use of air, a liquid 
agent namely nitrobenzene and olive oil (mixed to give a relative 
density of 1.0) and a solid agent, polystyrene particles, were used. 
As will be seen fran the ensuing discussions, each had a useful 
function to perform.
Use of particles as tracer agents is also quite common 
practice. Sane of the more popular agents are lycopodium, aluminium 
pcwder and more recently, polystyrene waste.
Before the availability of polystyrene, aluminium powder 
was widely used. It is generally coated with wax to reduce the 
compound density to that of the main fluid. This undoubtedly is a 
tiresome process. Clayton and Massey point out that an aqueous 
suspension may be made from small spherical particles of aluminium 
which must first be wetted in alcohol and then vigourously shaken in 
a bottle. A drawback to the prolonged use of aluminium particles is 
that they soon become tarnished by an oxide film.
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Polystyrene "waste" is now almost exclusively used in 
preferance to aluminium. It has the advantage that it is cheap, 
and has a relative density in the range 0.98 - 1.02. Werle (1953) 
points out that the density of polystyrene could be sufficiently 
reduced by treating it with acetone.
The major disadvantage of tracer particles is that they are 
not suitable for use in a ring-main unless it can be separated at 
discharge and reintroduced just upstream of the test section. This 
is because they tend to block pressure tappings, flew into manometer 
lines, clog valves and get into the pump.
A very useful and comprehensive review of flew visualisation 
in water is provided by Clayton and Massey about which they say 
"... it is intended to be useful rather than exhaustive."
8.3.______EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Details of the apparatus were provided in Chapter 6. Here 
it suffices to report the particular arrangements used in each 
experiment. The development of vortex breakdown was investigated 
with sections 3 and 6 (Fig. (6.2a)) on either side of the 30° diffuser. 
The upstream movement of the initial core was investigated with 
sections 3, 4, 5 and 6. This was to provide sufficient length for 
the core to travel.
Mean flew rate was measured using an orifice-plate with a 
mercury manometer, Fig. (6.16). The 'step-down' ratio was used In 
the swirl generator drive. Most of the photography was conducted on 
standard 35 mm (50 ASA) film but in sane cases a much faster (125 ASA) 
film had to be used.
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8.4_______EXPERIMENTAL WORK
As pointed out earlier, the fact that the test apparatus 
was not purpose built for a particular investigation, but for an 
entire range, undoubtedly caused sane difficulties. This was 
foreseen before the designs left the drawing board, but it was 
decided to tolerate a degree of inconvenience for greater latitude 
of investigation.
For the purpose of studying the effect of increasing swirl 
a fixed flow rate was maintained. No less than three tracer agents 
were used for flew visualisation. Whenever possible air was preferred 
for visualisation as it was the least troublesome. A controlled supply 
of air was maintained with the aid of a needle valve positioned upstream 
of the swirl generator. Judicious positioning of the valve ensured 
that air was sucked into the system. Polystyrene particles proved to 
be a very useful agent under certain conditions. These were obtained 
fran ccrrmercially available 'polystyrene waste'. They were sieved to 
obtain an average size between 300 * 500 microns. Fig. (8.1) shews the 
size distribution of a few such samples whose specific gravity is 1.025.
To study the effect of swirl the swirl-rate was increased 
in discreet increments. On each occasion the flew was allowed to 
settle dewn and all three tracer agents were introduded in turn.
Much time was spent exploring the various developments in an effort 
to determine the axial flew rate most suitable for the range of the 
swirl generator. In addition the length of ducting upstream and 
downstream were also altered during the exploratory stage. Three 
diffusers (10°, 20°and 30°) were also used initially. It soon 
became apparent that in addition to its dependence on swirl-rate, the
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breakdown phenomena were dependent on the geometry of the diffuser, 
the lengths of ducting upstream and downstream of the diffuser and 
the axial flew rate. It was decided to reduce the number of 
variables by employing a fixed geometry and a fixed mass flew rate.
Observations made were subject to random human error. A 
close study of the development of the various forms was required 
and in a case such as this, where patterns execute a variety of 
antics, relating them to a particular sequence was an arduous task. 
Long hours had to be spent training the eye to pick up as much 
detail as possible and recording them each time. The rotational 
speed at which any particular phenomenon appeared was noted as 
accurately as possible. This appeared to vary from one period to 
another. This was attributed to human error as in observing an 
irregular occurrence and carparing it with a similar occurrence 
in the past a loss of a certain degree of accuracy is inevitable. 
However with a trained eye and a prior knowledge of the sequence the 
task did ' seem less difficult. The ideal solution would have been 
to record an cine-film the behaviour for each discrete increase of 
speed. This too would have caused problems as the phenomena are 
time-variant. The cost of this would be prohibitive and furthermore 
analysing such a large quantity of film would not have been an easy 
task.
The test-rig could not be run for more than two hours at 
a time as the water became appreciably warm. In addition very fine 
bubbles collected on the walls of the test-section thus obscuring 
the view.
The problem of heating up of the water was overcane by adding ioe 
regularly. A very small amount of detergent (washing-up liquid) 
was added to arrest the bubble formation. This improved the 
situation but by no means eliminated it. It should be mentioned 
that these very same bubbles were necessary for flew visualisation 
and if removed completely the original purpose would have been 
destroyed. However with these improvements a continuous running­
time of about four hours was possible. About 25 points were 
considered for increase of speed between 0 - 4 0  volts of the tacho- 
generator. They were not at fixed intervals as some ranges were 
not critical. About two hours were taken for the entire range 
which was immediately repeated. This was conducted for about a month 
with a day's break in between because of the hypnotic effect that 
developed when the sane behaviour was observed continuously. With 4 - 6  
points at each speed setting it was possible to eliminate same of the 
errors associated with observation studies. Photographic work too 
required quite a lot of effort owing to the faintness of the 
subject. Fig. (8.2) shews the arrangement used for photography.
Over 100 photographs were taken to obtain a photographic record of the 
breakdown phenomena in their various modes.
8.5_______OBSERVATIONS
8.5.1 The Development of Vortex Breakdown
To investigate the effect of increasing swirl a fixed 
axial flaw rate was maintained. To aid flaw visualisation air was 
allowed to enter the test area at a controlled rate.
At zero swirl the entrained air passed through the 
stationary swirl generator, floated to the top of the test section 
and travelled downstream towards the discharge.
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With the gradual introduction of swirl initially there was no 
change in the flow pattern except that a slight twist was imparted 
to the flew. As swirl was increased furtherninute air bubbles 
tended to remain longer in the central area of the duct before 
floating to the top. At this point polystyrene particles were 
introduced through a side tapping near the area under consideration. 
These particles began to execute randan motion in the central area 
of the duct instead of floating to the top like the lighter air- 
bubbles . Fig. (8.3a) shews this, though very faintly. Fig. (B.3b) 
shews the formation of an axis of polystyrene on further increase 
of swirl. Still there was a continuous loss of particles and air 
bubbles. With continuous increase of swirl this axis moved upstream 
until it covered the entire duct. Hcwever observations were confined 
to one area of the test section.
At this stage the supply of air was curtailed as the larger 
bubbles tended to disturb the polystyrene-axis. The axis was by no 
means well defined and its appearance was very irregular. On 
further increase of swirl the axis became more permanent though it 
oscillated forwards and backwards. There was still an overall loss 
of particles indicating that flow reversal had not occurred. Further 
increase of swirl triggered a$i pseudo-resonant state. This was 
characterised by large distortion of the particle-axis.executing a 
'whipping' spiral motion as shewn in Fig. (8.3.c). This is not a 
vortex breakdown phenomenon as the axis does not degenerate at any 
point.
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As swirl was increased further sane minute air bubbles 
appeared around the axis. They seemed to be entrained air separating 
from the water. It was a tussle between the force of attraction of 
the sub-atmospheric central core and the buoyancy force associated 
with the air bubbles. Larger bubbles with which a higher buoyancy 
force is associated still tended to float to the top. Work with 
polystyrene particles had to be abandoned at this stage as they 
tended to be cane sticky with recirculation. Thus the photographs 
that follow do not contain any polystyrene particles. At this point 
lose of the Nitrobenzene/Olive oil mixture aided observation. The 
axis is made up of air bubbles and globules of the Nitrobenzene/ 
Olive Oil tracer agent and the core is made up of only the latter. 
Fig. (8.3d) shows globules of the tracer agent hovering around the 
breakdown axis while Fig. (8.3e)shews the core which forms just 
after the above development.
Fran this stage onwards the various modes of breakdown 
began to manifest themselves. Very fine control of speed was 
necessary and the feed-back control system incorporated to obtain 
this paid dividends. However this was off-set by the pulsating 
axial flew from the pump. The effect of a very small increase of 
swirl is shewn in Fig. (8.3. f). The axis gently assumes a spiral 
motion before breaking up viciously. This in fact was the state 
just before the occurrence of the well-known spiral mode of vortex 
breakdown, shewn in Fig. (8.3g), described in Chapter 4. It was 
interesting to observe that when breakdown was imminent the radius 
of gyration reduced and the breakdown-axis and the geometric axis 
of the duct were almost coincident.
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FIG. 8.3 a -  Movement of polystyrene particles towards 
centre of duct 
High-speed flash at f.5.6
FIG. 8.3 b -  Steady well-defined axis of polystyrene almost 
coincident with axis of duct 
High-speed flash at f.5.6
FIG. 8.3 c -  Spiral deformation of axis in pseudo-  
resonant state 
High-speed flash at f.8
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FIG. 8.3 d -  Globules of liquid tracer hovering around axis
of air bubbles and globules 
High-speed flash at f. II
FIG. 8.3 e-Axis of air bubbles and globules encircled by 
primary core of globules 
Photo-floods : 1/60 th. secs at f.ll
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FIG. 8.3 g-The spiral vortex breakdown with upstream
axis straightened and coincident with axis of duct 
High-speed flash at f.ll
FIG.83 h-The breakdown axis encircled by the primary 
core and a secondary core 
Photo-floods: l/3Qth. secs at f.8
FIG.8 3 {.-Formation of stagnation point associated with 
axisymmetric breakdown 
Photo floods: l/60th. secs at f.ll
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FIG.8.3j The welt known feed bubble associated with 
axisymmetric breakdown
High-speed flash at f.ll
FIG.8.3 k Clustering of globules and air bubbles to form 
two breakdown regimes 
High-speed flash at f.ll
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On further Increase of swirl the breakdown moved upstream and the 
system established a much calmer state. With this a secondary core 
appeared around the primary core. This mode, shown in Fig. (8.3h), 
is similar to the helical breakdown observed by Sarpkaya (1971).
It was not often repeatable and its presence was very irregular.
It consists of the breakdown axis, the primary core and the secondary 
core. The sense of rotation of both cores was the same as that of 
the bulk flew. Cwing to the disturbance caused by the pulsating 
flew iron the pump it was not possible to identify its occurrence 
in relation to the spiral breakdown.
Increasing swirl still further led to the appearance of 
a stagnation point. As seen from Fig. (8.3i) the tail is still 
present though the leading edge is very blunt. Further increase 
of swirl resulted in the appearance of the large feed-bubble 
associated with the classical axisyirmetric breakdown. The bubble 
continuously expanded and contracted and Fig. (8.3j) shews it in 
the contracted form. This bubble moved upstream on increasing swirl 
allowing the development of another breakdown. Capturing both 
breakdowns simultaneously proved extremely difficult. The best 
attempt is shown on Fig. (8.3k). This shows two distinct 
concentrations of bubbles forming what might be two feed-bubbles. 
Owing to its faintness it is not possible to identify clearly the 
mode of breakdown. By this time collection of air bubbles on the 
walls of the duct obscured clear vision. Added to this, 
contamination of the water by the Nitrcbenzene/Olive Oil tracer 
agent made experimentation extremely difficult. Hence it was decided 
to terminate flow visualisation at this point.
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The first stage of the flew visualisation experiments 
were devoted solely to obtaining a photographic record of the 
events associated with vortex breakdown. Having done this, 
attention was focussed on quantifying the developments. Following 
earlier work it was clear that the developments, in turbulent flow, 
were too closely related to identify individual regions of each 
mode of the phenomenon. For a fixed flow rate the swirler-speed at 
which each phenomenon occurred was recorded. This was repeated 
several times and for different flow rates. These curves have been 
plotted in Fig. (8.5), with circulation number and Reynolds number 
as abscissa and ordinate respectively, to facilitate comparison with 
earlier work.
8.5.2_____Vortex Breakdown in a diffuser
Unlike that in a pipe}vortex breakdown in a diffuser, in 
turbulent flew, caused difficulties. The behaviour could only be 
observed up to a point and hence photographic recording was not 
possible.
On gradual increase of swirl the primary core, which 
had already formed downstream of the diffuser, started its movement 
upstream. When it entered the diffuser, a distance of approximately 
one-half of a throat diameter, it suddenly disintegrated following 
a spiral deformation. On further increase of swirl the core was 
not seen until it reappeared at the throat of the diffuser. The 
motion from there onwards was as described earlier. Altering the 
flow-rate did not affect the situation though replacing the 30° 
diffuser by the 10° diffuser did improve it considerably. The
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spiral motion that preceded this disappearance suggests that this 
could have been caused by the changing radius of the diffuser.
This (and his work in the laminar range) would also explain the 
success Sarpkaya had with his very mild diffuser (3° cone angle).
8.5.3____ The Travelling Primary Oore-Head
The movement of the primary core was studied for a fixed 
flow rate. The core exhibited areas of varying density. This was 
evident as the largest air bubbles tended to move at the head of the 
travelling core while bubbles of diminishing diameters trailed behind. 
The head of the core tended to oscillate along the axis with an 
amplitude of approximately 50 rrm. Fig. (8.6) shows the upstream 
movement of the core as it grows to cover the entire pipe.8.6______ OCCLUSIONS
The primary object of flew visualisation was to determine 
the various stages leading to the development of vortex breakdown.
All conclusions being based on observation studies, no clear 
demarcation of regions exhibiting the various phenomena was possible. 
Following early exploratory studies it was possible to divide 
experimentation into three stages.
The first stage was the photographic recording of the 
development of the various modes of the vortex breakdown phenomenon. 
CWing bo irregularity of occurrence of these it was not possible 
to determine the swirl rate at which they occurred for different 
flew rates. Hence this stage was conducted for a fixed flew rate. 
CWing to turbulence it was not possible to obtain photographs of 
the same clarity as those obtained by Sarpkaya in laminar flow.
FIG.8.6 THE TRAVELLING PRIMARY CORE-HEAD IN SWIRLING
PIPE FLOW
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All three tracer agents, namely Polystyrene particles, 
Nitrcbenzene/Olive Oil mixture and Air bubbles, played useful 
roles in the flew visualisation. Hie sequence of development 
can be seen quite clearly from the series of photographs in Fig.
(8.3). Here it is only sufficient to outline briefly the 
development with increasing swirl.
a. Formation of a very fine axis (low pressure region) 
near the centre of the duct. This was steady though 
faint, Fig. (8.3b).
b. This axis began to undergo a periodic spiral deformation 
without actually degenerating; Fig. (8.3c).
c. The extent of the deformation (in amplitude) decreases 
while a primary core forms; Fig. (8.3e). Hie sense of 
rotation of this core is the same as that of the main 
flew.
d. The vortex breakdown phenomenon in the spiral mode.
Upstream of the breakdown the core straightened and became 
coincident with the geometric axis of the duct. The sense 
of rotation of the breakdown is unchanged. Fig. (8.3g)
e. Hie formation of a secondary core, generally referred to as 
a breakdown in the helical mode. Once again the axis and 
the cores undergo deformation. Hie sense of rotation of 
both cores are identical. Fig. (8.3h)
f. The formation of the upstream stagnation point just before 
the axisynmetric breakdown. Fig. (8.3i)
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g. The well-known ' feed-bubble1 associated with breakdown in 
the axisynmetric mode. This is constantly expanding
and contracting and Fig. (8.3j) shews it in the latter 
form.
h. TWo distinct clusters of bubbles displaying breakdown 
formation. Cwing to experimental difficulties it was 
not possible to determine the exact modes.
The sequence of development of the phenomena compares well 
with that reported by Sarpkaya who used a mild diffuser (laminar 
flew) though no direct comparison is possible. The present work 
does not support the view [ Jones (1960) and Lamboum and Bryer 
(1961)J that the two cores have opposite sense of rotation.
The second stage was a study of the stability of flow 
with increasing swirl and axial flew. Cwing to experimental 
difficulties it was not possible to obtain as much detail as 
discussed above for each flew rate. Hence an overall flow map is 
presented. Fig. (8.5) is an attempt to standardise the flow map 
which may be compared with Fig. (8.7) which is the work of the other 
investigators. As far as the present author is aware only Talbot and 
Sarpkaya have provided flew maps. Unfortunately it is not possible 
to compare their work with the present owing to the various methods 
of swirl generation employed. Talbot used a rotating pipe section 
to produce swirl and relied solely on viscous action to generate 
swirl. He points out that his swirl was not 'fully developed' on 
exit from the generator into another pipe. Hence the circulation 
nurrber applicable to rotating section was not that associated with 
breakdown.
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FIG.87 VORTEX BREAKDOWN IN A DIFFUSER
FROM SARPKAYA (I97I)
C
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Sarpkaya used guide vanes to generate swirl in a diffuser. In this 
project design limitations precluded working in the area of lew 
Reynolds nurrfoers. Swirl was produced by means of a rotating 
honeycomb. Though it would be elegant to be able to provide a 
comparison of all the work in the form of a complete breakdown 
map this is not possible at this early stage owing to the reasons 
discussed above. Thus Sarpkaya's attempts to compare his work with 
that of Talbot do not appear to be fully justified.
The trends of the curves in Figs. (8.5) and (8.7) are 
similar though no curves have been provided by the present author 
in the low range. It is diffucult to overlook a possible anomaly 
in Sarpkaya's curves in Fig. (8.7). According to the figure it 
appears that the flow is unstable even without any swirl above a 
Reynolds number of 2200; i.e. beyond the laminar range. This is 
contrary to that observed in practice.
The third stage focussed attention on the upstream 
movement of the primary core. No comparison can be offered here 
as this aspect has not been investigated before.
The above discussion has highlighted the difficulties 
associated with visualisation studies of swirling flow in the 
turbulent range. The need for very fine control of swirl has also 
been highlighted, amply justifying the efforts directed towards 
developing the speed control system for the drive motor. Scope 
for further work in this area will be discussed in Chapter 10.
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CHAPTER NINE
MEASUREMENT OF FLOW IN DIFFUSERS
9.1 _____ INTPCDUCTICN
Fran the discussions presented in the previous chapters 
it is evident that very little work has been done an flew in diffusers 
when flew at entry possesses swirl. Setting out suitable guidelines 
for experimental work proved difficult. Ihe fact that all the 
requirements, in relation to swirling flow in diffusers, could not 
be satisfied was realised and consequently subjective decisions had 
to be taken on priority requirements.
Initially, an exploratory study was conducted to establish 
sane guidelines for further work in relation to the time scale and 
the limitations imposed by various factors. Ihe output of the 
swirl generator was then analysed to evaluate its performance. On 
the strength of this it was decided to restrict flew measurement to 
mild swirl and to make an overall assessment on the basis discussed 
in Chapter two. This has been supplemented by a detailed analysis 
of flow in the 10° diffuser. All experimental work was conducted
4
at an entry Reynolds number of 5.7 x 10 .
9.2 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Ihe arrangement shewn in Fig. (6.2a) was used for all the 
experiments with air as the flew medium. Ihe five-hole pressure 
probe, with the associated instrumentation, was used for flow
measurement.
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9.3_______EVALUATION OF FLOW PROPERTIES.
Before launching into any discussion on the constancy 
or variation of the various flew properties it is necessary to 
consider the contribution of the errors due to experimental work 
and that due to analysis. As a result of these errors the 
suitability of the kinetic energy (weighting) factor as a measure 
of the distortion of the velocity profile could be argued. The 
deviation of this factor from unity, for a uniform profile, is 
accentuated by the disturbances due to experimental errors.
At any point in the diffuser the two necessary measurements 
are the total pressure and the angle of yaw. It was pointed out in 
Chapter Seven that any sensing hole in the five-hole probe was 
insensitive to a change of -3°. Thus it may be concluded that most 
of the errors lay in the measurement of the angle of yaw. These 
errors may be minimised by resorting to the knewn tangential 
velocity distribution for rigid bod/ rotation which is
v = rG0
Also v - V  Sinl/f and u =  V  Cos^js
where V  and l\s are experimental values.
The angular velocity CO given by,
00= v/r - V Sint/r/r = constant 
is determined iron regressional analysis. The above equation may 
now be transposed to calculate the corrected values of T/f • Ihus
Sin' ( 00 r/V)
Then the corrected axial velocity is 
U =  Vx/l-Siri*^'
=  F (V,r)or u (9.3.1)
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and acxxnrdingly
the mass flux is oC ^"f (V^  r) r. dr ,
the kinetic energy is oc (V, r) r.dr and
the angular momentum is oc y*F(V,r)r*dr .
The numerical technique employed for the evaluation of 
the integrals required the function in equal intervals. At this 
stage it is worth recalling that the indexing provided by the slotted 
slider-crank mechanism was unequal. Thus it was necessary to use an 
interpolation technique to evaluate the function at equal intervals.
As the function F(V,r) is the axial velocity it has a 
non-zero value at the centre-line and a zero value at the wall. 
However the product of F (V;r) and the radius has zero values at the 
centre-line and at the wall. The two cases are as shewn below.
The integrals were first evaluated by interpolating the 
entire function (product) and then integrating.
Later the function F(V,r) was evaluated at equal intervals by 
interpolation and then the necessary multiplications were 
performed before the final integration. The first method did not 
display a good constancy of the known properties but the second 
method did show this. The descrepancy was found to be associated 
with the technique of interpolation which curve fits three points 
at a time to a parabola. The region where the function starts 
frcm zero and rises rapidly to its typical values causes curve 
fitting problems cwing to the lack of data along the acute gradient. 
In the first method, curve fitting has to be conducted through two 
such regions while in the later method errors are effectively 
halved as only the wall region is involved. It should be pointed 
out that the values in the vicinity of the wall are very uncertain 
cwing to blockage effects.
9.4_______PERFORMANCE OF SWIRL GENERATOR
Early studies indicated that the honeycomb swirl generator 
was capable of producing a very good 'rigid-body' type vortex. The 
mean turbulence was approximately 3% with the swirl generator 
stationary. The speed of the swirl generator had to be limited 
to approximately 500 r.p.m. as above this speed structural vibration 
problems developed. This unfortunate experience seriously limited 
the range of experimental work initially envisaged.
Fig. (9.1) shews the relationship between tangential 
velocity and swirl generator speed for three typical cases.
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Speed (R.P.M.) Tacho. Output (Volts)
Swirl 1 247 16
Swirl 2 370 24
Swirl 3 494 32
There was no measurable decay in the inlet pipe between the generator 
and the diffuser, hence swirl measurements shewn in Fig. (9.1) were 
made at the entry part of the 10° diffuser. It was not possible to 
measure the swirl angle at lewer speeds, at each radial position, as 
the change in swirl angle between two points was less than 1°, thus 
outside the capabilities of the probe. However such an error does 
not affect total velocity measurements as the spherical probe is 
insensitive to such a change. This is reflected clearly in the data 
points in Fig. (9.2) which corresponds to axial velocity at inlet for the 
three cases of swirl. On comparison with Fig. (9.1) it is seen that 
the former displays a higher degree of consistency. This confirms the 
carment made in the previous section on the causes of errors. Fran 
the same figure it can be seen that the errors in angular measurement 
decrease with increasing swirl.
Fig. (9.3) shows the variation of angular momentum, axial 
kinetic energy, its weighting factor, mean velocity and mass flux.
Fran the percentage deviation figures (from the mean) shown in 
parentheses, mass flux and axial kinetic energy are seen to be 
conserved within the accuracy of experimentation and the method of 
evaluation. In Chapter two (eqn. 2.4.4) it was shewn that the total 
kinetic energy could be expressed as
(p/2)/9udA = Qq yjp  +  COM/2
F1G.9.2 VARIATION OF AXIAL VELOCITY
30 4 0  50
WITH SPEED OF SWIRL GENERATOR •x>-rv>vx
INCREASING SWIRL
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For the present range of swirl the tangential kinetic 
energy (second term) was found to be less than 3% of the total 
kinetic energy. The above flew properties, which will be used at 
a later stage for evaluating diffuser performance, are tabulated 
in Table (9/1).
9.5_______FLOW IN THE 10° DIFFUSER
Various researchers have experienced highly unstable flew 
in the exit regions of diffusers. In sane of the wider angle 
diffusers time-variance of flew has been observed. Hence it was 
necessary to conduct long time integrations in the time domain, 
with the aid of the computing voltmeter, to obtain steady values. 
Typically these were of the order of 8-12 minutes for each point.
Flow measurements in the 10° diffuser were made with axial 
flow and with swirl 2. Fig. (9.4) shews the axial velocity 
distribution associated with the two cases, while Fig. (9.5) shews 
the tangential velocity distribution for swirl 2. Considering the 
axial velocity distribution curves it can be seen that further 
dewnstream in the diffuser the inflexion associated with 
separation is developing. It is very encouraging to see the 
tremendous improvement with the introduction of swirl. The tangential 
velocity distribution curves shewn in Fig. (9.5) display an inflexion 
at stations 3 and 4. This feature was also reported by Van 
Dewoestine (1969).
The profiles were analysed as outlined in section 9.3 to 
obtain the necessary flew properties. These and the observations 
are recorded in Tables (9/II) and (9/III) and are also plotted in 
Figs (9.6) and (9.7).
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Ref. Fig(9.4) for details -  Swirl 2
Diffuser Radius r mm.
FIG.9.5 TANGENTIAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN IO DEGREE DIFFUSER
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The figures in parentheses are the percentage deviations of the 
respective values from their mean. The significance of the 
variation of these properties will be discussed in the ensuing 
sections.
9.6 WALL-STATIC PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Unlike measurements inside the ducts, wall-static pressure 
measurements proved very straightforward. The observations too were 
very steady excepting in the 25° and 30° diffusers. In these two 
the exit pressure fluctuated about lo%. The computing voltmeter took 
care of this in about 15 seconds.
Initially, static pressure variation with increasing 
swirl was measured in the 10° diffuser, the upstream pipe and the down­
stream pipe. This was repeated with each diffuser in turn. The 
observations in the inlet pipe are recorded in Table (9/1V); the 
measuring stations correspond to those in Figs (6.2a) and (6.12a).
As seen iron the table there is no appreciable variation in the 
pipe pressure-drop up to about the third measuring station irrespective 
of the diffuser in position. However beyond this the pressure drop 
is accentuated. The pipe pressure-drop for axial flew and swirl 3, 
are plotted in Fig. (9.8). The deviations associated with the 
intermediate swirl cases have been emitted for clarity. It is also 
clear from the figure that the greater the divergence angle the 
greater is the deviation. This in turn seems to indicate that the 
greater the adverse pressure gradient the greater is the effect on 
the flew in the pipe. It is also possible that the blend at the 
throat has sane effect.
The wall-static pressures associated with the diffusers
are plotted in Fig. (9.9).
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It can be seen that for the 10° and 15° diffusers there is only a 
token improvement up to about 125 r.p.m.; beyond this all diffusers 
exhibit an improvement.
9.7______ PRESENTATION OF PERFORMANCE INFOPMATICN
9.7.1 Basic Assumptions
In Chapter Two, the general expression for the 'overall 
energy efficiency' for the swirl case [ eqn. (2.4.5)] was simplified 
on the assumption of conservation of angular momentum to obtain 
eqn. (2.4.6)
d Q q ^ l -  ARy[%)lp -  Mw(aya}- l)/2
Fran the previous analysis of the 10° diffuser , Fig. (9.7), 
it is seen that angular momentum is conserved to within 7% of mean.
At least for this case the above assumption is seen to be valid 
though its logical extension to the higher angles needs to be 
verified. In axial flew studies it is carman practice to lose only 
the inlet kinetic energy as the reference. For convenience the 
same basis is adopted in the present analysis which yields
* .  alp.,-!?..)/P +  M . 6 W 0 . - P / 2  (9 7 11 )6-q.x/p + M,“/2
This may be separated to obtain
*  _  . « 4 M  ~ I) , , , , , ,
^  <w„ + po>m 2Cl +  i +  2a x fl/p o M  - •7a,2>
In Chapter TWo, a very mild swirl was assumed, which 
inplied that the pressure distribution across a radius was uniform. 
This resulted in the 'pressure recovery coefficient' [eqn. (2.4.7)]
cp = M “ ,/2Q.)
which is a very convenient basis for comparison of performance. 
The valididy of this assumption may be verified by substituting 
the above equation into eqn. (9.7.1.2)
(C^ /COj ~ I ) (9.7.1.3)
I + 2yq Q /p M ,< AXi I 11
as swirl decays in the diffuser
cojco,< I
Thus the performance as evaluated by eqn. (2.4.7) is 
always greater than the actual performance.
An estimate of the influence of this additional term may 
be made by simplifying the denominator.
Ihe angular momentum is
Introducing the weighting factor A + and uniform axial velocity 
this simplifies to
rO
M  =  irpco\+uR+/2
Also q - pu/2 and Q. — p 1TR u  
Using these give
i & M , _  2  y j j ?
Substituting into eqn. (9.7.1.3) yields
I CùJ(X)}
' L *  ~  “  TT77TT~rr
'+2y£°tfiK,
(9.7.1.4)
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The extreme value of t/t shown in the tables is zero 
and must not be vised. A projected value must be vised in 
accordance with the above definition. On inspection of the above 
equation it is seen that for zero inlet swirl (pure axial flew) 
the secondary term is zero which reduces the above equation to 
the axial flow case.
It can be seen fran Fig. (9.2), that for the range of 
swirl considered the axial velocity distribution is reasonably 
uniform. Consequently the angular momentum factor and the kinetic 
energy factor will be approximately unity; the latter being evident 
fran Fig. (9.3).
This simplifies eqn. (9.7.1.4.) to
7)*= C *H I -CO^/M,)/! I + 2 C o t$ )  (9.7.1.5)
The table belew shews the contribution of the secondary 
term for various decay numbers for given maximum projected inlet 
swirl angles.
5 10 15 20 25
0.25 0.003 0.012 0.026 0.047 0.074
0.50 0.002 0.008 0.017 0.031 0.049
0.75 0.001 0.004 0.009 0.016 0.025
For the 10° diffuser analysed the decay number 6oJoov 
is 0.36 and the projected maximum swirl angle is 12°. These 
correspond to a value of 0.014. Thus it is clear that the assumption 
of mild swirl in the present work is justified.
9.7.2 Diffuser Performance
h convenient method for estimating the performance of 
diffusers with mild swirling flew was derived in Chapter TVo. The 
accompanying assumptions were critically examined in the previous 
section. Figs. (9.10) are familiar cross plots of Figs. (9.9).
These figures themselves are useful in that they indicate the rate 
of pressure recovery for a given case. The flattening out of the 
curves of the 10° diffuser compared with the still rising curves 
of the 30° diffuser are typical examples of this. Design problems 
arising due to the varying dimensions in a diffuser were discussed 
in Chapter Six and similar difficulties, with experimental work, 
were also discussed earlier. Presentation of performance information 
too is plagued by the same problems. For ready comparison it is 
necessary to maintain the same scale for all diffusers. Figs (9.10) 
shews the problem associated with this in that the wide angle 
diffusers tend to be cramped. '
- Fig. (9.11 - continuous curves) shews the performance of
't
diffusers with increasing swirl. These curves are based on eqn.
i
(2.2.5) assuming a mean inlet axial kinetic energy. In section 
(9.4) it was shown that the second term was less than 3% of the total 
kinetic energy. It can be seen that initially with very mild swirl 
there is hardly any increase of performance. However this 
situation is improved rapidly with further increase of swirl. The 
increase in the wider angle diffusers being noticibly good.
9.8_______DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Hie earlier sections in this cliapter were concerned with 
means of improving experimental data and minimising errors resulting 
from numerical analysis.
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In calibrating the swirl generator velocity measurements were
conducted at the inlet station of the 10° diffuser. A study of
the decay of swirl in the inlet pipe was not pursued as the
variation between two stations was not measurable. Hall (1967)
solved the governing equations for swirling pipe flew, numerically,
i vdand shewed that swirl decayed to 1/3 of its initial value in 
about 100 radii. The assumption that angular mcmentum was conserved 
was verified and confirmed for the 10° diffuser. Area-averaged 
mass flux is constant to within 6% for both cases of flew in the 10° 
diffuser. The most significant feature in this analysis is the 
manner in which separation tendency has been eliminated [ Fig. (9.4)] 
by swirl.
In the analysis of wall static pressure variation along the 
test section it was seen that the presence of swirl modified the 
pressure drop in the pipe. As a consequence,two interesting 
questions develop. The first question is the subjective nature of 
the curve used to blend the pressure drop in the pipe and the 
pressure rise in the diffuser. The second question is the 
applicability of the definition used hitherto to evaluate performance. 
If the pressure at an upstream station in the inlet pipe is regarded 
as the reference value (as this is appreciably constant with all 
the diffusers) instead of the pressure at diffuser inlet then the 
increase in performance with swirl will be much less. Additional 
static pressure points are required in the transition area to obtain 
a better estimate of the wall static pressure variation in this 
region.
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The dashed-line curves in Fig. (9.11) indicate the 
performance referred to station 2 in the inlet pipe. Carparing 
these with the continuous lines, it is seen that the useful 
improvement is much less than that indicated by the conventional 
definition. The curves as a whole indicate that there is scope 
for further increase of performance with increase of swirl. The 
exception is the 30° diffuser, which indicates a drop in performance 
with further increase of swirl. It is likely that with the high 
swirl angles at exit, the assumptions of "mild swirl" and that of 
conservation of angular momentum are invalidated.
CWing to the widely differing conditions of experimentation 
it is difficult to offer any worthwhile caparison with the limited 
amount of published data. The author is not aware of any previous 
work which has cited the modification of the pressure drop in the 
inlet pipe. Figs. (4.4a) and (4.5c) support Fig. (9.11) in that 
swirl definitely has a beneficial effect on flew in diffusers.
However a much more detailed analysis is required before a 
quantitative caparison is possible.
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CHAPTER TEN 
CONCLUDING COMMENTS.
10.1 AIMS AND METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
Various investigators have expressed the view that it may be 
possible to improve the performance of the conical diffuser by 
imparting swirl to the fluid at entry. In addition to this, in fluid 
handling devices such as punps, turbines, vortex amplifiers etc., 
swirling flow is an inherent feature and as such diffuser performance 
data are required in these instances. A research programme was 
initiated at this establishment, the aim of which was to investigate 
the performance of diffusers with swirling, flew and where necessary 
contribute to the existing knowledge on performance with axial flew. 
The current project was established to lay a sound basis for the 
main programme, and was carried out in three stages. Stage one was 
seen as one that would survey the present state of the subject as 
such an exercise had not been conducted previously. Stage two was 
concerned with formulating an overall strategy to include as much of 
the forseeable future requirements of the main programme. Stage three 
was primarily concerned with theoretical and experimental work and 
had a secondary function of steering future research.
10.2 ____ RESULTS
Each chapter was concluded with a discussion and the results 
were presented. The associated assumptions and the limitations were 
included in the discussion. Here it suffices to present the results 
in a concise form. The discussion that follows is of necessity 
qualitative in nature.
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As a vast number of definitions have been used in the past 
to define diffuser performance with axial flew it was necessary to 
review these and determine their inter-relation. Cn this basis, 
criteria for presenting performance data with swirling flow were 
developed. On the basis of "mild swirl" these were simplified to 
managable forms. This assumption was critically examined and 
justified.
A new 'AREA-PLOT' method was developed for presenting 
performance information. The advantage of this method is two-fold. 
Firstly the new plot permits comparison of performance of plane and 
conical diffusers and secondly it displays all three geometric 
variables.
As a contribution to axial flow studies the 'Ross-Fraser' 
method for predicting boundary layer growth in a diffuser was extended 
to obviate the need for intermediate wall static pressures. In the two 
original models flew parameters were grouped so as to obtain linearised 
semi-empirical relationships governing their grewth. These themselves 
were insufficient to solve completely for all the unknowns. This 
difficulty was overcome by introducing the continuity equation.
However to determine the mass flux accurately it was necessary to 
express the complete velocity profile in a mathematical form thus 
eliminating the need to "fair-in". The model was computerised as a 
closed-form solution. This makes the method much more attractive 
unlike the previous models which required reference to graphs. The 
predictions compare very well with Fraser's experimental data. The 
limitations of the method were discussed in Chapter Three.
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An extensive survey of previous experimental and theoretical 
work associated with swirling flew and vortex breakdown was conducted, 
with particular emphasis on areas not covered previously. This was 
considered necessary as it would permit future investigators to 
proceed with their work without having to make individual surveys 
on each occasion.
The Navier-Stokes equations as applied to laminar swirling 
flew were solved. Fesort was made to experimental data for obtaining 
the constants which appear in the model. The velocity profiles 
appear to be very weak functions of radius as the presence of the 
boundary layer was ignored. It was seen that towards the exit end 
of the diffuser mass flux and angular momentum are conserved. In the 
last three sections this is remarkably good though not so for the 
first two sections. It was shewn that the tangential velocity in a 
diffuser or in a pipe may be represented by a family of exponential 
curves. The solid-body rotation core in the diffuser was seen to 
diverge parallel to the diffuser in the 6° diffuser. The model seems 
to admit the possibility of extension to turbulent flews by replacing 
the kinematic viscosity by the eddy viscosity.
The characteristics of the spherical pitot probe were 
investigated to see if it was possible to use Wright's method of 
analysis when the stem was at right angles to it. It was found that 
this was not possible, and hence a simplified calibration was used 
instead.
The development of the various modes of vortex breakdown 
in turbulent flew in a pipe was observed and photographed quite 
successfully.
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It was observed that vortex breakdown in the pipe was not an instability 
phenomenon but a reversible transition frcrn one state to another.
Regions of stability and instability have been identified in the context 
of the present work. The sense of rotation of the primary and 
secondary cores were the same.
It was seen that the honeycomb swirl generator produced a very 
good solid-body rotation. Swirl was seen completely to eliminate 
separation tendencies in the 10° diffuser. Within the range considered 
angular momentum was seen to be conserved in the 10° diffuser. The 
introduction of swirl modified the pressure drop in the inlet pipe 
immediately upstream of the diffuser. This invalidates the use of 
the conventional definition of diffuser performance. Thus it is not 
possible to quantify the effectiveness of swirl though it is evident 
that it does improve performance.
10.3______GUIDELINES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Research in the field of axial flew in diffusers has been in 
progress for nearly a century and as yet the associated characteristics 
of flow are not fully understood. At the very outset it was accepted 
that a single project would not be able to do more than scratch the 
surface on the subject of swirling flew in diffusers. Accordingly 
a purposeful research strategy was formulated with the onus on this 
project to lay a sound foundation and identify guidelines for future 
research. As each chapter was self contained the discussion that 
follows will treat each area in the same manner.
The 'Ross-Fraser' method has several weaknesses when applied 
to a general flew situation. New that a closed form solution is 
available it is necessary to examine critically the range of validity 
of the empirical relationships used in the model.
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As the computerised model Is capable of handling higher order 
equations there is no need to confine it to linearised equations. 
Another area that needs investigation is that of the applicability 
of the model to thick inlet boundary layers.
In the theoretical investigation of swirling laminar flew 
the tangential velocity function must be further examined to obtain 
a better fit for severe swirl and also modified to include the 'no­
slip' condition at the wall. The present investigation indicated 
that the 'solid-body' rotation core diverged parallel to the diffuser. 
The applicability of this to wider angle diffusers needs further study. 
Explicit solution of the governing equations for turbulent swirling 
flew does seem difficult at this stage. It would seem worthwhile 
investigating the possibility of using an indirect approach by 
including the radius-dependent eddy viscosity to take account of 
turbulence. The inclusion of even one of the above extensions would 
add greatly to the already complex problem and it may well be that an 
alternative to the method of solution may have to be sought. It was 
shewn from the solution of the governing equations that it would be 
preferable to use a conical coordinate system. In addition, two 
conditions that may be used are that of conservation of mass flux 
and of angular momentum.
The experimental rig which is due to be moved must be sited 
such that air-suction is free of environmental disturbances. The main 
structure should be stiffened and if necessary steps must be taken to 
isolate the test area iron structural vibration. This may be necessary 
for flow visualisation.
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Additional static pressure points are necessary in the inlet pipe 
inmediately upstream of the diffuser and also in the diffuser 
immediately downstream of the throat. Provision has been made to 
incorporate a data logging system (which has been purchased). Sane 
work is required to fully automate data logging.
It was seen that the method of calibration, of the 
spherical pitot probe, as proposed by Wright was not directly 
applicable when the stem is at right angles to the probe-head. Further 
work is necessary to accomodate high swirl as the method used in the 
present project is limited to mild swirl.
There is plenty of scope for work in the area of flew 
visualisation in diffusers. In the present project it was only 
possible to visualise flew in a pipe. Once regions of stability 
are established it is necessary to enquire into the effect of vortex 
breakdown on diffuser performance. As a supplement to this it would 
be necessary to identify the parameters influencing the movement of 
the primary core-head.
An analysis of flow in the 10° diffuser was conducted and 
it was established that angular momentum was conserved. Further work 
is required to determine if at higher swirl rates and wider angles 
angular momentum is conserved. The influence of the blend at the 
throat on the modification of the wall static pressure drop In the 
pipe should be further investigated. This needs to be followed 
by a close scrutiny of data to establish an acceptable definition 
for evaluating performance data with swirling flow.
The above discussion was concerned with possible
extensions in particular areas.
The requirements of the main programme are seen from Fig. (1.2).
The test-rig however was designed with wider applications in mind. 
Provision has been made to incorporate other forms of swirl 
generators and to use non-Newtonian liquids.
TVo research projects have been initiated in support of 
this programme. One is concerned with the growth of the boundary 
layer downstream of a honeycomb. It is hoped that it may be 
possible to obtain at least an empirical relationship to predict 
the growth of the boundary layer. This would enable the creation 
of a known boundary layer in an industrial application thus obviating 
the need to measure the velocity profile at inlet to the diffuser.
The other project is concerned with the improvement of jet-pump 
performance by swirling the induced flew.
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STATION
NO.
AXIAL
DISTANCE
DIFFUSER
RADIUS
BOUNDARY
LAYER
THICKNESS
DISPLACEMENT
THICKNESS
MOMENTUM
THICKNESS
SHAPE
PARAMETER
CORE
VELOCITY
COEFF. OF 
SHEAR 
STRESS
IN * - Z/Ro B - R/R0 Y/Ro ©> & o e/Ro D V - Uc/UCo Cf x 103
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3 ' .8284 1.0693 .1750 .0323 .0205 .400 .897 ' 2.00
4 1.6535 1.1416 .2015 .0495 .0290 .620 .809 1.40
5 2.7096 1.2340 .2775 .0828 .0426 .800 .739 . * CO o
6 3.4522 1.29SO .3370 .1145 .0515 .925 .704 00•
7 3.8416 1.3333 .3700 .1267 .0561 .975 .686 .52
8 4.5479 1.3947 .4560 .1670 .0647 1.150 .663 .35
9 5.2607 1.4574 .5350 .2020 .0733 1.200 .645 .25
10 6.0990 1.5307 .6275 .2460 .0828 1.300 .622 • .15
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TABLE 5/1. COMPUTED FLOW PROPERTIES OF 6° DIFFUSER
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TABLE 7/1. PROBE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 5 ( FIG.7.4 )
TABLE-9/1 FLOW -PROPERTIES for i n c r e a s i n g  s wi r l
S W I R L  1
R A D I U S  M M  - 0 ,  U O O 5 . 5 1 4 7 . 1 8 1 1 2 , 1 1 4 1 5 , 7 9 7 1 9 . 6 4 4 2 3 . 5 2 9 2 9 , 1 6 1 3 2 , 6 2 8 3 9 , 6 5 2 4 4 , 2 5 0 4 8 , 7 5 0
A N G , O F  Y A W 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 4 1 4 0 . 9 0 6 1 . 5 5 8 2 . 0 5 7 2 . 6 0 5 3 . 1 9 1 4 . 1 9 0 4 , 8 3 0 6 . 6 1 7 8 . 5 8 7 0  . o o o
A X L  V E L  M / S - 6 . 1 9 3 6 , 1 6 5 6 . 1 2 9 6 , 0 1  4 5 . 9 5 9 5 . 8 2 8 5 . 6 9 8 5 . 3 7 4 5 . 2 1 3 4 . 6 1 5 4 . 0 5 2 0 . 0 0 0
T N G  V E L  M / S 0 ,  U O O 0 . 0 4 5 0 . 0 9 7 0 . 1 6 4 0 , 2 1 3 0 . 2 6 5 0 , 3 1 8 0 . 3 9 4 0 . 4 4 0 0 . 5 3 5 0 . 5 9 7 0 . 0 0 0
A N G ,  M O M ,  - F L U X *  U . 5 9 4 2 E - 0 3 N , M M A S S F L U X s O , 0 4 0 3 0 K G / S O M G »  0 . 1 3 5 6 0 2  R D N S / S
M E A N  V E L , *  4 , 4 9 7 9 M / S A X L K . E . * 0 , 5 5 4 6 E 0 0  N . M / S K . E , f a c t o r * 1 . 3 6 0 5
S W I R L  2 ... “
R A D I U S  M M 0  , U 0  0 - 5 . 5 1 4 7 . 1 8 1 1 2 , 1 1 4 1 5 , 7 9 7 1 9 . 6 4 4 2 3 . 5 2 9 2 9 . 1 6 1 3 2 . 6 2 8 3 9 . 6 5 2 4 4 . 2 5 0 4 8 , 7 5 0
A N G , O F  Y A W 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 6 1 1 1 . 3 5 6 2 . 2 9 5 3 . 0 0 7 5 . 8 2 5 4 , 6 5 2 5 . 9 9 4 6 . 8 8 7 9 . 1 6 8 1 1 . 0 8 9 0 . 0 0 0
A X L  V E L  M / S 5 , 6 0 1 5 , 6 0 0 5 , 7 4 8 5 , 6 4 2 5 , 6 1 3 5 , 4 6 5 5 . 3 9 8 5 . 1 8 4 5 , 0 4 3 4 . 5 8 6 4 . 2 1 4 0 . 0 0 0
T N G  V E L  M / S o , ooo Ü . 0 Ó 2 0 . 1 3 4
i
0 . 2 2 6 0 , 2 9 5 0 . 5 6 7 0 . 4 3 9 0 . 5 4 4 0 . 6 0 V 0 . 7 4 0 0 . 8 2 6 0 . 0 0 0
A N G .  M O M ,  F L U X *  U . 9 2 5 0 E - 0 3
a:
---•x m a s s F L U X s O . 0 3 9 3 0 K G / S 0 M G =  0 , 1  8 7 E 0 2  R D N S / S
M E A N  V E L . s  4 , 3 B 6 6 M / S “  A X L K . E . * 0 . 5 0 1 2 E  0 0  N , M / S < . e . F A C T O R S 1 , 3 2 5 5
S W I R L  3  
R A D I U S  MM - 0  , U O O 3 , 3 1 4 7 . 1 8 1 1 2 , 1 1 4 1 5 . 7 9 7 1 9 , 6 4 4 2 3 . 5 2 9 2 9 . 1 6 1 3 2 , 6 2 8 3 9 , 6 5 2 4 4 , 2 5 0 4 8 . 7 5 0
A N G ,  o f  y a w 0  , U O O 1 . 0 0 3 2 . 1  51 5 , 7 6 4 4 . 8 5 9 6 . 1  3 2 7 , 2  7 5 9 . 0 5 9 1 0 , 1 1 1 1 2 . 4 5 2 1 5 , 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0
A X L  V E L  M / S 5 , 5 5 9 5 . 3 9 7 5 . 4 4 8 5 . 2 4 8 5 . 2 9 6 5 . 2 1 1 5 . 2 5 4 5 . 2 1  2 5 . 2 1 5 5 . 1 1 8 4 . 7 0 6 0 . 0 0 0
T N G  V E L  M / S O . U O U U .  U 9 4 0 . 2 0 5 0 . 3 4 5 0 . 4 3 0 0 . 5 6 0 U , 6 7 1 U .  8 3 1 0 . 9 3 0 1 . 1 3 0 1 . 2 6 1 0 . 0 0 0
A N G .  M O M .  F L U X *  U . 1  3 4 3 E * * 0 2 n . m m a s s F L U X  = 0 . 0 4 0 2 / K G / S Q M G *  0 , 2 8 5 6 0 2  R D N S / S
M E A N  V E L . *  4 , 4 9 5 1 M / S A X L K . E . * 0 . 5 2 4 1 6  0 0  N , M / S < . E . F A C T O R * 1 . 2 8 3 2 ru<J>
- TABL E  9/H a x i a l  f l ow» i o p e g , d i f f u s e r
S T A T I O N  N O ,  1
R A D I U S  MM 0 , 0 0 0 3 . 3 1 4 7 . 1 8 1 1 2 , 1 1 4 1 3 , 7 9 7 1 9 , 6 4 4 2 3 . 5 2 9 2 9 . 1 6 1 3 2 . 6 2 8 3 9 . 6 5 2 4 4 . 2 5 0 4 8 . 7 5 0
A N G .  O F  Y A W 0 , 0 0 0 o . u o o 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
A X L  V E L  M / S 5 . 0 4 3 3 . 6 2 6 5 . 7 4 1 5 . 8 9 3 5 . 6 9 0 5 . 7 3 3 3 . 7 8 4 5 , 4 8 8 5 . 4 9 7 4 . 9 9 2 4 . 0 2 3 0 . 0 0 0
T N G  V E L  M / S 0 , 0 0 0 o . u o o 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 - 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 U . 0 0 0
A N G .  M O M ,  F L U X *  Ü . O O U U E  0 0 N . M M A S S F L U X * 0 , 0 4 3 4 9 K G / S O M G *  0 , Ü O O E 0 0  R D N S / S
M E A N  V E L . ■  4 . 8 5 4 1 M / S A X L K .  E , * 0 . 5 6 8 6 E  0 0  N . M / S K . E , F A C T O R * 1 . 1 0 9 7
S T A T I O N  N O , 2
R A D I U S  M M 0 .  U O O 4 . 3  8 9 9 . 9 2 2 1 6 , 6 8 9 2 1  . 7 1 1 2 6 . 9 2 9 3 2 . 1 6 6 3 9 . 6 9 6 4 4 . 2 9 3 3 3 . 5 0 ' 5 9 , 4 6 0 6 3 . 9 6 0
A N G .  O F  Y A W O . U O O O . U O O 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 O . O O U 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0,0 00 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
A X L  V E L  M / S 4 , 6 9 8 4 . 6 9 a 4 . 6 4 6 4 . 5 9 3 4 . 5 1 7 4 . 4 7 4 4 . 2 0 2 3 . 3 1 6 3 . 3 7 3 2 . 3 4 4 1 . 5 0 2 0 , 0 0 0
T N G  V E L  M / S O . U O Ü U . U Ü U 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 O . U O O 0 .  o o u 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
■ A N G .  M O M ,  F L U X *  U . O O U O E  0 0 n . m M A S S F L U X *  0 . 0 4 6 9 4 K G / S O M G *  0 , 0 0 0  E 0 0  R D N S / S
M E A N  V E L , «  3 . 0 4 3 5 M / S A X L K . E . * 0 . 3 1 4 5 E  0 0  N . M / S K . E , f a c t o r * 1 , 4 4 6 6
S T A T I O N  N O , 3
R A D I U S  MM o . u o o 5 , 3 8 1 1 2 . 0 4 9 2 0 , 2 2 8 2 6 , 2 7 4 3 2 . 5 3 3 3 8 . 7 8 6 4 7 . 7 2 8 5 3 , 1 5 3 6 3 , 9 4 4 7 0 . 8 5 0 7 5 . 3 5 0
A N G .  O F  Y A W o . u o o 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
A X L  V E L  M / S 3 , 6 2 3 3 . 6 3 6 3 . 8 3 6 3 , 9 4 9 3 , 6 6 6 3 , 6 7 9 3 , 1 7 9 2 . 4 0 6 1 , 9 3 1 1 . 2 1 3 0 . 7 6 7 0 . 0 0 0
T N G  V E L  M / S o . u o o 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
A N G .  M O M .  F L U X *  U . O O U O E  0 0 N , M M A S S F L U X s ü . Ü 4 3 3 1 X G / S O M G *  0 , O O O E 0 0  R D N S / S
M E A N  V E L . »  2 , 1 1 7 Q M / S A X L K . E . s 0 . 1 9 8 4 E  0 0  N . M / S K . E . F A C T O R * 1 , 9 5 3 5
S T A T I O N  N O ,  4  
R A D I U S  M M  O . U O O 6 . 6 0 1  •1 4 . 2 3 5 2 3 . 8 5 6 3 0 , 9 4 2 3 8 . 2 5 2 4 5 . 5 2 / 5 5 . 8 7 1 6 2 . 1 1 0 7 4 , 4 2 8 8 2 . 2 4 0 8 6 . 7 4 0
A N G .  O F  Y A W  O . U O O O . U U Ü 0 . 0  Ü 0 0 , 0 0 0 o . o u o 0 , 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 Ü . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
A X L  V E L  M / S  3 , 1 3 7 2 . 9 8 8 2 . 9 1 6 2 . 8 5 9 2 . 8 6 5 2 , 7 3 6 2 . 4 9 3 1 . 9 8 1 1 , 2 7 9 0 . 5 7 2 0 . 2 5 6 0 . 0 0 0
T N G  V E L  M / S  O . U O O o . u o o 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
A N G ,  M O M .  F L U X *  U . O O O O E  0 0 n ,! m M A S S F L U X * Q , 0 4 2 8 5 X G / S O M G *  0 . O O O E 0 0  R D N S / S
M E A N  V E L , *  1 , 5 1 0 6 M / S A X L X . E , * 0 . 1 1 6 1 E  0 0  N . M / S X . E . f a c t o r * 2 . 3 / 5 0
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TABLE 9/m SWIRLING FLOU» 10 d e g , DIFFUSER
S T A T I O N  N O ,  1
R A D I U S  M M 0 , 0 0 0 . 3 . 3 1 4 7 . 1 8 1 1 2 , 1 1 4 1 5 . 7 9 7 1 9 . 6 4 4 2 3 . 5 2 9 2 9 . 1 6 1 3 2 , 6 2 8 3 9 . 6 5 2 4 4 . 2 5 0 4 8 , 7 5 0
A N G ,  O F  Y A W O . U O O 0 . 6 0 0 1 . 3 0 0 2 , 3 0 0 3 . 0 0 0 3 . 8 0 0 4 . 6 5 0 6 . 0 0 0 6 , 9 0 0 9 . 2 0 0 1 1 , 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
A X L  V E L  M / S 5 , 8 0 1 6 . 6 0 0 5 . 7 4 8 5 , 6 4 2 5 . 6 1 3 5 . 4 8 5 5 , 3 9 8 5 . 1 8 4 5 . 0 4 3 4 . 3 8 6 4 , 2 1 4 0 . 0 0 0
T N G  V E L  M / S ' O . U O O 0 . 0 6 1 0 . 1 3 0 0 . 2 2  7 0 . 2 9 4 0 . 3 6 4 0 . 4 3 9 0 . 5 4 5 0 . 6 1 0 0 . 7 4 3 0 . 8 2 7 0 . 0 0 0
A N G .  M O M ,  F L U X *  U . 9 2 5 U E " U 3 N . M M A S S F L U X s O . 0 3 9 3 0 K G / S O M G =  0 , O O O E 0 0 R D N S / S
M E A N  V E L , *  4 , 3 8 0 5 M / S A X L
ii•
U
i 0 , 5 0 1 2 6  0 0  N . M / S
UJ• F A C T O R » 1 . 3 2 5 5
S T A T I O N  N O ,  2  
R A D I U S  M M O . U O O 4 . 5 8 9 9 . 9 2 2 1 6 , 6 8 9 2 1  , 7 1 1 2 6 . 9 2 9 3 2 . 1 6 6 3 9 . 6 9 6 4 4 . 2 9 3 5 3 . 5 0 7 5 9 . 4 6 0 6 3 . 9 6 0
A N G .  O F  Y A W 0 , u o o 1 , 2 3 / 1 . 6 3 2 2 . 4 2 3 4 , 5 4 6 6 . 1 0 0 7 . 6 2 6 1 0 . 0 0 1 1 2 , 0 1 2 1 6 . 9 4 6 2 1 . 0 7 3 0 . 0 0 0
A X L  V E L  M / S 4 . 3 0 6 4 . 2 5 9 4 . 2 1 2 3 , 9 4 6 3 . 8 1  1 3 . 6 5 9 3 . 4 4 3 3 . 1  7 6 3 , 0 1  7 2 . 5 6 0 1 . 9 3 9 0 . 0 0 0
T N G  V E L  M / S 0 , 0 0 0 u , u y  2 0 . 1  2 0 0 . 1 6 / 0 , 3 0 3 0 . 3 9 1 0 . 4 6 1 0 . 5 6 0 0 , 6 4 2 0 . 7 8 0 0 . 7 4 7 O . U O O
A N G . M O M ,  F L U X »  0 , 9 8 1  O F " 0 3 N , M M A S S F L U X » 0 , 0 4 1 7 1 K G / S 0 M G »  0 . O O O E 0 0  R D N S / S
M E A N  V E L , »  2 . 7 0 4 3 M / S A X L K . E , » 0 . 2 1 5 2 E  U O  N , M / S K . E . F A C T O R » 1 . 4 1 0 9
S T A T I O N  N O .  3  
R A D I U S  M M O . U O O 5 . 5 8 1 1 2 . 0 4 9 2 0 . 2 2 8 2 6 , 2 7 4 3 2 . 5 3 3 3 8 , 7 8 6 4 7 . 7 2 8 5 3 . 1 5 3 6 3 . 9 4 4 7 0 . 8 5 0 7 5 . 3 5 0
A N G ,  O F  Y A W 0 , 0 0 0 1 . 4 0 0 2 . 9 0 0 5 , 1 0 0 6 . 4 0 0 7 . 8 0 Ü 8 . 4 0 U 1 1  . O O Q 1 2 . 9 0 0 1 7 . 9 0 0 2 3 . 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
A X L  V E L  M / S 2 , 6 9 9 2  . T 4 4 2 . 6 8 4 2 . 6 2 9 2 . 5 2 7 2 . 2 8 9 2 . 3 5 2 2 . 2 8 1 2 . 2 1 2 1 . 9 3 7 1 . 4 9 3 O . U O O
T N G  V E L  M / S 0 ,  U 0  0 U , 067 0 . 1 3 6 0 . 2 3 5 0 . 2 8 3 0 . 3 1 4 0 . 3 4 7 0 . 4 4 3 0 . 5 0 7 0 . 6 2 6 0 . 6 4 0 0 . 0 0 0
A N G .  M O M ,  F L U X =  U . 1 Ü 0 8 F - Ü 2  N . M  M A S S  F L U X s 0 . 0 4 1 7 1  K G / S  O M G =  0 . 0 0 0 E  0 0  R D N S / S
MEAN V E L . s  1 . 9 4 8 8 M / S  A X L  K . E ,* 0 . 1 0 Q 8 E  0 0  N.M/$ K.E, F A C T O R »  1 . 2 7 2 1
S T A T I O N  NO, 4  
R A D I U S  M M  0 , 0 0 0
A N G .  O F  Y A W  0 , 0 0 0
A X L  V E L  M / S  1 . 8 5 0
T N G  V E L  M / S  7 0 , 0 0 0
6 . 6 0 1 1 4 . 2 3 5 2 3 . 8 5 6 3 0 . 9 4 2 3 8 . 2 5 2 4 5 . 5 2 / 5 5 . 8 7 1 6 2 , 1 1 0 7 4 . 4 2 8 8 2 . 2 4 0 8 6 . 7 4 o
1 , 8 0 ( ) 5 . 3 0 0 7 . 3 0 0 6 . 0 0 0 V . 0 0 0 1 1 . 6 0 0 1 3 . 3 0 0 1 3 . 8 0 0 1 7 . 8 0 0 2 1 . 5 0 0 0 . 0 0  0
1 . 8 0 4 1 . 7 5 0 1 . 6 8 0 1 . 7 8 7 1 . 6 7 3 1 . 7 5 2 1 . 8 0 0 1 . 7 8 2 1 . 5 8 2 1 . 2 1  7 0 . 0 0 0
0 , 0 5 9 0 . 1 6 2 0 . 2 1 5 0 , 2 5 1 0 . 2 6 5 0 . 3 6 0 0 . 4 2 6 0 . 4 3 8 0 . 5 0 6 0 . 4 7 9 0 , 0 0 0
A N G .  M O M .  F L U X »  U . 1 0 4 2 E " U 2  N . m  M a S S  F L U X s U . 0 4 2 9 5  K G / $  0 M Q »  Ü . O O Ü E  0 0  R D N S / S
M E A N  V E L , »  1 . 5 1 4 2 M / S  A x L  K . E . »  0 . 5 8 3 1 E - U 1  N . M / S  K . E ,  F A C T O R *  1 . 1 8 4 3
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TABLE 9/iy WALL STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN PIPE (VOLTS?
PRESS.(N/M2') = 0.01962 X  VDLTS
AXIAL I SWIRL 1 
SWIRL 31 SWIRL 2
STATIDN 1 2 3 4 5
DIFFUSER
10 -79 -120 -166 -165 
-166 -166
-208 -212 
-224 -218
-252 -259 
-275 -267
15 -79 -120 -167 -166 
-168 -167
-208 -211 
-224 -217
-253 -259 
-278 -268
20 -79 -120 -166 -167 
-166 -168
-207 -213 
-225 -219
-251 -261 
-280 -270
25 -79 -120 -166 -166 
-169 -167
-209 -216 
-230 -223
-252 -262 
-285 -273
30 -79 -120 -165 -167 
-168 -166
-2C9 -216 
-234 -225
-252 -265 
-292 -277
2
7
0
APPENDIX 3/A
THE MODIFIED AITKEN - DELTA PROCESS
The AITKEN - DELTA process and its modified form are 
discussed belcw.
Consider the general case of an iterative process which 
may be represented as
operation Zi= f (uj =
For each successive operation Ui+I is made the input.
If the process is convergent, then,
« £  <u-Zt) = 0
Only a convergent process is of interest here and hence 
the discussion will be confined to this case. The iterative 
process, while being convergent, may be either monotonic or 
oscillatory. The two cases may be graphically represented as in
Figure (3.8).
The straight-forward 'Aitken-Delta' process predicts 
the true solution as
M pred= (u,u5-$/(u,-2ua+ u5)
(The proof of this may be found in any standard text on numerical 
analysis.).
Owing to the symmetry of the above expression, (i.e. 
and may be interchanged without altering the result), if the 
equation is "severly non-linear" the process would diverge.
The present problem does suffer from a "severe non­
linearity" in character, and in addition to this there is a need 
to solve a quartic equation (using Bairstow's process).
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Depending on the starting value U^, the calculated value Z, (or U J 
may be unsatisfactory for further progress. This is because, as 
pointed out earlier, the quartic equation may not yield a positive 
root. Then a smaller value of Z-^ is used until the quartic 
equation yields an acceptable solution.
The purpose of the Mtken-Delta process is to speed-up 
the rate of convergence. Because of the presence of the 
previously mentioned sub-iterative the general 'Aitken-Delta' 
process needs to be modified before it can be usefully employed.
Before using the process it is first necessary to 
observe the evaluated approximate roots, (i.e. if monotonic or 
oscillatory.)
Then test for convergence 5 
we have ui+= f (u^
If M is a solution then M  =  f (M) 
thus =• M  "H
and M + ^ = = f ( M  +  €j
=  f (M) +€.f'(M) +  h.o.t. 
thus convergence if 1f\M ) I <  I
The process requires three values of U to evaluate the 
predicted solution. The first value is the starting vailue U^ , but 
the calculated Z fc>r l^ ) may not be suitable for evaluating U^ .
Thus a fraction (X) of is used to obtain 
Now x, =  u,
x2=  u,+X(u2-u )  (3/A.l)
x3 = f (x£)
for a solution
M = f ( M )  and M -I- £ ( (3/A.2)
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this yields Ua= f (M +-€j — M+- € f *(M) 
losing equation (3/A.l), yields
U2= ( l -X )u ,  +X[M4-€f'(M )] (3/A.3)
Also U3=  M +€ s = f (MH-€) -  f(M) +€/(M)
i.e. U =M = LI ~ A-HAf'(M)] e/(M) + M  (3/A.4)
using equations (3/A.2, .3, .4,) and eliminating and f1 (M)
yields
M =■ [A u ^ u -u J-u ju ^  ut)]/[u - (1-h A ji^ i-A u J (3/A.5)
where A is  given by the expression
and is less than unity as a new value smaller than the previous one 
is sought. Obviously when A = 1 both values are identical.
Thus equation (3/A.5) may be used repeatedly an the basis 
of figure (3.9) to obtain an acceptable value.
APPENDIX 3 /B
BAIRSTOW'S PROCESS
Consider the quartic equation
q^+- aax3+ eye1 +  a,x -+-a0 -  O (3/B.l)
as a solution consider the approximate quadratic factor
X2- p X - l  ( 3 / B . 2)
dividing equation (3/B.l) by (3/B.2) yields the other quadratic.
Now find q = a +pq -H q
for s = 4,3,2,1 withq=q = 0
Also find T  =• q t pT + IT& Is«
for S = 2,1/0 'with T, =■ T3=  O
Then the increments of p and \ are 
dP “  H A “  Toq,) /G 
dt = (Mq, - Toq J /G
where M  =  IT, +  pT0
G  = T / + M T ,
New test |dpi <  C, and JdlJ ^  €z
when converged the factors are
( x2-  p x -l) and (q x V  q x + q )r H- 3 2.
and the roots are
X = +(p/2) ±  J { p l 2 f  +
v = ■  ^ ac!i±  J H  2if+  <*[%
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APPENDIX 3/C 
COMPUTER PROGRAMME
3/C.l The entire model is in the form of a computer programme 
requiring only one data card of input information. Explanatory 
comments have been included in the programme explaining the 
various stages of operations. The flow diagram displays the 
master segment in skeleton form. A list of the programme is 
given in Wirasinghe (1964).
3/C.2 Principal Computer Notations t
NSTAT - no. of stations used (inclusive of initial station)
ARR - area ratio
THTFN - momentum thickness Reynolds no.
BLTR - thickness of boundary layer (N-D) *
THTR - momentum thickness (N-D)
RO - throat radius
SUBL - thickness of laminar sub-layer
RMU - core velocity
GP2 - exponent (G + 2)
ALPHA - axial distance (N - D)
BETA - duct radius (N - D)
D - shape parameter
THEM - momentum thickness integrated from velocity profile
* (N-D) - nan-dimensional
3/C.3 Input information
e.g. NSTAT = 10
ARR = 2.75
THTFN = 3000
BLTR = .1403
IHTR = .0135
BO = 3.03
CONANG = 10
3/C.4 Output information
See tables 3/II and 3/III
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This appendix outlines the procedure used in fitting 
the exponential function
)L = [ I - e x p ( -C 2cZ)]C,/2irr
to the data fran So (1967). The numerical procedure which was 
used is described in Walsh. This technique requires initial 
values of C^and Cj. The above equation cannot be easily solved 
for the constants. A good estimate was necessary to prevent 
divergence in the fitting process as a result of ill-conditioned 
data. The initial values are calculated by fitting a straight 
line to the first three data points which represent the forced 
vortex in the core. Once the best estimate of the constant has 
been made, these values are used in the subsequent downstream 
stations.
To determine the core radius (i.e. radius corresponding 
to peak velocity) the throat radius is used as the starting value 
for the first station. Once again the current value is used for 
the subsequent stations. Ihe function being non-linear, double­
precision arithmetic had to be used to speed-up convergence.
APPENDIX 5/A
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This appendix contains additional information on the 
solution of the mathematical model reported in Chapter 5. 
Equation (5.3.4.1) is
v = (I -G)q/2irr
where G = exp(-jQ) and = (r/ki;f =  [r/kjc^z +  kj]z 
To evaluate the partial differentials the following are required
and [^]y==2j3/r
also [G]x= — G [yS]^ . and [G]r— ~G^3]r 
The following expressions are obtained using the above 
[v]t = Cvk # G A rr2 
[v]r = C,[G{2jB+l)-l]/arr*
[v]M = qkc^6aG(3-2j6)/7rr3
[ v V =  - C l[G(2j0V)BH-l) -  I ]Arr3* 
frcm which, l/r) p and q are obtained following lengthy
manipulation to give
is -  [v^H- [v]/r +  [v]„— v/r*
=  2 ( k j-/3  )/-rrr3
p = [v]r+ v/r = CfiG/irr*
q =  [v]^ =  -C.kc^jiG/flT4
where k = (3 kj02- 2 )/2 k
and using these, the following are obtained
L(r,z) = p/q
M(r,z) =  -fU/q)[ ^ - [ q ^ / q ]
N(r,z) =  [p/q]z ~ l/p = [L]x-  l/r
APPENDIX 5/B :
The necessary partial differentials may be obtained using 
previously evaluated functions to give
[^ ]z=-4Ckc^G [ j8*- ( 3 + kJ/3 + 2 k3]/ir*
[ q CkftffiG (3 -2j0)Arr3 
[p ]r =  2 C k < £ j $ 3 ( | 8 - l ) M r 3 
and making the appropriate substitutions yields
L(r,z) = l/k<#>jB
M(r,z) = 2 k ^ j B ( 3 i B - k 3)/r
N (r) = -  2/r
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If the system shewn in Fig. (6.11) is dismantled then 
reassembling is likely to cause difficulty owing to the "tight" 
design limits. To obtain the full range the following procedure 
must be adhered to:
1. Using the scale on the radius-wheel (Fig. (6.9)) set 
the radius to the maximum value required; in this case 
45 irm. (Note that this corresponds to a maximum 
linear traverse of 90 mm. which is the traverse 
required at the exit of the diffuser).
2. Set the crank radius to 0 = 0° position (i.e. giving 
maximum extension of probe) and move the 'arm' until 
the connector (Fig. (6.11)) almost touches the probe 
carrier. Clamp the probe to the connector and also 
clamp the 'arm' to the crank at A.
3. To test the suitability of the positioning of the probe 
retract the probe gradually. The probe may need re­
positioning if it runs against a limit stop; (Fig. (6.8)).
4. Set the crank to 0 = 180°. Adjust the slider P until the 
recess on its under-side lines up against the 'traverse- 
lock' and clamp it to the 'arm'.
5. New clamp the slider Q- to the arm at a suitable point 
ensuring that i t  does not s lip  out of the slide at 
maximum extension.
APPENDIX 6/A
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APPENDIX 6/B
The method of operation of the relay circuit shewn on 
Fig. (6.13) is as follows.
1. Press start switch and release; the relay C is energised 
and held and the actuator is activated.
2. The withdrawing plunger operates the micro-switch MS/1 
to energise A, operates MS/2 to start the drive motor.
Now the indexing commences.
3. When the withdrawing plunger operates MS/3, C is 
de-energised and D is energised; the actuator is then 
de-activated. Ihe plunger new sits on the periphery
of the radius - wheel until it drops into the next slot.
4. When the plunger drops into the slot MS/2 is released,
B is released and the supply to the drive motor is cut­
off. MS/1 is also released during this operation.
If the system stalls it can be easily released by manually 
retracting the plunger.
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APPENDIX 7/A
SPHERICAL COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION
Let OC be of unit length
fran A* 
(QA'f 
but CB' =
QA'B' and CA'B' (for caranon side A'B')
+ (CB')2 - 2QA' Cos yz = (CA'f + (CB'f - 2CA'.CB'.Cos Ò
Seed; QA' = Sec<p; B'C = tan 6 ; A'C = tan<£>
substituting
Sec<p + Seed - 2 S e c  <£>. S e c  0 .Cosy, = tan<£> + tan20 - 2 tan0tan<£>.Cos<5 
iron which
C o s = Ccs<£>.Ccs6 + Sin0 .S i n C o s 6 
also for the other points
y^  ; 0 = -6 : Cos y^  - Cos&Cos 9 - Sin9 .Sin<£> .Cos 6
yt ; (5 = (90(5); cosy, = Cos</> Cos0 + Sin0Sintp Sind
ys; 6 = (9 0 + 6 ): Cosys = Cos(f> Cos0 - Sin0Sin<£ Sin6
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPHERICAL AND RECTANGULAR 
COORDINATE SYSTEMS
APPENDIX 7/B
.Consider the unit vector V = ( t , m, n) 
and since m  = t . tanG and n = l . tan j0 
I = ( l , 1 tan G  , l tan )
Also l = cos (p and n = m tan 3 
but sin2 (p = m2+ n2 = m z sec2<3 
. ‘. m  = - sin(/).cos 3 
n = - sin<^).sin 6
Thus I = (cos (p , — sin p> cos d , - sin <p sin3 ) 
Fran (7/B.l) and (7/B.2)
l tan G  = sin <p. cos <3
l tan j0 = sin <p . sin 6
from which tan 6 = tan j8 / tan 0
and tan(p = tan2G + taif/3
(7/B.l)
(7/B.2)
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APPENDIX 7/C
LEAST SQUARE FIT APPLIED TO SURFACE SMOOTHING
It is assumed that the variation of the function with 
respect to yaw ( a ) and pitch ( j8 ) can be represented by 
polynomials.
Consider a generalj8 , suppose
vy " °,+ W a»°!--------+ v r  <7/Ca)
where i and j are the indices associated with yav and pitch 
respectively and n is the degree of the polynomial 
representing the variation of the function with respect 
to the yaw angle. N and M are the limiting values of i 
and j respectively.
Using the method of least square, the coefficients of equation 
(7/C.l) are given by
a ,
a
----------
=  (A  A K A
Y -
i
i
i
i
i
. V 3
_ V
where
& =
a, o f -----------
n.-i
--G,
a„ 11111
4
- - a
izi
i1
i2-
1ii
<z
iii
i1
!i
1i
1
1 7.
i
iii
a* F i i i i i i
i ---g m
(7/C.2)
If the above procedure is applied to all the j values then
a
New considering the variation of 
let
a,
a*
a w.r.t. A  ,
a ^ O .  + Q j ^ - ---------------4q je f'
where m is the degree of the polynomial.
Then, as before
ai,
Oa, a,zi
lii1
T *1 T= (B B) B iiii
■i
i
ami
ii
and similarly for j = 2, 3 —  m. 
where
i A A ----
m - i
■-'A
i A  $  —
I |
- c
1i
l
i
i ! i* i i
i I !
f t  f t — ■ -
1
1
- •¿ T
But
V  (i
2
<v
«"I
G j
-  n -
(7/C.3)
(I*1 *1 o.A. <\) t o, a 2 s j  1
The matrix G is given by
-|
------- On -------- On,
%  ~ 
i
i
i
Qz2.1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
= (BTB)".Bt Y1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
G_ o —
1i
------- G
1
1
a
1
1
a t- — --------ami on a. nr\n IM
i.e. G  -*= ( BTD ). E? qT (7/C.4)
Using equation (7/C.2) to eliminate a fran equation 
(7/C.4) yields
and finally
o = (bt b )”'bt
O.
v« »1
>s >*11111
v V. — - V
1
1
I*4-
1
1|
.IS*
11|
_<
---
---
z W --
1
1
1
---------- V**
l.(AA A.V. B.(BT§ )"'
AJA^A)"'
f t
where v and V  are the calculated and experimental values of the 
function respectively,
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or
v..=- aT.M. JÔ-M — — l—
where M  is calculated frcm experimental information.
New it is possible to obtain a smooth set of values 
for Vy . However, as always there are unacceptable "rogue" 
points in the raj data. The test for their existence is as 
follows:
¿In
Let v and V be the experimental and fitted values of 
the population, then the variance is given by
N M * 2
= XE(v.-v*) v.»i pi y y
and the standard deviation is
cr = JS/ lNxM -  nxm)
If at any point | ( v^ —  v* ) | >  2 0" then that point is a 
'rogue' point.
This 'rogue' point is replaced by a new point estimated 
on the following basis;
Consider c to be a 'rogue' point. It may be replaced 
by an estimate based an the points surrounding it provided 
suitable weightings are introduced.
From Taylor's series the value at any point is 
v(x,y) = vc + h ( d v c/ d x  + d v ç / d y ) +[h2/2!l( c)2vc/ d x 2 + 2 d v c /dxdy
+ d^ç/dy2) + ---
= vc exp (hDx + hDy) y
where Dji = ^  and Dy = ^  G N v*6
C
£ h
h
vsw
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Fran the figure
vsw + vne = t e*p(-hDx -  hDy) + exp(hDx + hDy) ] vc 
= 2v • Cosh, (h .(D + D ))v a  y
Considering a ll the nodes surrounding c with their respective 
weightings and replacing hDx and hDy by 9 and <£> yields
vc | 0 [ 2 Cosh ( 9 + <$>) + 2  Cosh ( 9 - <$> ) ] + [ 2  Cosh Q +
2 Cosh cj> ] | = vc
i.e. 4GCosh 9 Cosh <p + 2  j9 ( Cosh 6 + Cosh cj> ) = I
expanding in  series form
4 g  [ I +0/2! + ------3 [ I -f-<#>/2! + ------ -l+2j0[2+(0-K£)/2 4 - - ]  =|
f  ran which
G = -1/4 and /3 = 1/2
Thus
v = i f v  + v + v + v ] - k [v + v  + v  + v 1 c  ^ L n s e w J 4 1 ne se sw nwJ
Similarly, i t  could be shown that for an end point 
G = 1/2 ; P  =  — 1/2 and y  =  I
and that
vc “ %<vn + vs> -  * (vne + vse> + ve
N
y
C
G J0
